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ABSTRACT
A search for high transverse momentum Higgs bosons decaying into a bb̄ pair when produced
in association with a W or a Z boson is performed with the ATLAS detector at CERN. Three
processes are reported: Z(νν)H, W (lν)H, and Z(ll)H. Data was collected in proton-proton colli-
sions during the full Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with
a corresponding integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1. A novel Higgs tagger, called Center-of-Mass
(CoM) frame, was used instead of the default ATLAS Higgs tagger Variable-Radius (VR) given
the better signal efficiency of CoM, and the higher QCD and top-quark rejection compared to VR.
An expected signal yield over the background from other Standard Model processes was found of
to be at a significance of 2.91 standard deviations, improving the VR results by 12.9%.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The Higgs boson, predicted more than 50 years ago [46, 48], was discovered in 2012 by the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations [53, 54] at CERN using proton-proton collisions. The decay of
the SM Higgs boson into a pair of b-quarks despite having the largest branching fraction at 58%,
was only discovered in 2018 due to the very large background arising from multijet production
[98]. At a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, the inclusive production of b-quarks is seven orders of
magnitude larger than the inclusive Higgs production cross section.
The most sensitive production mode to study H → bb̄ is the associated production with a gauge
boson (VH) where V decays leptonically. The presence of leptons in the final state offers cleaner
signatures while rejecting most of the multijet background. The VH → V bb̄ process was observed
in 2018 with an observed significance of 4.9 standard deviations with a signal strength compared
to the Standard Model expectation of 0.98 ± 0.14 (stat.) +0.16−0.15 (syst.).
In this thesis, the original measurement is expanded to the regime where the Higgs boson and
the vector boson are highly boosted causing the two b-jets to overlap. Therefore, both b-jets are
reconstructed inside of a large-R jet. This unexplored regime is expected to be highly sensitive to
new physics beyond the Standard Model. In addition to this, a novel topological Higgs tagger, called
the Center-of-Mass (CoM) frame, has been developed and its performance studied and compared
to the Variable-Radius (VR) Higgs tagger given the better signal efficiency of CoM, and the higher
QCD and top-quark rejection compared to VR. The analysis presented corresponds to data collected
in proton-proton collisions during the full Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV with a corresponding integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1.
This thesis is divided in three parts: Theory, Experiment, and Analysis. Part I explains the
theory of the Standard Model in Chapter 2, and the phenomenology of the theory in the detector
in Chapter 3. Both chapters have an emphasis on the Higgs boson including its production modes
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at the LHC, branching fractions, and current status. Part II covers the experiment beginning with
the LHC in Chapter 4, and the ATLAS detector in Chapter 5. The object reconstruction, the
connection between the theory and the experiment is explained in Chapter 6 with emphasis on
the two Xbb taggers used in this thesis: Center-of-mass frame and Variable-Radius. A comparison
between taggers is presented in Section 6.7.5. Chapter 7 describes the work by the author as part
of the ATLAS phase-II upgrade of the inner detector. Part III is divided in three chapters. Chapter
8 describes the boosted VH analysis in detail including the signal and background processes, event
selection, analysis regions, and systematics uncertainties. Chapter 9 explains the statistical model
behind the global likelihood fit, and presents the results of the analysis. This chapter also discusses
the similarities and differences between the analysis using the CoM tagger and the analysis using
the VR tagger (see Appendix D). Conclusions and future work are summarized in Chapter 10.
3
PART I
THEORY
4
CHAPTER 2. THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS
This chapter introduces the Standard Model of particle physics from its historical background
in Section 2.1, to our current knowledge of its particles and interactions in Section 2.2. Due to their
relevance to this thesis, this chapter focuses primarily on the bottom quark, the gauge bosons W±
and Z, and the Higgs boson. The latter is described in detail in Section 2.3, where Spontaneous
Symmetry Breaking is explained and the interaction couplings between these four particles are
presented, in particular, the coupling between the Higgs boson and a pair of b-quarks. The chapter
ends with a brief note on the open questions of the Standard Model in Section 2.4.
2.1 Historical Background
Since the beginning, humans have been intrigued with the nature of the universe and have tried
to unravel its mysteries. Some of these mysteries have been answered over time by the dedication
of countless scientists, expanding our collective knowledge and, in most cases, bringing with more
fundamental questions, thus repeating the process.
“What is matter made of?” is one of the oldest questions ever asked by humans and our
answer has evolved through time. For the early civilizations, the origin of matter was believed
to be created directly by the gods, while in Ancient Greece, it was believed that all matter was
formed as a combination of indivisible (“atomon” in Greek) and discrete elements. This theory,
called atomism, was proposed by Leucippus and Democritus and was largely accepted not only in
Greece, but also in Indian and Islamic civilizations, which created many versions of the theory [1].
In most cases, the indivisible particles were believed to be the standard elements: air, water, fire
and earth. However, sometimes a fifth element, such as metal or aether, was included.
In the 17th century, a new approach to resolve this question appeared with the establishment
of modern science: the Scientific Method, where ideas and hypotheses are only accepted if they are
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verified by carefully designed experiments. After trial and error, a theory can be constructed by
combining the evidence of the accepted hypotheses, and the disprove of the rejected hypotheses.
These established theories are tested again when new observations are available to either understand
the new phenomena or understand the limits of the theory and propose a new hypothesis.
A new concept of ‘atom’ was developed in the 19th century after many of the elements were
discovered. Scientists observed similar properties between elements and suggested the existence of
atoms, indivisible particles, that could be forming them. This led Dmitri Mendeleev to formulate the
periodic table to classify the known elements with respect to their atomic mass, and their physical
and chemical properties [2]. With this, he was able to predict the existence of new elements such
as Germanium and Gallium [3].
In 1897, J. J. Thompson discovered the electron by deflecting the cathode rays emitted by a
hot filament with a magnet [4]. Thompson noticed the mass of the cathode rays constituents were
constant, independent of the type of atom they were coming from, which led him to propose that
the cathode rays were made of “corpuscles” (particles). This new evidence suggested the electrons
were present in every atom, and most importantly, the atom was, in fact, divisible.
The discovery of the electron initiated a revolution in physics, which later became its own branch
called Elementary Particle Physics or High Energy Physics (HEP) and has led to the discovery of
several other particles in the following decades.
Ernest Rutherford discovered atoms have a nucleus in 1911 by scattering α-particles, consisting
of two protons and two neutrons, off heavy atoms [5]. This discovery guided Niels Bohr in 1913
to propose an atomic model where negatively-charged electrons orbit around a small and heavy
positive-charge nucleus [6]. Two main discoveries supported the idea of Bohr’s atomic model: the
proton by Rutherford in 1919 [7], and the neutron by James Chadwick in 1932 [8]. An extra piece
to the model, the neutrino, was theorized by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 [9, 10], and discovered by
Clyde Cowan and Frederick Reines in 1956 [11]. These four particles seemed enough to explain all
the phenomena observed at the time.
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Nevertheless, the universe proved again to be more complicated than what was expected; be-
tween 1932 and 1960, the number of known particles increased significantly. First, antimatter was
discovered by Carl Anderson in 1932 [12, 13] after being introduced by Paul Dirac in 1928 [14].
Then, a 200-times heavier version of the electron, the muon, was discovered in 1936 by Carl An-
derson and Seth Neddermeyer [15]. Finally, numerous hadrons, particles similar to protons and
neutrons, were discovered, such as pions (π0 [16] and π± [17]), and kaons (K0 and K±) [18].
In this messy catalogue of particles, referred to as the ‘particle zoo’ by Pauli, the hadrons were
cleverly organized by Murray Gell-Mann [19] and George Zweig [20] in 1964, when they introduced
the quark model. In this model, hadrons are not longer fundamental particles because they are
made of even smaller particles called quarks [21, 22]. These particles were initially considered to
have three types: up (u), down (d), and strange (s). However, a new type, the charm quark (c),
was predicted a year later by Sheldon Lee Glashow and James Bjorken [23], and was confirmed by
the discovery of the J/ψ meson in 1974 [24, 25] by both BNL and SLAC, corroborating the quark
model. Two years later, a new electron-like particle, the tau (τ), was discovered, also at SLAC,
with a mass over three thousand times bigger than the mass of the electron [26]. The presence of
three charged leptons (electron, muon and tau) plus the evidence of at least two types of neutrinos
by Leon Lederman, Melvin Schwartz and Jack Steinberger in 1962 [27], suggested three generations
of charged lepton-neutrino pairs, which were finally confirmed in 2000 with the discovery of the
tau neutrino by the DONUT collaboration [28]. Following this example, Makoto Kobayashi and
Toshihide Maskawa predicted the existence of a third generation of quarks in 1973 [29]: the bottom
quark (b), and the top quark (t), discovered in 1977 [30] and 1995 [31, 32] at Fermilab by the E228
experiment, and CDF and D0, respectively. The quark picture as we know it today was completed
in 1964 when Oscar Greenberg proposed quarks have three different color charges: red, blue, and
green [33].
Nevertheless, a new group of elementary particles were added to this list: the gauge bosons;
the particles in charge of carrying the interactions of the fundamental forces1. The photon, the
1With the exception of the gravitational force, where its carrier, the graviton, has not been observed yet [34, 35,
36, 37, 38].
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boson who carries the electromagnetic interaction, was proposed in the beginning of the twentieth
century by Max Plank [39] and Albert Einstein [40], and discovered by Robert Millikan in 1916 [41].
Similarly, the gluon2 was proposed by Gell-Mann in 1962 [42] to mediate the strong interaction
between quarks, and was discovered in 1978 by the PLUTO experiment at DESY [43]. The gauge
bosons for the weak interaction are quite different since they have mass while the photon and
the gluons are massless. In 1961, Sheldon Glashow proposed three intermediate bosons of the
weak interaction, one neutral (Z) and two charged (W±), as part of the so-called electroweak
theory, which unified the electromagnetic and weak interaction [44]. In the following years, Robert
Brout, François Englert [45], Peter Higgs [46], Gerald Guralnik, Carl Hagen, and Tom Kibble [47]
introduced the concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) by proposing it as the mechanism
by which elementary particles acquire mass, especially the weak gauge bosons. Higgs noticed that
there was a new elementary particle associated with this mechanism, later known as the Higgs
boson [48]. The SSB was incorporated to the electroweak theory in 1967 with the work of Steve
Weinberg [49], and Abdus Salam [50], and has been successfully supported by experimentation. The
Z and W± bosons were discovered by the UA1 and UA2 collaborations at CERN in 1983 [52, 51],
while the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, also at CERN, announced in 2012 the discovery of a
Higgs-like particle [53, 54].
The description of all particles mentioned above and their interactions are encaptured by the
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics; our most modern and up-to-date answer to the old
question: “What is matter made of?” However, the Standard Model is not the final answer despite
being arguably most successful theory in the history of science. For example, the SM does not
provide satisfying answers to important questions such as the nature of dark matter and dark
energy, the possibility of multiple Higgs bosons, and the strangely small mass of the neutrino, just
to name a few. These questions keep the window open for new experiments and future discoveries,
which motivated the analysis presented here.
2The eight gluons to be more precise.
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2.2 Particles, Forces and Interactions
Particle physics is concerned with the fundamental constituents of the universe, the elementary
particles, and the interactions between them, the forces. Our understanding is integrated into the
Standard Model, which provides a unified picture where the forces between particles are described
by the exchange of particles [55, 56, 57, 58].
Figure 2.1 Basic properties of the elementary particles of the Standard Model: the three
generations of fermions (purple and green), gauge bosons (red), and the Higgs
boson (yellow) [59].
The elements we see in the universe are formed of atoms, which have a nucleus made of positively
charged protons (p) and electrically neutral neutrons (n), and are surrounded by orbiting negatively
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charged electrons (e−). The electron is bound to the nucleus through one of the four fundamental
forces in the universe: the electromagnetic interaction. The nucleus is held together thanks to
the strong nuclear interaction, and the β-decay is only possible through the weak force. The
fourth force, the gravitational force, is not part of the Standard Model despite being the most
familiar interaction to us. In fact, the gravitational interaction is extremely weak between these
tiny particles, and often can be ignored; however, a unification between the SM and Einstein’s
General Relativity is one of the pending tasks for physicists.
As mentioned earlier, the group of elementary particles is much larger than just protons, neu-
trons and electrons as it was believed in the beginning of the 20th century. In the following sections,
a description of the elementary particles of the SM3, as shown in Figure 2.1, is presented. It is
divided into two main groups of particles: fermions and bosons.
2.2.1 Fermions
Fermions are the fundamental blocks that form the atom, and therefore, all the elements in
the periodic table. To achieve this, only three particles are required: The electron (e−), the quark
up (u), and the quark down (d), where the last two build the nucleus by forming protons (uud)
and neutrons (udd). The picture is completed with the neutrino (ν), which is observed in beta
decays. However, each of these four particles have two exact copies, which only differ by their
heavier masses4. The original four particles are called the first generation, and the two copies are
called the second and third generations, respectively. They are shown in the first three columns to
the left in Figure 2.1. Sometimes generations are also referred to as flavors.
Fermions are also divided into two main groups: quarks and leptons, shown as purple and
green in Figure 2.1. Leptons are further divided with respect to their electrical charge into charged
leptons (electron-like particles), and neutral (neutrinos). Each of these groups of particles interacts
differently through the fundamental forces depending on their nature as indicated in Table 2.1.
3Natural units (h̄ = c = 1) are used in this document unless otherwise indicated. Hence, electronvolt (eV = 1.602
× 10−19 C) is used as a unit for both energy and mass.
4Neutrinos are slightly more complicated. See Section 2.2.1.2 for a detailed explanation.
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Table 2.1 Forces experimented by fermion particles.
Fermions Strong Electromagnetic Weak
Quarks
down-type d s b
up-type u c t
Leptons
charged e− µ− τ−
neutral νe νµ ντ
2.2.1.1 Charged Leptons
The best known charged lepton is the electron (e−). It has a mass of 0.511 MeV, a negative
electric charge that is used as the basic unit for electric charge, a weak isospin of −12 (see Section
2.2.2.3), and is stable. The anti-matter counterpart to the electron is called the positron (e+). The
electron’s second and third generation partners are the muon (µ−) and the tau (τ−), which are
approximately 200 and 3,500 times heavier than the electron, respectively. Despite the difference
in masses, which has physical consequences such as the tau being able to decay hadronically, they
all share the same fundamental interactions.
2.2.1.2 Neutrinos
Neutrinos, as in the case of charged leptons and quarks, have three flavors: electron neutrino
(νe), muon neutrino (νµ), and tau neutrino (ντ ). These three flavors have similar properties and
a corresponding anti-neutrino associated to each flavor. Neutrinos are best-known for being very
elusive particles. They do not carry color (see Section 2.2.2.2) or electric charge, but a weak isospin
of +12 ; hence, they can only interact via the gravitational or weak interactions. Even though gravity
is already insignificant at the subatomic scale, the neutrinos have a very tiny mass even compared
to the other particles. In fact, it was believed for many years neutrinos were massless, but in 1998
the Super-Kamiokande neutrino detector determined neutrinos have a non-zero mass [65]. However,
new cosmological evidence has set an upper limit to the sum of neutrinos masses to
∑
mν < 0.12
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eV [59, 66], which is less than one millionth that of the electron. In addition to that, the weak
interaction has a short range; thus, neutrinos usually pass through normal matter undisturbed.
Nevertheless, when it comes to the flavors of neutrinos there is a subtle distinction that has to
be made. The Super-Kamiokande has a sensitivity to neutrino energies down to 5 MeV, and it was
built to measure the flux of electron neutrinos emitted from the Sun; a very particular energy range
where only solar electron neutrinos can be created. However, the flux was measured to be about
half that expected [65], which was later known as the solar neutrino problem. This was solved
when the total solar neutrino flux was measured by the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), and
the value obtained was consistent with the expected νe-flux from the Sun [67]. Thus, some of the
initial electron neutrinos had changed flavor during their path towards the Earth; this process is
called neutrino oscillations. Consequently, the three flavors of neutrinos (νe, νµ, and ντ ) are in
fact quantum mechanical mixtures of three mass eigenstates labelled as ν1, ν2, and ν3. Yet, this
document will not consider flavor-changing neutrinos, since oscillations are only significant when
the distance traveled by the neutrino is at least in the order of a few kilometers.
2.2.1.3 Quarks
For each generation of quarks there are two types: up and down type. The three generations
of the up-type quarks are the up (u), charm (c), and top (t) quarks, respectively. In the same way,
the down-type is composed of the down (d), strange (s), and bottom (b) quarks.
Quarks have the characteristic that they interact with all four fundamental forces as shown in
Table 2.1. Regarding the electromagnetic (EM) and weak force, the up-type quarks have an electric
charge of +23e and weak isospin of +
1
2 , while the down-type quarks have −
1
3e and −
1
2 , respectively.
Likewise, the strong force interacts with quarks because they carry color charge, which can be red
(antired), blue (antiblue), and green (antigreen)5. As a result, quarks are constrained by color
confinement, which will be explained in more detail in Section 2.2.2.2, and prevents quarks to be
5Colors of antiquarks are indicated inside the parenthesis.
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isolated since only neutral color states are allowed. For this reason, quarks have not been observed
directly6, but in bound states called hadrons.
As a result of the color confinement, hadrons also have to be color neutral. Regarding the
classification of the ‘zoo’ of hadrons, they are mainly divided in two groups: mesons, and baryons.
Mesons are formed by a quark-antiquark pair such as π+ (ud̄), π− (dū), K+ (us̄), and K− (sd̄).
Baryons are formed of three quarks since the sum of red, blue, and green (or the sum of the
corresponding anticolors) form a color neutral state. The most familiar baryons are the proton
(uud), and the neutron (uud). In addition to these two groups of hadrons, a set of discoveries in
the past few years have formed two new types of hadrons: tetraquarks [68, 69, 70], bound states
formed of two quark-antiquark pairs, and pentaquarks [71], formed as a combination of three quarks
and a quark-antiquark pair.
2.2.2 Forces and Bosons
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) combines quantum mechanics and special relativity as a rela-
tivistic description of the particles and forces in the SM. Under this theory, both particles and
forces are represented as ‘excitations’ of fields which exist everywhere. There is a specific field for
each type of particle, and one for each force carrier. Furthermore, each force has at least one of
the spin-1 force-carrying particles which are known as gauge bosons [72]. The theory describing
electromagnetism (EM) is Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), and its force-carrying particle is the
massless photon (γ). Similarly, the strong interaction is described by Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD), and the massless gluons. Finally, the case of the weak interaction is more complicated, and
has three mediators; two charged particles known as the W+ and W− bosons, and a neutral one
called Z boson. These gauge bosons are described in the following sections.
In QFT, the interactions between charged particles7 are conveniently visualized by Feynman
diagrams, where the sum over all possible time-orderings is represented. In the convention used
6The top quark is an exception of this rule because its large mass (almost twice the mass of the W boson) allows
it to decay very quickly (∼ 5 × 10−25 s), about a twentieth of the time scale for strong interactions, preventing the
top quark to form hadrons.
7In this context, charged particles are referred not only to electrical charge particles, but also to weak isospin and
color charge.
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in this thesis, the direction of time goes from left to right; then, the left-hand side of a diagram
represents the initial state, and the right-hand side the final state. The particles in the middle
(internal lines) are called virtual particles and represent the effect of summing not only over all
possible time-ordered diagrams, but in some cases, over all the polarization states of the exchanged
particle. In this combination, even though both momentum and energy are conserved at the
vertices, virtual particles do not necessarily satisfy the Einstein energy-momentum relationship.
Then, virtual particles do not necessarily carry the same mass as the corresponding real particle.
For example, a virtual photon can have an effective mass even when a real photon is massless. For
this reason, virtual particles are also called off-shell particles8.
Table 2.2 The Standard Model interaction vertices, where the value of αs corresponds to
gluons with momentum of approximate 1 GeV (see Section 2.2.2.2).
Force Symbol Coupling Constant
Electromagnetism α 1/137
Strong Interaction αs 1
Weak Interaction αW/Z 1/30
The behavior of the electromagnetic, strong, and weak forces are determined by the properties
of their associated gauge bosons, and how these bosons couple with fermions as shown in Table
2.2. However, there are other properties to take into account when calculating the interaction
probability. For instance, αW/Z is larger than α, which implies weak interaction processes occur
more often than electromagnetic processes. However, W± and Z are more than eighty times heavier
than the proton, while the photon is massless. Thus, at energies of a few GeV or less, EM dominates,
while the weak interaction dominates at higher energies. Other properties to take into account are
the number of vertices, the range of the interacting force, and the charge of the fermions.
8It is important to notice here that the probability of a diagram to occur has its maximum when the momentum
squared of the virtual particle is equal to the mass squared of the real particle; then, there is a preference for virtual
particles which are close to the on-shell particles.
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In addition to the bosons listed above, there exists one with spin zero called the Higgs boson
(H). Even though it is not related to any of the fundamental forces, the Higgs boson gives mass
to all the other particles. This is explained in further detail in Section 2.3.1.
2.2.2.1 Photons
As it was mentioned before, photons are the force-carriers of QED. Moreover, photons interact
only with electrically-charged particles such as electrons and quarks, but not with neutrinos, for
example. Since photons do not have mass, they cannot decay into other particles and are stable.
In addition to this, photons do not possess electric charge, which prevents photons from interacting
with themselves; this property allows QED to have an infinite range proportional to 1
r2
, where r is
the distance between the two interacting particles.
2.2.2.2 Gluons
QCD and QED have many similarities, but also drastic differences. While QED has the electric
charge, QCD has three types of color charges: red, blue, and green. As in the case of the electric
charge, color charges are always conserved in all physical processes. The other difference between
QCD and QED is that the massless gluons have color charge, which has two important consequences:
First, gluons can interact with themselves preventing QCD to have infinite range as in the case of
QED. Second, gluons can change the color charge of a particle into another; in fact, all possible
changes of this type are allowed as long as the color charge is conserved, which leads to eight
different gluons instead of just one [73].
Color confinement prevents quarks and gluons to exist as isolated particles. When two quarks
are pulled apart, virtual gluons are carrying the interaction between them; however, there is also
an interaction between these gluons that are mediated by other gluons. Thus, if the distance of the
quarks increases, the number of interacting gluons will increase too until it is energetically favorable
for a new quark-antiquark pair to appear, instead of adding more gluons [55].
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Figure 2.2 Experimental measurements of αs as a function of the energy scale Q com-
pared to the scaling prediction by QCD [59]. Leading orders of the theoretical
calculations are shown inside the parentheses as NLO (next-to-leading order),
NNLO (next-to-next-to leading order), and N3LO (next-to-NNLO).
In Table 2.2, the coupling constants are referred to as constant, which is not the case for different
energy scales, especially for the strong interaction case where αs changes drastically as shown in
Figure 2.2. At energies of one GeV or less, the coupling constant of QCD is large, and has a
value of approximately one. As a consequence, diagrams with multiple vertices and loops become
significant in the calculation and prevent the use of perturbation theory. Fortunately, αs decreases
for higher energies; for example, its value is only 0.1181 when the energy scale Q is equal to the Z
mass, MZ . This value is low enough to allow perturbation theory to be used, but not low enough
to only consider leading terms; Feynman diagrams with higher orders are still significant and need
to be added to the calculations. The decrease of αs with energy is known as asymptotic freedom.
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2.2.2.3 W± and Z bosons
While QED and QCD are very similar to each other, the weak interaction differs from them
in particular regarding the properties of its gauge bosons. For example, the photon and the gluon
are both massless, while the W± and Z bosons are two of the heaviest particles in the SM as
illustrated in Figure 2.1 limiting the range of the interaction. The charge of the weak force is called
weak isospin, and is conserved in any physical process as in the case of the other charges. All
twelve fermions have weak isospin: neutrinos and up-type quarks have a value of +12 , and −
1
2 for
electron-like leptons and down-type quarks. Thus, the weak interaction is the only fundamental
force, apart from gravity, which can interact with all the fermions.
The W± bosons have a mass of 80.38 GeV, and carry electric charge, which allows them to also
interact with photons. The weak isospin of the W+ (W−) is +1 (−1) requiring both types of weak
isospin in each vertex to conserve charge; for instance, an electron-like lepton and a neutrino, or an
up-type and a down-type quark. In the case of the quarks, usually both quarks are within the same
generation; yet, there is a chance the two quarks are from different generations. The probability
of this to occur is described by the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
[74, 75]. Regarding the W+ decays, the hadronic channel (a pair of quarks) is the most prominent
with a branching fraction9 (BF) of 67.41%, while each leptonic channel (l+ν) averages a BF of
10.86% [59].
The Z boson has a mass of 91.19 GeV and no electric charge; thus, it does not interact with the
photon, and is its own antiparticle. The Z boson can decay into a fermion and its antiparticle just
as the photon. However, the Z boson can also decay into a pair of neutrinos (νν̄). The branching
fractions of Z are 20.00% to neutrinos, 10.10% to leptons, and 69.91% to hadrons [59].
2.3 The Higgs Mechanism
The concept of gauge invariance is a familiar idea from electromagnetism, where the physical
electric field, ~E, and the magnetic field, ~B, can be obtained from a scalar and a vector potential φ
9Probability that a particle a decays into a pair of particles b and c; usually written as BF(a→ b+ c).
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and ~A. As expected, these electromagnetic fields remain unchanged under the gauge10 transforma-
tion
φ→ φ′ = φ− ∂χ
∂t
and ~A→ ~A′ = ~A+∇χ, (2.1)
where χ is a function with spatial dependence. Still, this gauge can be written in a compressed
and more elegant way as
Aµ → A′µ = Aµ − ∂µχ, (2.2)
where Aµ = (φ,− ~A), and ∂µ = (∂0,∇). Similarly, this gauge invariance of electromagnetism can
be related to the local gauge principle in the relativistic quantum mechanics. For example, a free
fermion of mass m in QED is described by the Dirac Lagrangian
LDirac = ψ̄(x) (iγµ∂µ −m) , (2.3)
where γµ are the Dirac gamma matrices, and ψ(x) is the spinor of the electron. Under the gauge
transformation ψ′ → eiα(x)ψ, the invariance is achieved by replacing the partial derivative by the
so-called covariant derivative, ∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ− ieAµ, and the introduction of a new field, A, which
satisfies A′µ → Aµ + 1e∂µα. Then, the Lagrangian for a free particle changes to:
LQED = Lfree + Lint −
1
4
FµνF
µν , (2.4)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the usual electromagnetic field tensor. This new Lagrangian does
not allow a mass term for the photon since it would not be gauge invariant as seen here:
1
2
m2γAµA
µ =
1
2
m2γ
(
Aµ +
1
e
∂µα
)(
Aµ +
1
e
∂µα
)
6= 1
2
m2γAµA
µ. (2.5)
10The term gauge refers to redundant degrees of freedom in the Lagrangian.
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This is not a surprise given that photons are actually massless particles; however, the same
procedure can be repeated for QCD and for the weak interaction with the same result: gauge
bosons are not allowed to have mass. This agrees with the massless gluons, but it is a problem for
the massive W± and Z bosons; moreover, fermions are also not allowed to have mass for the same
reasons.
2.3.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
To solve this mass problem, the gauge symmetry must be broken in some way, while still keeping
the Lagrangian symmetric. Peter Higgs suggested a critical temperature where the spontaneous
breaking of the symmetry would occur by introducing a new scalar field called the Higgs field. At
high temperatures, as present at the origin of the universe, all particles, except for the Higgs boson,
are massless as predicted by the gauge transformations. However, at low temperatures some of the
particles acquire mass due to their interaction with the new field. This method is the so-called
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB), which adds a new term to the non-invariant Lagrangian,
L0, with the premise of assuring the gauge invariance of the combined Lagrangian:
Lnew = L0 + LHiggs. (2.6)
To satisfy group symmetries and the charges of the electroweak gauge bosons, the minimal
Higgs model requires two complex scalar fields, placed in a weak isospin doublet as
φ =
 φ+
φ0
 = 1√
2
 φ1 + iφ3
φ2 + iφ4
 , (2.7)
where all φ are real. The new Lagrangian for the Higgs mechanism takes the form
LHiggs = (∂µφ)† (∂µφ)− V (φ), (2.8)
where the potential V (φ) is defined as:
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V (φ) = µ2(φ†φ) + λ(φ†φ)2. (2.9)
This potential is set to be φ-symmetric, and requires to have a ground state which restricts
the values of λ to be strictly positive, which secures the presence of a stable vacuum. Conversely,
the sign of µ2 describes two very distinguished scenarios as shown in Figure 2.3. The figure on
the left represents the case where µ2 > 0, where the potential has a unique minimum at φ = ( 00 ).
The Lagrangian then describes a particle with mass µ and coupling
√
λ in the scenario before SSB,
where all particles are massless except for the Higgs.
Figure 2.3 The V (φ) = µ2(φ†φ) + λ(φ†φ)2 potential for a complex scalar field for (a)
µ2 > 0, and (b) µ2 < 0 [55].
The second case, illustrated in the right plot of Figure 2.3, occurs when µ2 < 0, and the
symmetry breaks down spontaneously. The potential now takes the shape of a Mexican hat, where
the minimum is now not unique, but forming a circle around φ = ( 00 ). As a consequence, there is
an infinite set of values which satisfies the condition:
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φ†0φ0 =
1
2
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4
)
=
ν2
2
= −µ
2
2λ
, (2.10)
where ν is the value of the potential at its minimum, also called the vacuum expectation value.
Since all the solutions are equivalent in the last equation, the simple case where φ2 = ν and
φ1 = φ3 = φ4 = 0 can be chosen, and the expectation value of the vacuum can be expressed as
φ†0φ0 =
1√
2
 0
ν
 . (2.11)
Now that the vacuum has been well defined and has a value, φ can be reconstructed around it
with the addition of two new real fields: H(x) and ξ(x). The first, called the Higgs field, is a change
of coordinates from φ2 in Equation 2.7 where the new field is now symmetric, locally, around the
vacuum; whereas the field ξ(x) replaces φ4. Consequently, the doublet takes the form:
φ(x) =
 φ+
1√
2
(ν +H(x) + iξ(x))
 , (2.12)
which it is simplified by using a clever gauge transformation with rotation −ξ(x)ν−1 called the
unitary gauge. Securing gauge invariance, the charged φ+ is dropped as expected, while the second
term uses the Taylor expansion of ex to also drop ξ(x):
φ′ → eiξ(x)/νφ = e−iξ(x)/ν 1√
2
(ν +H(x) + iξ(x))
= e−iξ/ν
1√
2
(ν +H(x)) e+iξ(x)/ν =
1√
2
(ν +H(x)) , (2.13)
where O(ξ2, H2, ξH) terms have been ignored. The final form of the doublet can be expressed now
as:
φ(x) =
1√
2
 0
ν +H(x)
 . (2.14)
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2.3.2 Higgs and Gauge Bosons
The doublet φ can now be applied to Equation 2.8, which in the electroweak theory takes the
following form11:
LHiggs =
1
2
(∂µH) (∂
µH) +
1
4
g2 (ν +H)2W †µW
µ
+
g2
8 (cos θW )
2 (ν +H)
2 ZµZ
µ
−1
2
µ2 (ν +H)2 − 1
4
λ (ν +H)4 , (2.15)
where g is the weak coupling constant, and θW the weak mixing angle. As expected, the Lagrangian
lacks a mass term for the photon, but introduces the mass of the W± and Z bosons as:
mW =
1
2
gν, mZ =
gν
2 cos θW
=
mW
cos θW
. (2.16)
In addition to this, the last two terms in the new Lagrangian (Eq. 2.15) depend only on the
Higgs field, H. These terms can be expanded as −λν2H2 − λνH3 − λ4H
4, giving the Higgs boson
a mass of:
mH = ν
√
2λ =
√
−2µ2. (2.17)
With these expressions for the masses of the gauge bosons, the Lagrangian in Equation 2.15
can be expressed in a more intuitive manner as:
LHiggs =
1
2
(∂µH) (∂
µH)− 1
2
m2HH
2 +
1
2
m2WW
†
µW
µ +
1
2
m2ZZµZ
µ
+gmWHW
†
µW
µ +
1
4
g2H2W †µW
µ
+
gmZ
2 cos θW
HZµZ
µ +
g2
4 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
−
gm2H
4mW
H3 −
g2m2H
32m2W
H4 + const. (2.18)
11From this point forward, H(x) is written as H for simplicity.
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Beside the mass terms, the cubic (HV †V ) and quartic (HHV †V ) interaction terms between the
weak vector bosons and the Higgs boson can be identified; furthermore, the last two terms in the
Lagrangian shows the Higgs can interact with itself (HHH and HHHH). The coupling strength
for all the mentioned cases are presented in Figure 2.4 noticing they all are proportional to the
mass of the boson squared:
gHV V =
2m2V
ν
, gHHV V =
2m2V
ν2
, gHHH =
3m2H
ν
, gHHHH =
3m2H
ν2
. (2.19)
Figure 2.4 Feynman diagrams for interaction vertices between the weak vector bosons and
the Higgs boson (top), and the Higgs boson self-interaction vertices (bottom)
[197].
2.3.3 Higgs and Fermions
Spontaneous breaking of EW symmetry has added mass terms for the gauge bosons, yet the
fermions remain massless. Fortunately, these masses can be generated by including interaction
terms between the fermions and the Higgs in the so-called Yukawa couplings. Given the symmetries,
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these interactions combine the Higgs doublet, φ, the left-handed12 fermion doublet, ψL, and the
right-handed fermion singlet, ψR. This new term is added to the Lagrangian in Equation 2.6, and
is defined as:
LYukawa = −
∑
f
λf
(
ψLφψR + ψRφ
†ψL
)
, (2.20)
where the sum runs over all the fermions, f , and λf are their corresponding Yukawa couplings. The
Lagrangian can be simplified again by using the unitary gauge (Eq. 2.14), which in the particular
case of the electron, the Lagrangian becomes:
LYukawa,e =
−1√
2
λe
(νe e)
L
 0
ν +H
 eR + eR(0 ν +H)
νe
e

L

=
−1√
2
λeν (eLeR + eReL)−
1√
2
λeH (eLeR + eReL) (2.21)
None of the Yukawa couplings are predicted in the Higgs mechanism, though they can be chosen
to be consistent with the observed electron mass,
λe =
√
2
me
ν
. (2.22)
In this case, the final form of the Yukawa terms for electrons is
LYukawa,e = −meee−
me
ν
eeH, (2.23)
where the second term corresponds to the coupling between the Higgs and electrons. Neutrinos
are assumed massless because of the presumed lack of a νR-term. Furthermore, the results can be
generalized by repeating the same process for muons and taus with same result.
12Left- and Right-handed refers to the chirality of the particle. Chirality can be physically understood as the
helicity of a particle (for E  m), which it is labelled as right if the momentum and spin of a particle point in the
same direction, and left if they are in the opposite direction.
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Figure 2.5 Feynman diagrams for interaction vertices between the Higgs boson and
fermions [197].
In the same manner, the Yukawa couplings can be applied to quarks; for example, to find the
coupling between the Higgs and the bottom quark, b, which is the central topic of this document,
we can apply the Yukawa Lagrangian to the top-bottom quark pair in the unitary gauge as:
LYukawa,b,t =
−1√
2
λb
(
t b
)
L
 0
ν +H
 bR − 1√
2
λt
(
t b
)
L
 0
ν +H
 tR + h.c.
= −λbν√
2
bb− λb√
2
Hbb− λtν√
2
tt− λt√
2
Htt
= −mbbb−
mb
ν
Hbb−mttt−
mt
ν
Htt (2.24)
This results can also be generalized for the remaining four quarks; moreover, the couplings
between the Higgs boson and fermions can be generalized as illustrated in Figure 2.5, where every
coupling is proportional to their mass:
λf =
√
2
mf
ν
. (2.25)
2.4 Open Questions and Beyond the SM (BSM)
Despite the great success achieved by the Standard Model, especially with the discovery of the
Higgs boson in 2012, there are still many open questions that require a new theory, or at least,
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an extension of the SM. For example, the fundamental force most familiar to us, the gravitational
force, is not included in the Standard Model. In addition to this, neutrinos are treated as massless
particles, but neutrino oscillations have proven the opposite. Moreover, neutrinos are at least six
orders of magnitude lighter than any other particle in the Standard Model. What is the reason for
such a gap in mass between particles? The SM also fails to explain why there are exactly three
generations of fermions, or why there is an imbalance between matter and anti-matter even though
they share the same properties but opposite charge. If they were created in the same amounts at
the origin of the universe, they should have annihilated each other at the same rate.
Even more mysterious, astronomers have discovered that about only 5% of the energy-matter
density of the universe is baryonic (ordinary) matter, i.e., stars, planets, elements and everything
we observe is only a tiny portion of the universe. The remaining 95% is divided in two groups:
dark matter with 27%, and dark energy with 68% [59].
Dark matter was first introduced when astronomers calculated the mass needed to generate
the rotations of galaxies through gravitational pulls. Close to the center, the rotational speed of
the galaxies were explained by the mass of the black holes at the center of them; however, at the
edges of the galaxies, the speed of the rotations were larger than the observed mass. This evidence
suggested the existence of one or more particles which are invisible13, but still interact through
gravity [61, 62]. Finally, dark energy is responsible for the acceleration of the expansion of the
universe, which has no explanation in the Standard Model [63].
13In this context, invisible means they interact very weakly with all the fundamental forces besides gravity.
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CHAPTER 3. PHENOMENOLOGY AT THE LHC
This chapter centers on the phenomenological aspect of the ATLAS experiment, and it is divided
in two parts. The first part, Section 3.2, focuses on proton-proton collisions including the structure
of the proton (3.2.1), the cross section at the LHC (3.2.2), and the Monte Carlo simulation of event
samples (3.2.4). The second part covers the Higgs boson at the LHC, including its production
(3.3.1), decays (3.3.2), discovery (3.3.4) and current status (3.3.5), where the Higgs boson produced
in association with the weak gauge bosons and decaying into two b quarks is treated in a more
detailed manner in Section 3.3.6.
3.1 General Aspects
Most of the high energy experiments are based on measuring event rates in certain regions of
the phase space, where the number of scattering events, N , of a particular process in a collider, like
the LHC, is proportional to two well-defined variables: the instantaneous luminosity, L, and the
scattering cross section, σ. The instantaneous luminosity1 refers to the flux of particles crossing the
interaction area at a given moment, while the cross section2 describes the probability of an event
to occur given a collision. This probability depends not only on the kinematics of the event, but
also on the interaction couplings between the particles involved in the specific event as described
in the last chapter. The rate of a particular type of events is then given by the multiplication of
the instantaneous luminosity and its cross section:
dN
dt
= L · σ. (3.1)
1The units of the instantaneous luminosity are cm−2 s−1.
2The cross section has units of area.
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After measuring collisions for a given period of time, the total number of events is obtained by
integrating the last equation over the data taking time:
N =
∫
Ldt · σ = L · σ, (3.2)
where L is called integrated luminosity, or luminosity for simplicity3. The luminosity depends on
the experiment and on the parameters of the accelerator, which in the case of the LHC are [76]:
L =
N2b nbfrevγ
4πεnβ∗
F (3.3)
where Nb is the number of particles per beam, nb the number of particles per bunch, frev the
revolution frequency, γ the relativistic Lorentz factor4, F the geometric luminosity reduction factor
because of the angle between the colliding beams, εn the normalized transverse beam emittance,
and β∗ the beta function at the collision point. The last two parameters indicate the size and
shape of the beam; εn measures the spread of the beam in the transverse plane, which can also
be understood as brightness, and β∗ parametrizes the shape of the beam as it is compressed by
focusing quadrupole magnets. In other words, a larger number of particles per bunch and a higher
frequency of collisions increase the luminosity, while an uncompressed beam decreases it5.
3.2 p-p collisions
The picture of a proton as a bound state consisting of three ‘valence’ quarks is only valid when
the proton is treated as a point-like particle. On a smaller scale, the proton contains three valence
quarks plus a set of virtual gluons producing qq pairs generating a complex combination of quarks,
gluons and even anti-quarks with a wide range of energies; all of these constituents are labelled as
partons. Thus, the types of particles available to cause a collision with different energies at a p-p-
3The preferred unit used for cross sections in high energy physics is the barn (1 b ≡ 10−24cm2).
4The Lorentz factor is γ =
(
1− β2
)−1/2
, where β = v/c.
5See Chapter 7 where the LHC is projected to increase its luminosity in the HL-LHC phase.
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collider is larger in comparison to, for example, a lepton collider where only one type of collision
can occur. However, it also generates unwanted additional activity as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 Schematic overview of a proton-proton collision [77].
This schematic plot shows how messy a proton-proton collision really is. The colliding protons
are represented by three blue lines at the left of the diagram, and two of their constituents undergo
a hard scattering process. Both before and after the interaction, partons can produce additional
QCD radiation by gluon splitting (g → gg, g → qq) or by gluon radiation from quarks (q → qg);
depending on where this occurs, the radiation is referred to as initial (ISR) and final state radiation
(FSR). Moreover, products of the hard scattering emit further QCD radiation creating parton show-
ers, which eventually are combined into colorless hadrons through hadronization (fragmentation).
These hadrons and their decay products, along with the QCD radiation emitted are grouped and
reconstructed as jets. Finally, the yellow lines in Figure 3.1 show a series of low energy interactions
between the proton remnants, which are denoted as underlying events (UE).
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These different types of interactions plus the instrumental effects of the detector are simulated
using Monte Carlo simulation methods to allow comparison between theoretical predictions and
data. The following sections explore not only the physics of the processes mentioned above, but
also the tools used by the ATLAS collaboration to simulate them.
3.2.1 Parton Distribution Functions
As mentioned before, the hard interaction in a p-p collision happens between two of their
constituents; hence, the cross section depends on the parton distribution inside the proton and
their momentum. In this context, the Parton-Distribution Function (PDF)6, f(x,Q2), is defined as
the probability density of finding a parton with a fraction x of the proton momentum with Q being
the energy scale of the hard interaction. However, PDFs cannot be calculated with perturbation
theory because of the asymptotic freedom of QCD, as explained in Section 2.2.2.2; nevertheless,
PDFs can be determined from deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering and used to calculate related
hard-scattering processes initiated by nucleons [59].
The PDFs used in this document, NNPDF3.0, were created by the NNPDF collaboration with
terms up to NNLO, and are shown in Figure 3.2 for two energy scales: 10 and 104 GeV2. As
expected, the PDF depends on the energy scale since additional processes are accessed by the
extra available energy. The distribution of valence quarks is roughly uν ∼ 2dν as in the simplified
view of the proton; yet, they are less dominant at high values of Q2. The non-valence partons are
dominated by gluons, especially when Q2 increases, since more and more gluons are radiated. The
contributions of gluons in both plots have been scaled down to only 10% of their actual distributions.
Anti-quarks are generated from these gluons through g → qq, and peak for low values of x where
the presence of gluons is higher. In general, these ranges of particles and energies available at
the LHC give an outstanding opportunity to explore many different types of events over a large
parameter space.
6Strictly speaking, PDFs rather represent number densities as they are normalized to the number of partons.
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Figure 3.2 Proton parton distribution as function of x for Q2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and
Q2 = 104 GeV2 (right) as calculated by NNPDF3.0 from a wide range of
experimental data [78]. Gluons are scaled to show only 10% of their actual
PDF. Partons shown: valence quarks (uν and dν), u, d, s ' s, c = c, b = b,
and g [59].
3.2.2 Partonic Cross Section
The cross section (σ) is a measurement of the probability of a specific scattering process, under
some given set of initial and final conditions. In the simple case of a scattering process between
two point-like particles described as a + b → c + d, where c and d are the resulting particles after
the collision, the cross section is given by the Fermi’s golden rule as [55, 58]:
σa+b→c+d =
1
64π2s
(
pf,cm
pi,cm
)∫
|Mfi|2dΩcm (3.4)
where the solid angle dΩcm, the energy of the system
√
s, and the initial and final momentum
of the particles, pi,cm and pf,cm, are all described in the center-of-mass frame, while Mf,i is the
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Lorentz-invariant matrix element as calculated by the Feynman diagrams. In a p-p collision, this
equation describes the interaction between partons, but fails to do the same for the protons because
of their internal structure; hence, PDFs are added into the calculation. Assuming a p-p interaction
between two protons, A and B, where a hard scattering occurs between partons a and b with final
state X7, a+ b→ X, the cross section for this process is then described by:
σAB =
∫
dxadxbfa/A(xa, Q
2)fb/B(xb, Q
2)σab→X (3.5)
where, for example, fa/A(xa, Q
2) is the corresponding PDF of the parton a inside the proton A,
while both integrals vary the partons’ cross section across their energy ranges. Unfortunately, once
again the asymptotic freedom of QCD prevents us to calculate the cross section at tree level, as in
Equation 3.4, and higher terms such as radiation of gluons, loops and boxes have to be included.
For some of the processes, the cross section is calculated up to NNLO by using perturbative QCD,
pQCD, [79] where higher order terms are proportional to higher values of αs as
σab→X = σ0 + αs(Q
2)σ1 + α
2
s(Q
2)σ2 + . . . (3.6)
The calculation for various processes up to NLO order are shown in Figure 3.3 as a function
of the center-of-mass energy. The discontinuity at
√
s = 4 TeV is caused by the difference in
collision between the experiments; the Tevatron collided protons against anti-protons, instead of
p-p collisions as in the LHC. The impact of raising the energy is clearly visible, especially for the
processes involving heavy gauge bosons. For instance, the cross section for ggH (see Section 3.3.1)
is two orders of magnitude higher at the LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV (orange) than at the Tevatron
(left dashed line), while the total cross section, (σtot), remains fairly constant. In other words,
for the same integrated luminosity in both experiments, the LHC produces a hundred times more
Higgs bosons than the Tevatron. Unfortunately, the cross sections for the bottom and top quarks,
which are relevant for this document, also increase significantly at higher energy. In particular, the
inclusive b quark production ends up being about 107 times larger than the ggH production.
7In this context, X could be a single final particle, or a set of them.
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Figure 3.3 Standard Model cross sections for typical processes at the Tevatron and LHC
as a function of the center-of-mass energy [80]. The discontinuity at
√
s = 4
TeV occurs because the Tevatron used p-p collisions, instead of p-p as in the
LHC. The vertical orange (blue) line indicates the
√
s = 13 (8) TeV at the
LHC.
3.2.3 Pile-Up
The high luminosity achieved at the LHC comes with the cost of having multiple p-p collisions
during each bunch crossing, which opens the possibility of mislabelling particles from other collisions
as part of the desired event. This phenomenon is called pile-up (PU), and it is linked to the average
number of interaction per bunch crossing, µ, which is calculated as [152]:
µ =
Lσinel
nbfrev
(3.7)
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where σinel is the p-p inelastic cross section. Usually, µ values vary between 5 and 50 interactions
per bunch crossing (see Section 5.4), for the ATLAS detector; however, for its update this number
would be as large as two hundred.
3.2.4 Event Simulation
The complexity of p-p collisions at high energies can be modeled by simulating the events in the
detector to predict observables that can be compared directly to the measured data. These events
are simulated using different types of Monte Carlo (MC) generators depending on the physical
process they describe. The first type of MC generators calculates the matrix element, M, of the
hard scattering process where two particles scatter into a number n of daughters, which is generally
no larger than six. These generators use the PDF from NNPDF3.0 [78] in their calculations to a
fixed order, usually NLO. For this thesis, the MC generators used are POWHEG [81] and SHERPA [82].
Higher order effects in perturbation theory are added on top of the calculated hadron scattering
process using a parton shower MC, which simulates the multiple emissions of soft radiation. An
overlap could exist between both calculations, which requires a careful integration to avoid double
counting. In addition to parton shower, initial and final state radiation, and hadronization are
generated with SHERPA8 and with PYTHIA [83].
Both pile-up and underlying events are generated separately and are overlaid to the desired
hard scattering process. In order to mimic the conditions in data as closely as possible, the number
of overlaid events is varied and later reweighted to match the actual distribution of the number of
interactions per bunch crossing in data, which varies every year. The generators used for this are
AZNLO [84] and A14 [85].
Finally, the ATLAS detector is an extremely complex detector with a high resolution and
performance; however, it does not cover the entire phase space nor does it have an ideal efficiency.
Thus, generated events are therefore passed through a detailed detector simulation based on Geant4
[86], which simulates particle-matter interactions and produces output data in the same format as
8For events where the matrix elements and the parton showers are generated with SHERPA, there is no overlap
issue.
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the actual experiment, including trigger conditions as well as known detector defects. The ATLAS
simulation infrastructure is described in detail in [87].
3.3 Higgs Boson
Despite the great success of the SM, the Higgs boson was elusive until 2012 when it was finally
discovered by both CMS and ATLAS at the LHC, more than 50 years after being theorized by
Peter Higgs. This section centers on the phenomenological picture of the Higgs boson at the LHC
and its current status.
3.3.1 Production
At the LHC, the Higgs boson is produced mainly through four different mechanisms: gluon
fusion (ggF ), vector boson fusion (VBF ), associated production with a gauge boson, also known as
Higgs-strahlung (VH), and associated production with a top quark pair (ttH). The leading order
Feynman diagrams of these processes are illustrated in Figure 3.4, while their corresponding cross
sections are presented in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.4 Feynman diagrams for the dominant SM Higgs boson production mechanisms at
the LHC: (a) gluon fusion (ggF ), (b) vector boson fusion (VBF ), (c) associated
production with a gauge boson (VH), and (d) associated production with a top
quark pair (ttH) [59].
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Figure 3.5 The SM Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the center-of-mass
energy,
√
s, for p-p collisions [88].
Table 3.1 The SM Higgs boson production cross section for mH = 125 GeV in p-p collisions
[60]. All values are shown in pb.
√
s (TeV) ggF VBF WH ZH ttH Total
7 16.9+5%−5% 1.24
+2%
−2% 0.58
+3%
−3% 0.34
+4%
−4% 0.09
+8%
−14% 19.1
8 21.4+5%−5% 1.60
+2%
−2% 0.70
+3%
−3% 0.42
+5%
−5% 0.13
+8%
−13% 24.2
13 48.6+5%−5% 3.78
+2%
−2% 1.37
+2%
−2% 0.88
+5%
−5% 0.50
+9%
−13% 55.1
14 54.7+5%−5% 4.28
+2%
−2% 1.51
+2%
−2% 0.99
+5%
−5% 0.60
+9%
−13% 62.1
Given the dominant presence of gluons inside protons, as seen in Figure 3.2, it is not surprising
that the most prominent Higgs production mode is gluon fusion, with a cross section almost ten
times larger than any other process. Despite this, the diagram for ggF includes a quark loop and,
as a Yukawa coupling, it depends on the mass of the quark. Generally, this loop is generated by
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virtual top and bottom quarks, and often only those two terms are considered in the calculations.
On the contrary, ttH, which is also generated from two gluons in the initial state, has the lowest
cross section out of the four dominant production modes. The ttH process requires gluons with
very high momentum since its final state includes three heavy on-shell particles: one Higgs and
two top quarks, while ggF only requires a Higgs. For this reason, ttH is about one hundred times
less likely to occur at the LHC. However, this channel provides important information about the
top-Higgs Yukawa coupling.
The second largest contribution to the Higgs boson production comes from the vector fusion
mechanism. Possible final states include a Higgs and either two quarks, two antiquarks, or a qq pair.
Finally, a Higgs can also be produced via Higgs-Strahlung, also called VH, with two contributing
sub-processes, WH and ZH, depending on the associated weak gauge boson of the production.
The VH cross section is smaller at the LHC than it was at the Tevatron since p-p collisions are
used instead of p-p̄, reducing the probability of collisions between quarks and anti-quarks. The ZH
production mode has an extra contribution from gluon-gluon interactions not shown in Figure 3.4
(c), where the gluons couple to the Z boson through a loop similar to the ggF process in Figure
3.4 (a) contributing to about 14% of the ZH events at the LHC.
3.3.2 Decays
For a SM Higgs boson with 125 GeV mass, its lifetime is estimated to be around 1.56× 10−22s;
fast enough that it does not reach the detector. Thus, the measurements of the Higgs properties
are performed on its decay products. In Section 2.3, the Higgs boson couplings to particles were
found to be proportional to the mass of the particles; therefore, the Higgs initially decays to heavier
particles if the decays are kinematically allowed.
The branching fractions for the SM Higgs boson are presented in Figure 3.6, and in Table 3.2,
where H → bb is clearly the most prominent decay with almost 60% of the cases. Except for
the branching ratio for the decay to top, all other decay branching fractions for fermions scale
depending on the fermion masses. The branching fraction for bb is followed by τ+τ− (6.3%) , cc
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Figure 3.6 Branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson as a function of its mass [59]. The
theoretical uncertainties are shown as bands.
Figure 3.7 Feynman diagrams for the decay modes of the SM Higgs boson into: (a)
fermions, (b) gauge bosons, (c) two photons or Zγ via a W loop, and (d)
two photons or gluons via t loop.
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Table 3.2 Dominant branching ratios and total width of the SM Higgs boson [59].
Decay Channel Branching Ratio Rel. Uncertainty
H → bb 5.84× 10−1 +3.2%−3.3%
H →W+W− 2.14× 10−1 +4.3%−4.2%
H → gg 8.57× 10−2 +10.22%−9.98%
H → τ+τ− 6.27× 10−2 +5.7%−5.7%
H → cc 2.91× 10−2 +12.17%−12.21%
H → ZZ 2.62× 10−2 +4.3%−4.1%
H → γγ 2.27× 10−3 +5.0%−4.9%
H → Zγ 1.53× 10−3 +9.0%−8.9%
H → µ+µ− 2.18× 10−4 +6.0%−5.9%
ΓtotalH (MeV) 4.07
+4.0%
−3.9%
(2.9%) and µ+µ− (0.02%). The Higgs decay to weak gauge bosons is only possible when one of
the two bosons is off-shell, since the mass of the Higgs is not large enough for two on-shell gauge
bosons. Finally, decays to gluons, diphoton, and Zγ are loop induced as shown in Figure 3.7,
which suppresses their BFs. Their branching fractions provide indirect information on the Higgs
couplings to WW , ZZ, and tt.
3.3.3 Search Channels at the LHC
The sensitivity of a search channel depends on the production cross section of the Higgs boson,
its decay branching fraction, reconstructed mass resolution, selection efficiency, and the level of
background in the final state. Considering these factors, there are five decay channels which play
an important role at the LHC.
• H → γγ: Despite the very low BR and the irreducible background from direct γγ production,
the Higgs mass resolution of this channel is less than 2%9, which generates a very narrow peak
in the diphoton invariant mass with respect to a smoother background. This final state was
9Mass resolutions in this context always refers to the 125 GeV mass of the Higgs.
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one of the two channels used in the discovery of the Higgs boson along with H → ZZ∗ → 4l
[53, 54]. In this context, l always refers to electrons or muons, but not taus.
• H → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′−: This channel also has an excellent mass resolution of less than 2%
since the final state can be fully reconstructed. The background is small and it is dominated
by non-resonant ZZ∗ production from qq annihilation and gg fusion processes. This is the
channel with the best signal-to-background ratio.
• H → WW ∗ → lνlν: This process has the second largest branching fraction, but since the
final states cannot be fully reconstructed, because of the two neutrinos, the mass resolution
is only 20%. Searches require fits in several characteristic kinematic variables to reduce the
background contributions coming mostly from leptonic decays of continuum WW and tt
production.
• H → τ+τ−: Depending on the τ decay to electrons, muons and hadrons, this final state is
divided into three channels: leptonic (lνlν), semi-leptonic (lνqq′) and hadronic (4q); each
with its own physical characteristics and challenges. In general, the mass resolution of this
process is low (15%) due to the presence of neutrinos and jets. The dominant background
across all three modes is Z → ττ production.
• H → bb: Despite the large branching fraction of the process, the presence of very large
backgrounds makes the isolation of the Higgs boson signal extremely challenging. For exam-
ple, in the case of ggH production, the signal is overwhelmed by the inclusive production of
pp→ bb+X via strong interaction, which is seven orders of magnitude larger than the total
cross section of the Higgs (see Fig. 3.3). Nevertheless, the associated production modes WH
and ZH allow the use of leptonic W and Z decays for triggering, and to purify the signal by
rejecting backgrounds due to QCD multijet production. Backgrounds arise from production
of W and Z bosons in association with a gluon, light- and heavy-flavored jets (V+ jets), tt,
diboson (WW , WZ, and WZ), and QCD multijet processes. More details about the H → bb
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in the V H channel, the main focus of this thesis, can be found in Section 3.3.6, and in Part
III.
3.3.4 Discovery
On the fourth of July 2012, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at CERN announced the
discovery of a new Higgs-like particle [53, 54]. The excess of events observed was compatible with
the production and decays of the SM Higgs boson, with a mass of approximately 125 GeV. The
discovery was possible through the combined results of two channels: H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4l.
Figure 3.8 (a) Diphoton invariant mass distribution as observed by CMS, showing an
excess of events over the fitted background [54]. (b) Local p-value observed by
ATLAS, as a function of mH , showing an excess of events at 125 GeV with
local significance with respect to the background-only hypothesis of 5.9σ [53].
In Figure 3.8a, the diphoton invariant mass distribution observed by CMS at the time of the
discovery is shown. The excess of events over the fitted background-only distribution is centered
around mγγ ∼ 125 GeV. In Figure 3.8b, the combined excess observed by ATLAS has a local
p-value of p0 = 1.7 × 10−9, where the p-value represents the probability that, in absence of the
new particle, the background can produce a fluctuation greater or equal to the excess observed
in data. This probability can be translated into a more readable form in terms of the number of
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standard deviations, σ. The corresponding local significances are 5.9σ and 5.0σ for ATLAS and
CMS, respectively, which are above the threshold of 5 sigma required to claim a discovery.
3.3.5 Current Status
For each measurement of the Higgs boson production, the signal strength, µ [89], is calculated
to compare the new measurement with the corresponding SM prediction. The signal strength is
defined as:
µ =
(σ ×BF )if
(σ ×BF )SMif
, (3.8)
where i and f are the initial and final states of the processes under study. The numerator represents
the measured value of the mentioned process, while the denominator is its prediction as given for
a SM Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV.
• Global Signal Strength: ATLAS [90] and CMS [91] have measured the global µ including
all production modes cross sections and decay rates to be:
µATLAS = 1.11
+0.09
−0.08 = 1.11± 0.05(stat.)± 0.05(exp.)
+0.05
−0.04(sig theo)± 0.03(bgd theo)
µCMS = 1.17± 0.10 = 1.17± 0.06(stat.)+0.06−0.05(sig theo)± 0.06(other syst)
where the total uncertainty has been decomposed into statistical, theoretical systematic on
signal and background modeling, and other systematic component. These numbers continue
to validate the observed new particle as the predicted SM Higgs boson.
• Mass: Precision measurements of the mass of the Higgs boson have been performed by both
collaborations, using the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4l channels, as they provide the best
mass resolution. The measured masses are mATLASH = 124.97 ± 0.24 (stat.) ± 0.16 (syst.)
GeV [92], and mCMSH = 125.09± 0.24 (stat.) ± 0.21 (syst.) GeV [93].
• Production Modes: The four most important SM Higgs boson production modes at the
LHC have all been observed. The largest branching fraction mode, ggH, responsible for about
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Figure 3.9 Signal strengths of the SM Higgs boson production modes measured by the
ATLAS collaboration. [94, 95].
87% of the Higgs bosons created at the LHC, was discovered during the first operational years
of the experiment [53, 54], while VBF has been observed by both experiments with a signal
strength of 0.73+0.30−0.27 [91] by CMS, and of 1.20
+0.22
−0.21 [90] by ATLAS. In 2018, the remaining
two modes were discovered; first, ttH was seen with a significance observed (expected)10 of
5.2 (4.2) σ in CMS [96], and 6.3 (5.1) σ in ATLAS [97], while VH has been observed by
ATLAS with a significance of 5.3 (4.8) σ [98]. The signal strength for all major production
modes are illustrated in Figure 3.9 as measured by ATLAS.
• Decays: All the major decays of a SM Higgs boson have been observed with the exception
of H → gg due to the overwhelming background from QCD processes. The largest branching
fraction decay, H → bb, was finally observed last year with a significance of 5.4 (5.5) σ in
ATLAS [98], and of 5.6 (5.5) σ in CMS [99].
10The significance represents the probability of rejecting the background-only hypothesis as explained in detail in
Chapter 9.
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• Spin and Parity: The spin of the Higgs boson has been tested to be zero with a positive
parity, in agreement with the Standard Model, by rejecting other hypothesis, such as JP = 0
−,
1+, 1−, and 2+ hypotheses (where J is the spin and P is the parity of the Higgs), with a
confidence level of at least 99.97% by both ATLAS [100] and CMS [101].
3.3.6 VH (H → bb)
Figure 3.10 (a) Distribution of mbb in data observed by ATLAS after subtraction of all
backgrounds, showing a clear peak around the Higgs mass. (b) The signal
strengths for WH and ZH, and their combination for the VHbb measurement
[98].
To reduce the dominant QCD background, only the leptonic decays of the gauge bosons are
considered in this channel. These decays are later classified depending on the number of charged
leptons in the final state: zero leptons (Z → νν), one lepton (W → lν), and two leptons (Z → ll).
The observed (expected) significance for V H with H → bb using the combined data from 2011 to
2017 at the LHC is 4.9 (5.1) σ. The signal strength for the process is
µbbV H = 0.98
+0.22
−0.21 = 0.98± 0.14(stat.)
+0.17
−0.16(syst.),
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in accordance with the Standard Model. Furthermore, the distribution of the (background -
subtracted) combined mass of the two b-jets for all three channels in Figure 3.10a clearly shows a
peak around the Higgs mass. In the right plot, the signal strength of VH is further divided by the
two gauge bosons. Note that WH is not exactly equivalent to the one lepton channel since some of
the events could have migrated into the other channels due to wrong reconstruction in the detector.
Figure 3.11 The fitted values of the Higgs boson signal strength for (a) µH→bb separately
for the VH, ttH, and VBF + ggF analysis along with their combination; and
for (b) µV H separately for the H → bb, H → γγ, and H → ZZ∗ → 4l decay
modes, also with their combination [98].
Despite VH being the most sensitive channel for Higgs decaying into a pair of b-quarks, the
observation required the combination of all production modes, as shown in Figure 3.11a, to surpass
the observation threshold of five sigma. The observed significance measured in this combination
was 5.4 σ, to be compared with an expectation of 5.5 σ. Thus, the fitted signal strength for the
dominant branching fraction of the SM Higgs boson is:
µH→bb = 1.01± 0.20 = 1.01± 0.12(stat.)
+0.16
−0.15(syst.)
In a similar way, the observation of the VH production mode was achieved by the combination
of the decays ZZ∗, γγ and, of course, bb, as drawn in Figure 3.11b. Again, the added processes
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have larger uncertainties, but pushed the observed (expected) significance up to 5.3 (4.8) σ. The
signal strength measured for VH in ATLAS is:
µV H = 1.13
+0.24
−0.23 = 1.13± 0.15(stat.)
+0.18
−0.17(systs.).
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PART II
EXPERIMENT
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CHAPTER 4. THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
In this chapter, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the biggest particle accelerator in the World,
is presented. Its most important characteristics are summarized in Section 4.1, while in Section
4.2 the process of particle acceleration is explained. The seven experiments involved with the
LHC are briefly presented in Section 4.3 giving emphasis to the ATLAS detector (see Chapter 5).
Finally, Section 4.4 presents the energies and luminosities produced by the LHC in its first years
of operations, and briefly mentions its future which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
4.1 Overview
The Large Hadron Collider [76, 103] at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
in Geneva, Switzerland is the biggest particle accelerator in the world. It consists of two rings of 27
km (16.7 mi) in circumference where protons1 are accelerated up to 7 TeV reaching a center-of-mass
energy,
√
s, of 14 TeV. The maximum beam energy achieved by a particle accelerator before the
LHC was 1 TeV by the Tevatron in Batavia, Illinois, as listed in Table 4.1 in addition with other
previous accelerators. This unprecedented energy scale gives an opportunity to address some of the
unsolved questions in physics, especially regarding the Higgs boson and the Standard Model.
There are two significant reasons why the LHC was designed as a hadron collider. First,
an accelerator requires stable and electrically-charged particles such as electrons, and protons.
However, a charged particle loses energy through synchrotron radiation when it travels in a circular
path; this loss is related to the particle’s mass, m, as 1/m4 [111]. Since the proton’s mass is
approximate 2,000 times heavier than the electron’s, the proton was selected for the experiment.
In addition to this, collider experiments reach higher energies in the center-of-mass frame rather
than beams hitting a fixed target, because in the case where two particles move toward each other
1The LHC also collides lead ions and xenon, but those will not be discussed in this document.
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Table 4.1 Basic parameters of recent particle accelerators [55].
Collider Laboratory Type Data
√
s/GeV Luminosity/cm−2s−1
PEP-II SLAC e+e− 1999-2008 10.58 1.2 × 1034
KEKB KEK e+e− 1999-2010 10.58 2.1 × 1034
LEP CERN e+e− 1989-2000 90-209 1032
HERA DESY e−p/e+p 1992-2007 320 8 × 1031
Tevatron Fermilab pp̄ 1987-2012 1960 4 × 1032
LHC CERN pp 2009- 14,000 1034
the total energy is the sum of their energies (E = Eb1 +Eb2), while for the fixed target, the energy
is proportional to the squared root of the incident beam energy (E ∝
√
Eb).
4.2 The Accelerator Complex
The protons in the LHC are accelerated up to 7 TeV of energy through a series of older accel-
erators as indicated in Figure 4.1. The protons are obtained by removing electrons from hydrogen
atoms, and are injected into a linear accelerator called Linac2 where they reach an energy of 50
MeV. The proton beam is then accelerated to 1.4 GeV in the circular Proton Synchrotron Booster
(PSB), 25 GeV in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and 450 GeV at the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS). Finally, the proton beam is transferred to the LHC where it reaches its collision energy.
The tunnel of the experiment was part of the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) until the
year 2000 when it was modified to be used for the LHC. The experiment is located approximately
100 m under the surface with a slight gradient of 1.4%. The two rings overlap each other in four
points (i.e. interaction points (IP)) where the particles can collide. To avoid undesired collisions
with particles other than protons, the rings are kept at a vacuum pressure of 10−13 atm (ultra-high
vacuum).
A large variety of magnets are used in the experiment, such as dipoles and quadrupoles, to bend
the particles around the circular trajectory of the ring, or to focus and compress the beam. At the
given curvature, a magnetic field of 8.33 T is required to bend 7 TeV beams. To achieve this, the
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Figure 4.1 The accelerator complex at CERN [103].
niobium-titanium (NbTi) cables of the dipole magnets have to operate at temperatures below 10
K (−263.2 ◦C) to be in the superconducting phase. The LHC uses superfluid helium to operate at
a temperature of 1.9 K (−271.3 ◦C). A total of 9,600 magnets are used in the accelerator.
The protons at the LHC go around the rings in well-defined groups called bunches, and on
average, each bunch consists of 1011 protons. The size of these bunches is not constant along the
accelerator. When they are far from the interaction points, the bunches are a few centimeters long
and around one millimeter wide, but before the IP, quadrupole magnets compress them to a width
of about 20 µm to increase the chance of collision between protons. The ring is designed to hold
up to 2,808 proton bunches, which means one bunch every 25 ns or 7.5 m. At these high energies,
a bunch completes more than 11,000 loops around the ring every second. Then, the number of
bunches crossing at one of the interaction points is approximately 30 million times a second.
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Table 4.2 Important parameters for the LHC as of February 2017 [103].
Quantity Number
Circumference 26,659 m
Dipole operating temperature 1.9 K
Number of magnets 9563
Number of main dipoles 1232
Number of main quadrupoles 392
Number of RF cavities 8 per direction
Energy, protons 6.5 TeV (Design value: 7 TeV)
Peak magnetic dipole field 7.74 T
Distance between bunches ∼ 7.5 m
Peak Luminosity ∼ 1.2 ×1034 cm−2 s−1
No. of bunches per proton beam (design value) 2808
No. of protons per bunch (at start) 1.2 ×1011
Number of turns per second 11,245
Number of collisions per second 1 billion
Regardless of the high number of protons in each bunch, the small radius of the particles reduces
the chances of two particles colliding with each other. On average, up to 40 collisions occur out of
the 200 billion protons, and about one in a billion collisions creates a Higgs boson.
The lifetime of the bunches at the LHC is about 10 hours which is enough time to travel a
distance larger than 10 billion kilometers. To avoid the loss of energy of the protons after each
loop, a system of radio-frequency (RF) cavities located at 8 different positions along the ring, deliver
an extra 2 MeV at 400 MHz to the bunches. A list of important parameters used at the LHC can
be seen in Table 4.2.
4.3 Experiments
A total of seven experiments are located at the LHC, each one of these was uniquely designed
based on its specific goals. One of the main four experiments is located at each of the four interaction
points of the rings, where the collisions occur. CMS [104] (Compact Muon Solenoid) and ATLAS
[102] (A Large Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS) are called general purpose detectors because they were
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designed to cover the widest possible range of physics, including studies of the Higgs boson and
searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model. They are the biggest experiments at the
LHC, their collaborations each involve more than 3,000 scientists, engineers and students from all
around the world.
Also shown in Figure 4.1 with yellow dots, the other two experiments are ALICE [105] (A
Large Ion Collider Experiment) and LHCb [106] (Large Hadron Collider beauty). ALICE is the
only detector specialized for heavy ions and it studies the properties of the quark-gluon plasma,
a state of matter at very high temperatures and densities where quarks and gluons are no longer
confined inside hadrons. LHCb focuses on the properties of particles containing at least one b
quark, also called b-hadrons, from which a slight asymmetry between particle and anti-particle is
present.
The last three experiments are LHCf [109] (Large Hadron Collider forward), MoEDAL [108]
(MOnopole and Exotics Detector At the Lhc) and TOTEM [107] (TOTal Elastic and diffractive
cross section Measurement). LHCf is installed 140 m away from the interaction point on both sides
of the ATLAS detector analyzing particles produced in the proton-proton collisions that are almost
collinear to the beam. MoEDAL, the smallest experiment at the LHC, searches for exotic particles
such as magnetic monopoles. Finally, TOTEM aims to measure the total elastic and diffractive
cross section of proton-proton collisions.
4.4 Performance
The schedule of the LHC is divided into four phases, as shown in Figure 4.2, to assure an
optimal performance of the machine. Proton-proton collisions are represented in light green and
dark green represents collisions between ions. A group of consecutive years of collecting data is
defined as a run. The collider is shut down (blue) at the end of each year for maintenance, and
for a longer period of time (Long Shutdown (LS)) after each successful run to upgrade, repair, and
replace parts of the detector. After any of these periods, the experiment goes through a testing
period called commissioning (represented in pink) to assure it is performing as expected.
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Figure 4.2 Planned Schedule for the Run 2 and long shutdown 2 (LS2) of the LHC. EYETS
stands for Extended Year-End Technical Stop [144].
In 2010, the LHC started its first run by taking data at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV;
however, this year was largely devoted to check the performance of the machine. In the following
two years, the machine completed Run 1 by collecting data at 7 and 8 TeV of energy with a
combined integrated luminosity of 29.2 fb−1. After this, the collider entered its first long shutdown
(LS1).
Table 4.3 Energies and integrated luminosities recorded by the LHC per year for both
Run 1 and Run 2 [145, 157].
Year CoM Energy Integrated Luminosity (fb−1)
2010 7 TeV 0.04
2011 7 TeV 6.1
2012 8 TeV 23.1
2015 13 TeV 4.1
2016 13 TeV 38.5
2017 13 TeV 46.9
2018 13 TeV 62.2
In 2015, Run 2 officially started with the machine reaching 13 TeV of energy for the first time
and recorded an integrated luminosity of 149 fb−1 in its four years of operation as indicated in Table
4.3. Now that Run 2 has been completed, another shutdown is taking place until 2021 when the
last run of the LHC, Run 3, will take place for the following three years and will aim to collect 150
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fb−1 more data. Combining all three runs by the end of the year 2022, the integrated luminosity
of the LHC is estimated to be around 300 fb−1 [145].
After the LHC, a new experiment called HL-LHC (High Luminosity LHC) will start in the year
2025 as discussed in Section 7.1. An unprecedented integrated luminosity of 3,000 fb−1 is expected
by the end of operation [146].
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CHAPTER 5. THE ATLAS DETECTOR
A detailed description of the ATLAS detector is presented in this Chapter. Section 5.1 gives
an overall view of ATLAS, while Section 5.2 contains a brief explanation of the main sub-detectors
of ATLAS including the inner detector, the calorimeters and the muon spectrometer. The inner
detector is treated in further detail due to its importance in b-tagging (a fundamental part of this
document), and because Chapter 7 is centered in its upgrade. Similarly, the central part of the
detector is highlighted while the forward elements are briefly mentioned. The Trigger and Data Ac-
quisition System are explained in Section 5.3, while in the last section, a review of the performance
of ATLAS during the data taking years used in this analysis (2015 - 2018) are presented.
5.1 Introduction
The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) experiment [102], as seen in Figure 5.1, has di-
mensions of 40 m long, 26 m high and 26 m wide, and is the largest-volume collider-detector ever
constructed. ATLAS was not only designed to search for the SM Higgs Boson, but also as a general-
purpose detector with the widest possible range of physics to explore. For this, ATLAS had many
challenges to overcome in its design such as detectors fast enough to measure the large rate of
collisions, good identification of different particle species, and a precise tracking system capable of
measuring secondary vertices to efficiently tag τ -leptons and b-jets.
Since particles interact in different ways with matter, as seen in Chapter 2.2, the ATLAS
detector is composed primarily of three groups of detectors: the tracking or inner detector, the
calorimeters (electromagnetic and hadronic), and the muon spectrometer; each one with their own
characteristics, and targeting a specific group of particles. The closest detector to the interaction
point is the inner detector. It measures the momentum of charged particles by tracking their curved
paths in the presence of a 2 T solenoidal magnetic field. Outside of the inner detector, particles
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Figure 5.1 Schematic view of the ATLAS detector [153].
travel through at least one of the calorimeters. If a particle interacts with the material inside the
calorimeter, it will generate a particle shower. The energies of these emerging particles are deposited
in the calorimeter, and are added together to reconstruct the initial energy of the incident particle.
There are two types of calorimeters in ATLAS. At smaller radius, an electromagnetic calorimeter
absorbs particles such as electrons and photons. At larger radius, a hadronic calorimeter captures
strong-force interacting particles such as baryons and mesons. As a result of the muons having a
larger mass than the electrons, not all of their energy is deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter
allowing them to escape from it; muons are mostly unperturbed by the hadronic calorimeter as they
do not interact hadronically. Before they leave the ATLAS detector, the momenta of the muons are
measured by a vast detector called the muon spectrometer. Table 5.1 shows the general performance
goals for each sub-detector of ATLAS.
As described in Section 4.2, the rate of interactions in the detector is approximately 1 GHz,
but it is reduced to 400 Hz due to technological and resource limitations. To sustain the small
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Table 5.1 General performance goals of the ATLAS sub-detectors. The units for E and
pT are GeV.
Detector Component Required Resolution
η coverage
Measurement Trigger
Tracking σpT /pT = 0.05% pT⊕ 1% ±2.5
EM Calorimeter σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 0.7% ±3.2 ±2.5
Hadronic Calorimeter
barrel and end-cap σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕ 3% ±3.2 ±3.2
forward σE/E = 100%/
√
E ⊕ 10% 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 3.1 < |η| < 4.9
Muon Spectrometer σpT = 10% at pT = 1 TeV ±2.7 ±2.4
number of interesting collisions at a rejection factor of 2.5 × 106, a set of triggers is constructed.
The Level-1 (L1) trigger system uses information from the detector and in less than 2.5 µs makes
a decision about the event. The L1 system reduces the data rate to approximately 75 kHz. The
Level-2 trigger uses a simplified reconstruction algorithm to make a decision in 40 ms, and reduces
the rate to only 3.5 kHz. The third and last level is the Event Filter; it uses off-line algorithms to
select the desired events. These last two trigger systems are also known as the High Level Triggers
(HLT).
The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the interaction
point in the center of the detector and the z−axis along the beam direction. The x−axis points from
the IP to the center of the LHC, and the y−axis points upward. The x−y plane is orthogonal to the
beam direction and it is referred as the transverse plane. Quantities such as transverse momentum
(pT ), transverse energy (ET ), and missing transverse energy (E
miss
T ), are defined in this transverse
plane. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in this plane with φ being the azimuthal angle around
the beam direction.
For the spherical coordinate, a variable called rapidity, y, is used since it is Lorentz-invariant.
The rapidity, y is defined as:
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y =
1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz
, (5.1)
where E is the energy of the particle, and pz its longitudinal momentum. This equation is
simplified at relativistic energies when the mass of the particle is much smaller than its momentum.
The approximation is called pseudorapidity, η, and it is defined as:
η = − ln tan
(
θ
2
)
. (5.2)
The angular distance between two objects in the detector, ∆R, is expressed in the η − φ space
as ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2.
5.2 Detector
5.2.1 Magnet System
The ATLAS magnet system is composed of four large superconducting magnets: one solenoid
for the inner detector, and three toroids (one barrel and two endcaps) for the muon spectrometer as
illustrated in Figure 5.2. These magnets allow the detectors to measure the momentum of charged
particles by generating a magnetic field which curves the path of the particles.
Figure 5.2 Schematic view of the ATLAS magnets system [153].
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5.2.1.1 Solenoid - Inner Detector
The solenoid, indicated in green in Figure 5.2, is aligned with the beam axis and encloses the
entire inner detector. The magnetic field generated inside this solenoid is a constant 2 T field in
the direction of the beam. Outside the solenoid, the magnetic field is negligible. The dimensions
of the solenoid are 5.4 m long, 2.4 m diameter, and 4.5 cm thick.
5.2.1.2 Toroids - Muon Spectrometer
For the muon spectrometer, the magnetic field is created by a barrel (blue) and two end-cap
(red) toroids as depicted in Figure 5.2, and because of its geometry, the direction of the generated
magnetic field is almost perpendicular to the direction of flight of the particles. Each toroid system
consists of eight coils located symmetrically around the beam axis with 120 (barrel) and 116 (end-
caps) turns. The value of the magnetic field is approximately 0.5 T in the central region and bends
muons with |η| < 1.7, while the end-caps toroids generate around 1 T for muons with 1.6 < |η| <
2.7.
The dimensions of the barrel toroid, as installed, are 25.3 m in length, with inner and outer
diameters of 9.4 and 20.1 m, respectively. In the case of the end-caps, they are 5 m in length, with
diameters of 1.65 m and 10.7 m. The end-caps are slipped into the detector, facilitating the access
to ATLAS for maintenance.
5.2.2 Inner Detector - Tracking System
The inner detector has three main goals: pattern recognition, excellent momentum resolution,
and both primary and secondary vertex measurements. These goals, including the approximate rate
of 1,000 particles emerging from the interaction point every 25 ns within |η| < 2.5, require a very
fast and precise detector. To achieve this, the ID was built as a combination of three independent,
but complementary, sub-detectors called the pixel detector, the semi-conductor tracker (SCT), and
the transition radiation tracker (TRT) as displayed in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Schematic view of the ATLAS inner detector [153].
All three detectors are immersed in a constant 2 T magnetic field pointing in the direction of
the beam axis as explained in Section 5.2.1.1. Charged particles follow helical trajectories in the
presence of a magnetic field. Their curvature is given by p = qBR, where p is the momentum of the
particle and q its charge, B the magnetic field, and R the radius of curvature. Charged particles
leave hits in the detector while traversing through it; these hits are later combined into tracks. This
process is shown in Figure 5.4. The inner detector is also called the tracking system.
The pixel detector and the semi-conductor tracker rely on fine granularity silicon technology to
provide high-precision measurements of tracks close to the interaction point. As shown in Figure
5.5, the pixel detector consists of four cylindrical layers where the sensors are mounted, and the
SCT consists of four cylindrical double layers: one axial and one with a stereo angle of 40 mrad.
The TRT has a lower granularity than the previous two detectors; however, this effect is reduced
due to its larger size which bends the particles more than in the other detectors.
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Figure 5.4 The principle of how tracks of charged particles are reconstructed in a tracking
detector [55].
5.2.2.1 The Pixel Detector
The pixel detector consists of four concentric layers and three disks in each end-cap with a total
of 1,744 modules, each measuring an area of 2 cm × 6 cm. Each module contains 16 readouts chips
and other electronic components; roughly 47,000 pixels are found in each module. The size of these
250 µm thick silicon pixels is 50 × 400 µm2 (R−φ×z). A total of over 92 million readout channels
are used in the pixel detector, which is about 50% of the total readout channels used in the whole
experiment.
The pixel detector was originally designed to have three layers; however, an additional layer
was added to the detector in 2014 at merely 33 mm away from the IP, as shown in Figure 5.5. The
insertable B-Layer (IBL) was added with the purpose of improving the identification of secondary
vertices. Especially, the decay vertices of b-hadrons, one of the main challenges in the ATLAS
experiment and for the purpose of this document. Fortunately, the intrinsic accuracies for the
pixels in the barrel are 10 µm (R − φ) and 115 µm (z), and for the end-caps are 10 µm (φ) and
115 µm (R).
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Figure 5.5 Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements traversed by a charged
track of 10 GeV pT in the barrel inner detector (η = 0.3) [153].
Since the pixel detector is located very close to the interaction point, it receives large doses of
radiation from the collisions. For this, all the components of the detector are radiation hardened
to allow them to work under such conditions and have a longer operational lifetime.
5.2.2.2 The Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT)
The semi-conductor tracker is based on silicon micro-strip technology, with multiple layer as
in the case of the Pixel Detector. In this case, each layer consists of double-sided modules at a
small stereo angle of 40 mrad. These four concentric layers are located between 299 mm and 554
mm from the beam line, as shown in Figure 5.5, and nine planar disks in each end-cap. Typically,
these 8-strip measurements correspond to four space points, from where the tracks of the charged
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particles are calculated. The accuracy achieved by the SCT is 17 µm (R − φ) and 580 µm (z for
the barrel and R for the end-caps). The entire system contains 4,088 modules, each one containing
768 readout channels every 80 µm on each side. The total number of readout channels is over 6.3
millions.
5.2.2.3 The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT)
The concept of the TRT is based on transition radiation, which is emitted by charged particles
passing a boundary of two dielectric materials. The number of photons emitted through this effect
depends largely on two variables: the mass of the particles and their relativistic Lorentz factor,
γ. A particle with a large value of γ and a small mass will emit a larger amount of photons than
a slower moving heavier particle. The detector uses a gaseous ionization technique called a straw
chamber. In this method, the ‘straw’ is a long tube filled with a gas that gets ionized when a
charged particle passes through it and along to the particle’s trajectory. A potential difference is
maintained between the walls of the tube and a wire located at the center of the tube. When the
gas is ionized, electrons and ions move in opposite directions creating a small pulse that indicates
a particle has passed through the chamber. The signal of each wire is then amplified, shaped
and discriminated against two adjustable thresholds: low level (LL) and high level (HL). The LL
threshold uses the electron drift time to improve tracking, while HL identifies large energy deposits
allowing the identification of particles especially between electrons and pions. The TRT consists of
over 50,000 polyamide drift straws with polypropylene fibres. Each tube has a diameter of 4 mm
and 144 cm long. The tubes are filled with a xenon-based gas mixture, and a gold-plated tungsten
wire.
The detector’s accuracy is only 130 µm in the R − φ plane. This is quite low compared with
the pixel detector; however, a charged particle passing through the TRT typically leaves 36 hits
instead of just 3, as in the pixel detector. This is due to the large number of layers in the TRT
that extends from a radius of 55 cm to a radius of 108 cm for its last layer. The TRT can measure
tracks up to |η| = 2.0, and it uses approximately 351,000 readout channels. The ability of the
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TRT of measuring the Lorentz factor, in addition to the tracks, allows the possibility to distinguish
between different types of particles. In particular, to differentiate between electrons and pions.
5.2.3 Calorimeter System
The ATLAS calorimeter system measures the energy of a wide range of particles, including
neutral particles and EmissT . These measurements are achieved by joining two sampling calorimeters:
an electromagnetic calorimeters and a hadronic calorimeter, as seen in Figure 5.6. The principle
behind calorimeters is based on stopping the incident particles and measuring all of the deposited
energy. To do this, the calorimeters alternate between two layers where each performs one of
these tasks. The passive or absorbing layer contains a material with high atomic number, Z, that
interacts with the incident particle forming a particle shower or cascade. The initial energy of the
incident particle can be inferred by the sum of all the energies of the generated particles in the
shower. The second layer measures the ionization energy of the particles that traverse it.
Despite electrons are measured in the calorimeters, muons actually escape both detectors since
they are massive enough to not be completely absorbed by neither the electromagnetic or the
hadronic calorimeter, but are measured in the muon spectrometer. Nevertheless, the size of the
calorimeters were determined based on the mass of the muons. The electromagnetic calorimeter
needed to be large enough to capture electrons and photons, but small enough to not significantly
absorb muons. Likewise, the hadronic calorimeter needed to be large enough to capture all hadrons
with good resolution, and prevent them from escaping and reach the muon spectrometer. The total
thickness of the electromagnetic calorimeter is 22 radiation lengths (X0) in the barrel and 24 X0 in
the end-caps. For the hadronic calorimeter it is 9.7 interaction lengths (λ) and 10 λ for the barrel
and end-caps, respectively. The η-range for both calorimeters is large compared with the other
detectors, covering a range of |η| < 4.9.
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Figure 5.6 Schematic view of the ATLAS calorimeter system [153].
5.2.3.1 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The interaction of particles with matter depends on both the energy of the incident particle
and the nuclei of the material. For the case of the electron, the energy loss at low energies is
dominated by ionization, which occurs when the electron interacts electromagnetically with the
atomic electrons and ionizes the atoms. At higher energies, the electron undergoes bremsstrahlung
(braking radiation in German), as shown on the left diagram in Figure 5.7, where the final states are
an electron with less energy than the original, and a photon. The electron energy loss is dominated
by bremsstrahlung for energies larger than the critical energy, Ec ≈ 800Z , where Z is the atomic
number of the nucleus.
The bremsstrahlung process occurs for all charged particles. Heavier particles have lower rate
of energy loss because the radiated power is inversely proportional to the square of the mass of the
particle. In the case of the muon where the mass is almost 200 times larger than the mass of the
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Figure 5.7 The bremsstrahlung (left) and e+e− pair-production (right) processes dia-
grams, where N is a nucleus of charge +Ze [55].
electron, bremsstrahlung is suppressed by a factor of (me/mµ)
2. For this reason, the rate of energy
loss for muons is dominated by ionization, and for electrons by bremsstrahlung.
Photons with energies around 1 MeV lose energy mostly through Compton scattering process
γe− → γe−. For energies larger than 10 MeV, the process is dominated by e+e− pair production
as shown in the right diagram in Figure 5.7.
The average distance travelled by an electron on which its energy has been reduced by a factor of
1/e through the bremsstrahlung process is called radiation lengthX0, and it is inversely proportional
to Z2. As expected, high-Z materials have short radiation length.
When a high energy electron interacts in a medium it radiates a bremsstrahlung photon, which
later turns into an e+e− pair. The process is repeated several times creating a cascade of particles as
shown in Figure 5.8. The process when the photon enters an electromagnetic calorimeter is similar.
First, an e+e− pair is produced, which later irradiates into two bremsstrahlung photons, and the
chain repeats itself. The number of particles in an electromagnetic calorimeter approximately
doubles after each radiation length of material traversed. The shower continues to develop until
the typical e/γ energy is below the critical energy Ec where bremsstrahlung is not dominant any
more.
The calorimeter, as the other detectors in the ATLAS experiment, has a barrel and two end-
caps. The barrel covers a range of |η| < 1.475 and the end-caps cover a range of 1.375 < |η| < 3.2.
The absorber material used in the calorimeter is lead with an atomic mass of 82. The critical energy
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Figure 5.8 Example of an electromagnetic particle shower initiated by an electron [55].
of lead is approximately 10 MeV, which means that a 100 GeV electron entering the calorimeters
travels on average 13 X0 or 10 cm. For the active material, liquid argon (LAr) was selected for its
intrinsic linear behavior, stability of response over time and radiation-hardness. To achieve optimal
operation, the LAr is kept at −185◦ C.
In order to provide complete φ-symmetry without azimuthal cracks, the calorimeter uses layers
with accordion-shape as shown in Figure 5.9. The layers are either made of lead (absorbing) or
LAr (active) and they are placed on top of each other. When a particle traverses through the
accordion-shape system, it passes several times between both materials, allowing the particle to go
through bremsstrahlung and for the detector to measure its energy.
A special feature of the ATLAS calorimeter is its longitudinal segmentation. In the barrel
region, |η| < 2.5, the calorimeter has three different layers of read-out cells that provide additional
information about the shape of the shower. The first layer, also referred to as the strip layer, is the
closest to the beam line as seen in Figure 5.7. It has the finest segmentation with a granularity of
∆η ×∆φ = 0.0031× 0.098, allowing the calorimeter to identify π0 → γγ from individual photons.
This strip layer covers a radiation length of 4.3 X0, while the second layer collects the larger fraction
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Figure 5.9 Schematic diagram of the ATLAS electromagnetic barrel calorimeter [153].
of the energy of the EM shower by covering 16 X0. It has a granularity of ∆η×∆φ = 0.025×0.0245,
and combines information from the strip layers to measure the direction of the photons since they
do not leave tracks in the ID. The last layer, at the end of the calorimeter, covers only 2 X0 and
measures the tails of the showers. It has a granularity of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.0245 × 0.05. In addition,
a one 11 mm thick LAr layer, denoted as presampler (PS), is mounted before the strip layer to
correct for energy loss in the inner detector and the solenoid coil.
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5.2.3.2 Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter works in a similar way to the electromagnetic calorimeter, particles
interacting with the nuclei of an absorbing material. Charged hadrons, such as protons and π±, lose
energy continuously by the ionization process. In addition, both charged and neutral hadrons can
interact with the nucleus of the material through the strong force. These interactions are repeated
along the material and a particle shower is created as before. These showers are parametrized
by the nuclear interaction length, λ, which is the mean distance travelled by a hadronic particle
before undergoing an inelastic nuclear interaction. The nuclear interaction length is significantly
larger than the radiation length. For example, in the case of iron, λ is approximately 17 cm, while
X0 is just 1.8 cm. Hence, the hadronic calorimeter is larger in volume than the electromagnetic
calorimeter.
However, hadronic shower are not as symmetric as electromagnetic showers because high-energy
hadrons can produce multiple final states. For instance, the decay of π0 produces two photons,
which create an electromagnetic cascade within the hadronic shower, and the decay of a charged
pion (π±) which most often produces a muon-neutrino pair to which the calorimeter is less sensitive.
On average, 30% of the incident energy is effectively lost in the form of slow neutrons and protons,
nuclear excitation, and break-up.
The hadronic calorimeter of the ATLAS detector has three components: the tile calorimeter
(TileCal), the hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC), and the forward calorimeter (FCal). Each one
covering a specific range of η. The tile calorimeter consists of a central barrel at |η| < 1.0 with a
length of 5.8 m and two extended barrels, each of 2.6 m long, in the region 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. It uses
steel as the absorbing material and scintillating tiles as the active material. The tile calorimeter
is divided in three layers of approximately 1.5, 4.1, and 1.8 λ thickness for the barrel and 1.5, 2.6,
and 3.3 λ for the extended barrel. Each of the barrels contains 64 modules distributed azimuthally,
each covering 5.625 degrees. The geometry of the modules is indicated in Figure 5.10. The modules
alternate between the steel plates and the scintillator tiles as in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
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Figure 5.10 Schematic view of a TileCal module [102].
At the end of each tile, wavelength-shifting fibers collect the scintillating light and transport it to
the photomultiplier tubes at the end of each module in order to be converted in an electric pulse.
The HEC consists of two independent wheels per end-cap and covers a range of 1.5 < |η| <
3.2, overlapping slightly with the tile and the forward calorimeter. Each wheel is assembled with
32 modules. The absorber material is copper, and LAr is the active medium. Finally, the FCal is
approximately 10 interaction lengths deep, and consists of three modules in each end-cap. The first
module is made of copper and it is optimized for electromagnetic showers. The other two are made
of tungsten and they measure the energy deposit through hadronic interactions. LAr is used again
as the active material in this calorimeter. The material profile of the ATLAS detector as function
of |η| in interaction lengths, including all the calorimeters and other parts of the detectors, can be
seen in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Material profile of the ATLAS detector as function of |η| in interaction lengths.
Besides the layers of the calorimeters, the material in front of the electromag-
netic calorimeter (olive) and in front of the muon chambers (light blue) are
also shown [102].
5.2.4 Muon Spectrometer
The muon system operates in a similar way to the inner detector. It tracks charged particles
traversing the spectrometer in the presence of a magnetic field. In this case, the magnetic field is
generated by eight toroid magnets as described in Section 5.2.1.2, and it points almost perpendicular
to the trajectory of the particles. In contrast with the inner detector, the spectrometer is expected to
be reached only by muons. Most of the particles produced in the collisions are stopped in the other
detectors. Another difference with the inner detector is the large size of the muon spectrometer,
with an inner radius of 4.25 m and an outer radius of 11 m. A schematic view of the ATLAS muon
spectrometer is illustrated in Figured 5.12.
The muon spectrometer was constructed to achieve a momentum accuracy of 3% for 100 GeV
muons, and 10% for 1 TeV muons. To achieve this, the spectrometer uses a chamber technique
similar as the one used in the TRT (see Section 5.2.2.3). However, the muon spectrometer not only
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Figure 5.12 Schematic view of the ATLAS muon spectrometer [153].
have chamber for spatial measurements, but also for triggering particles. A total of four different
chamber types are used in the detector distributed between the barrel and the end-caps: Monitored
Drift Tubes (MDT), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), and Thin
Gap Chambers (TGC). The first two chambers, MDT and CSC, are in charge of measuring the
coordinates and momentum of the particles, while RPC and TGC are designed to used by the
trigger system.
The MDT tracks muons in the barrel and in the end-cap regions covering a range of |η| <
2.7. One chamber contains between three and eight layers of tubes, and has a resolution of 35 µm
per chamber. The drift tubes are made of aluminum filled with a gas mixture of argon (Ar) and
CO2 pressurized at about 3 bar. The electrons from ionization processes are collected by tungsten-
rhenium wires held at a voltage of 3,080 V. In the innermost layer of the forward regions CSC’s are
used covering a range between 2.0 < |η| < 2.7. The CSC have a resolution of 40 µm in the bending
plane and 5 mm in the transverse plane. The RPC and TGC are designed to provided fast and
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robust readout to be used by the trigger system as explained in Section 5.3.1. The RPC covers a
range of |η| <1.05, and the TGC a range of 1.05 < |η| < 2.4. Both systems deliver signals within
12 and 25 ns, respectively, after the passage of a muon.
The ATLAS muon spectrometer has over 5,000 chambers in total, where 4,194 are used for
triggering and 1,182 for tracking. The total number of channels used in this detector is over one
million. The muon spectrometer coves an area of 12,000 squared meters making it the largest
detector in ATLAS.
5.3 Trigger and Data Acquisition System
The high energies and high luminosities achieved by the LHC generate approximately 1 billion
collisions every second, as discussed in Table 4.2. This large rate of 1 GHz is a problem due to
technological and resource limitations, and has to be reduced to around 400 Hz to be stored on
disk. This implies a rejection factor of 2.5 ×106 is needed to achieve an acceptable efficiency for
interesting physics. The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system has three levels as indicated
in Figure 5.13: Level 1 (L1), Level (L2), and Event Filter (EF). Each level refines the decisions
made by the previous level and applies additional criteria if necessary.
The L1 trigger is based on hardware information directly from the calorimeters and the muon
spectrometer. It takes about 2.5 µs to make a decision and reduces the rate to 75-100 kHz. The HLT
triggers take a longer period of time to make a decision because they perform complex calculations
to determine if an event should be recorded or not. L2 takes 40 ms while EF takes about four
seconds reducing the rate to 3.5 kHz and 400 Hz, respectively. Events with high pT jets or leptons,
with large EmissT , or with a large sum of transverse energy are typically kept after these triggers.
5.3.1 Level 1 Trigger
The L1 trigger performs the initial event selection based on information from the calorimeters
and the muon detectors. The system is divided in three parts: the L1 Calorimeter Trigger (L1Calo),
the L1 muon trigger, and the Central Trigger Processor (CTP). The CTP makes the decision if an
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Figure 5.13 Schematic diagram of the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system [155].
event passes or not based on the other L1 triggers. The L1Calo aims to identify high ET objects
such as electrons and photons, jets, and τ -leptons decaying into hadrons, as well as events with
large EmissT and large total transverse energy. It can also trigger on the scalar sum of jet transverse
energies. In the case of electrons, photons, and τ -leptons, isolation can be required, meaning that
the object is spatially separated from any other significant energy deposit in the same trigger.
The L1 muon trigger is based on signals from the RPC’s and TGC’s in the muon trigger
chambers as explained in Section 5.2.4. It uses the time accuracy of these chambers to identify
muons coming for the interaction point and assigns them to the corresponding bunch-crossing. The
trigger projects the path of the muons, from the hits in the chambers, to the IP passing through
the entire detector. The width of this path is related to the pT cut to be applied. There are a total
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of six thresholds applied; three associated with low pT between 6 and 9 GeV, and three associated
with high pT between 9 and 35 GeV.
The CTP combines the information from the L1Calo and the L1 muon triggers to make a final
decision on the event. The CTP also defines one or more regions-of-interest (RoI’s) in each event
which are geographical coordinates, in η and φ, where the selection process has identified interesting
features. Once the decision has been made, the approved events and the RoI’s are sent to the L2
trigger.
5.3.2 Level 2 Trigger
The Level 2 trigger receives the information from the L1 triggers and redefines its decision. The
Level 2 trigger uses the full detector precision and granularity including information from the inner
detector. This extra information about the tracks of the particles allows the trigger to run more
complex algorithms to construct candidates for muons, electrons, photons, τ -leptons, jets, missing
transverse energy and b-physics objects. The Level 2 trigger has a rejection factor of 30, reducing
the data rate to 75-100 kHz. It takes approximately 40 ms to make a decision.
5.3.3 Event Filter
At the event filter level, algorithms close to the full offline reconstruction and identification chain
are used. Relatively loose identification criteria, eventually combined with isolation requirements,
ensure a high selection efficiency.
The Event Filter is the last and most sophisticated part of the online event selection in the
ATLAS trigger system. Although the selection is performed in a similar way than at the Level
2 trigger, the event filter has full access to the event information and not only the information
from the RoI’s. Therefore, the event filter applies algorithms close to the full offline reconstruc-
tion and identification chain with relatively loose identification criteria combined with isolation
requirements. The original goal for the event rate was to reduce the data rate to 200 Hz; however,
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during data taking in Run 1 the availability of storage and computing resources exceeded the design
specifications and the output was raised to 400 Hz [156].
The final output of the event filter contains the complete tagging of events ready to be used
for physics analysis offline. Each event is recorded locally, in one or more files, according to the
stream classification, and then transferred to permanent storage at the CERN computing center.
The cuts and thresholds used in the event filter are presented in detail in Chapter 6.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14 (a) Luminosity delivered by the LHC in both Run 1 and Run 2, and (b) the
comparison with the luminosity recorded by ATLAS during the Run 2 [157].
5.4 Performance
The performance of ATLAS depends directly on the LHC and its schedule as explained in
Section 4.4 in terms of runs, center-of-mass energy, and luminosity. Figure 5.14 (a) indicates the
delivered luminosity by the LHC per year as a function of time. However, the luminosity recorded
by ATLAS is in reality slightly lower, as shown in Figure 5.14 (b), but it maintains a high efficiency
of over 93% of the total delivered luminosity. In this thesis, the data from the full Run 2 was used
for a total of 140.45 fb−1 certified by the ATLAS collaboration as good for physics. This luminosity
is divided by year as 3.2 fb−1 in 2015, 32.9 fb−1 in 2016, 43.8 fb−1 in 2017, and 59.9 fb−1 in 2018.
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Figure 5.15 Average number of interaction per bunch crossing, 〈µ〉, for Run 2 in the AT-
LAS experiment [157].
As mentioned before in Section 3.1, for higher luminosities the effect of pile-up in the events
increases. Pile-up is caused by multiple p-p collisions occurring within the same single bunch
crossing and by the remains of previous crossings that can interfere with the performance of object
reconstruction. The distribution of 〈µ〉 is shown for the four years of Run 2 in Figure 5.15. The
value 〈µ〉 for 2017 and 2018 is almost three times larger than the number recorded in 2015. The
distribution also show values as high as 65 interactions per bunch crossing, which inevitably increase
the number of extra jets in the events.
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CHAPTER 6. OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION
An overview of object reconstruction in ATLAS relevant for this thesis is presented in this
Chapter. Section 6.1 introduces the concept of reconstruction for different physics processes, while
the following sections are focused separately on those processes; for example, electrons in Section
6.3 and muons in Section 6.4. Special attention are given to the reconstruction of jets (Section
6.5), and for single and double b-tagging in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. The Center of Mass
(CoM) Higgs tagger is defined in Section 6.7.3 and compared with previous Higgs taggers in Section
6.7.5. The chapter ends with a section on the overlap removal process applied as the final step of
object reconstruction.
6.1 Introduction
As mentioned before, each of the stable particles in the SM has its particular characteristic
interactions. Thus, the ATLAS detector has four layers of reconstruction to cover as many of these
particles as possible. As seen in the previous chapter, the four layers are: the tracking system, the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the muon system.
Particles interact with the layers as illustrated in Figure 6.1. If a particle is detected only in the
electromagnetic calorimeter, it is fairly certain a photon. However, this particle would have been
classified as an electron if there were also information from the tracking system. The reconstruction
of particles relevant to this thesis are described in the following sections.
6.2 Primary Vertices
The goal of the Inner Detector is not only to accurately measure the trajectories of charged
particles, but also to reconstruct common intersection points between a set of tracks. These tracks
can be fully described by a set of five parameters:
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Figure 6.1 Particle interactions with the different layers of the detector [112].
• q/pT , the signed curvature of the track, where q is the electric charge, and pT the transverse
momentum of the particle,
• φ, the azimuthal angle,
• θ, the polar angle,
• d0, the transverse impact parameter, i.e., the distance of closest approach of the track in the
transverse plane to the beam spot.
• z0, defined in a similar way as d0, but with respect to the z coordinate; the longitudinal
impact parameter is defined as |z0 · sin θ|.
With this information, tracks can be used to identify collisions and decay vertices of unstable
particles. Usually, the vertex associated with the hard scattering process, referred to as primary
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vertex (PV), is the only one with interesting physics, while the other vertices are referred to as pile-
up. Primary vertices are reconstructed in ATLAS as explained in [113], where tracks are required
to pass the following requirements:
• pT > 150 MeV,
• |d0| < 4 mm,
• at least 4 hits in the SCT detector,
• at least 6 hits between the pixel and SCT detectors,
where the cut on d0 removes a good fraction of the tracks originating from secondary interactions
such as b-decays. Then, vertex seeds are found by looking for a global maximum in the distribution
of z0 values of the tracks. The vertex position is determined using a fitting algorithm, which takes
as input the seed position and the tracks near to it. It is a robust χ2-based fitting where each track
carries a weight as a measurement of its compatibility with the fitted vertex. Tracks incompatible
with the vertex by more than 7σ are used to seed a new vertex, and the process is repeated until
no tracks are left. The primary vertex of an event is selected as the vertex with the largest Σp2T of
associated tracks.
6.3 Electrons
The reconstruction of electrons [114] begins with the identification of energy clusters in the EM
calorimeter. A cluster is defined using a sliding window of 3 × 5 units, where a unit covers an area
of 0.025 × 0.025 in η×φ (the granularity of the calorimeter as mentioned in Section 5.2.3.1), and is
required to have at least 2.5 GeV of total energy. Tracks reconstructed in the inner detector with
pT larger than 400 GeV are extrapolated to the middle layer of the EM calorimeter. The tracks
are associated to the clusters if their η and φ separation, with respect to the center of the cluster,
is less than 0.05 for each variable. When more than one track is associated to a single EM cluster,
the closest track is selected as the electron track. On the contrary, if no tracks are associated to an
EM cluster, it is assumed to be a photon candidate.
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This procedure is susceptible to different physics processes that can fake the presence of a prompt
electron, such as a calorimeter shower of a hadron mimicking an electron shower, an electron from
a photon conversion, or the semi-leptonic decay of a heavy flavor hadron. To reduce this effect,
two extra criteria are applied. First, electron identification algorithms are applied to the electron
candidates to separate them from background objects. A likelihood based method1 combines the
probability density functions of the signal and background for several discriminant variables, such
as the transition radiation in the TRT and shower shape, to calculate the overall probability for
the object to correspond to an electron or to a background process. The discriminant dL is defined
as:
dL =
LS
LS + LB
, (6.1)
with
LS(B)(x) =
n∏
i=1
P
S(B)
i (xi), (6.2)
where x is the vector of n discriminant variables, and P
S(B)
i (xi) is the PDF of the i
th-discriminant
variable under the signal-only (background-only) hypothesis. Three working points are defined for
different cuts on dL: ID-Loose, ID-Medium, and ID-Tight, where ID-loose offers the best electron
acceptance and ID-Tight offers the best hadron rejection. For an electron with a pT between 60 and
80 GeV, the electron identification efficiencies are 97% (ID-Loose), 95% (ID-Medium), and 91%
(ID-Tight), while having a hadron rejection efficiency of 99.7%, 99.8%, and 99.9%, respectively
[114].
The second criterion is based on tracks and calorimeter isolation to improve the purity of prompt
electrons. The two isolation variables are defined as:
• Track Isolation: pvarcone0.2T is defined as the sum of the transverse momentum of all the
tracks within a variable-size cone of ∆R = min (0.2, 10GeV/pT ) around the candidate electron
1For a detailed explanation of likelihood based methods see Appendix B.
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track, where pT refers to the candidate electron’s transverse momentum. The variable ∆R
requirement is used to reduce the contamination from additional tracks for electrons with
high pT .
• Calorimeter Isolation: pcone0.2T is defined as the sum of the transverse momentum of EM
clusters within a ∆R cone of 0.2 from the candidate electron cluster.
Two working points are defined based on this isolation criteria for this analysis. First, a Loose-
Track with a variable cut on the ratio of pvarcone0.2T and pT to ensure a 99% efficiency of prompt
electrons across the full electron pT range. The second working point is the HighPt-Calo which
requires pcone0.2T to be less than 3.5 GeV, and has a prompt electron efficiency of 95%, while rejecting
90% of fake electrons.
Table 6.1 Summary of Electron selection requirements [115].
Electron Selection pT |η| Identification Isolation
VH-Loose > 7 GeV < 2.47 ID-Loose LooseTrackOnly
ZH-Signal > 27 GeV < 2.47 ID-Loose LooseTrackOnly
WH-Signal > 27 GeV < 2.47 ID-Tight FixedCutHighPtCaloOnly
All the previous cuts and working points are combined in order to maximize the electron selec-
tion efficiency for this analysis. The three new working points are defined as VH-Loose, WH-Signal,
and ZH-Signal as shown in Table 6.1. The selection WH-Signal has the tightest criteria to suppress
the large multijet background in the WH final state.
6.4 Muons
Muons travel across the ATLAS detector interacting weakly with the material of the calorime-
ters, which allows them to leave the detector with only minimal energy losses. The experimental
signature is therefore well distinguishable from jets and electrons. Muons are reconstructed [116]
by measuring their paths and curvatures in the inner detector (ID) and in the muon spectrometer
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(MS). While tracks from the ID are reconstructed as mentioned in the previous section, tracks from
the MS are reconstructed using information from the Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) and the Cath-
ode Strip Chambers (CSC) as introduced in Section 5.2.4. In ATLAS, four types of reconstructed
muons are defined depending on which subdetectors are used in the process. The four types of
muons are:
• Stand-Alone (SA) muons: Only tracks from the MS are used to identify these muons.
There tracks are interpolated to the point of closest approach to the beam pipe. Because no
information is obtained from the tracking system, SA muons have a larger coverage including
the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7, which it is not covered by the ID.
• Combined (CB) muons: These muons use information from the ID and the MS, where
the tracks are reconstructed separately. A global refit is used to combine both sets of tracks
where MS hits may be added to or removed from the tracks to improve the fit quality and
to match the ID track. This type of muon provides the highest signal purity and the best
momentum resolution, and is therefore the most commonly used in ATLAS.
• Segment-Tagged (ST) muons: These muons are formed by ID tracks to which at least
one track segment from the MS is associated. ST muons are sensitive to muons that cross
only one layer of the MS chambers. This is due to either their low pT , or because they fall
into regions with reduced MS acceptance.
• Calorimeter-Tagged (CT) muons: A track in the ID is identified as a CT muon if it
can be matched to an energy deposit in the calorimeter compatible with a minimum-ionizing
particle. This type of muon has the lowest purity out of all four types, but it recovers the
acceptance in the region where the MS is only partially instrumented. The identification
criterion for CT muons is optimized for the region |η| < 0.1, and a pT range between 15 and
100 GeV.
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The muon identification is performed by applying quality cuts to the muon candidates to sup-
press background mostly from pion and kaon decays, while preserving a high efficiency for real
muons. The muon identification selections used in this thesis are the following:
• ID-Medium: Used as default for muons in ATLAS, this selection uses only CB and SA
tracks. CB tracks are required to have 3 or more hits in at least two MDT layers, except for
tracks in the |η| < 0.1 region. SA are required to have at least one MDT layer but no more
than one MDT hole layer. In addition, a loose selection on the compatibility between ID
and MS momentum measurements is applied to suppress the contamination due to hadrons
misidentified as muons such as a q/p significance2 less than seven.
• ID-Loose: This selection is designed to maximize the reconstruction efficiency while provid-
ing good-quality muon tracks. All muon types are used including all the CB and ME muons
satisfying the ID-Medium requirements. CT and ST muons are restricted to the |η| < 0.1
region.
A muon in the 20 < pT < 100 GeV range has a prompt muon identification efficiency of 98.1%
for ID-Loose and 96.1% for ID-Medium, while having a non-prompt muon rejection of 99.2% and
99.8%, respectively.
In a similar manner as with the electrons, isolation requirements are defined to improve the
efficiency of the muon reconstruction method for different physics analyses. The two isolation
variables used in this thesis are:
• Variable radius track isolation: pvar cone30T is defined as the scalar sum of the transverse
momentum of all tracks with pT > 1 GeV within a cone of ∆R = min(0.3, 10 GeV/pT )
around the candidate muon track. The cone size is chosen to be pT -dependent to improve
the performance for muons with large momentum.
2The q/p significance is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the ratio of the charge and
momentum of the muons measured in the ID and MS divided by the sum in quadrature of the corresponding
uncertainties.
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• Fixed radius track isolation: pcone20T is similar to the previous one, but the cone size is
independent of the pT and has a value of ∆R = 0.2.
The first working point, LooseTrackOnly, requires a varying cut on pvar cone30T /pT providing a
99% efficiency for prompt muons across the full muon pT -range, while FixedCutHighPtTrackOnly,
requires pcone20T to be less than 1.25 GeV and has a prompt muon efficiency of 95% while rejecting
70% of all non-prompt muons.
Table 6.2 Summary of Muon selection requirements [115].
Muon Selection pT |η| Identification Isolation
VH-Loose > 7 GeV < 2.7 Loose LooseTrackOnly
ZH-Signal > 27 GeV < 2.5 Loose LooseTrackOnly
WH-Signal > 25 GeV < 2.5 Medium FixedCutHighPtTrackOnly
All of the mentioned cuts and working points are combined in order to maximize the muon
selection efficiency for this thesis. The three new working points are defined as VH-Loose, WH-
Signal, and ZH-Signal as shown in Table 6.2.
6.5 Jets
Quarks and gluons with high transverse momentum are reconstructed in the detector as jets,
which are the most commonly produced objects at the LHC. In the particular case of H → bb, the
biggest difficulty is in identifying jets coming from a b-quark against a vast background from other
events with similar signatures. Jets are reconstructed primarily from the Inner Detector and both
calorimeters, but also from the Muon Spectrometer since muons can appear in jets.
There are two types of jets reconstructed in ATLAS: calorimeter and track jets, and as their
names indicate, they use only the information from the mentioned detector. Later, both objects
are grouped in order to extract all possible information about the original quark or gluon.
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6.5.1 Calorimeter Jets
The calorimeter jets are reconstructed using topological clusters [117] (TopoClusters), which
groups energy deposits in adjacent calorimeter cells by selecting seed cells with a signal-to-noise
ratio above a certain threshold, usually around four. Neighbor cells are added to the seeds if their
signal-to-noise ratio is at least two. The process is repeated until no more cells with a ratio above
two are left. In addition to this, all of the remaining nearest neighbors are also added to the
clusters, which are later split or merged depending on their energies. The final TopoClusters are
then defined as massless objects with a total energy equal to the sum of all clustered cells, with
the momentum pointing towards the energy-weighted center of the cluster. Finally, the clusters are
calibrated by using previous test-beam measurements in the electromagnetic calorimeter; for this
reason, these clusters are also referred to as EMTopoClusters.
The method used for clustering is the so-called anti-kT algorithm [118] where jet constituents
are combined based on a distance parameter defined as:
di,j = min
(
1
k2T,i
,
1
k2T,j
)
∆2i,j
R2
, (6.3)
di,B =
1
k2T,i
, (6.4)
where kT,i is the transverse momentum of the cluster i, ∆
2
i,j = (yi−yj)2+(φi−φj)2 is the geometrical
distance between clusters i and j, and R is a parameter of the algorithm defining the radius of the
jet. The parameter di,j is the distance between two clusters, while di,B is the distance between a
cluster i and the beam. The iteration process used in this jet clustering algorithm is defined as:
1. Compute all the distances di,j and di,B.
2. Find the smallest distance.
3. If the smallest distance is di,j , combine the four momentum of the clusters i and j.
4. If the smallest distance is di,B, remove the cluster i and call it a jet.
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5. Repeat the process until all topological clusters are removed and assigned into jets.
Two different values of R are used in this thesis. Jets with radius of 0.4 are called small-R jets
and are used for the calculation of the missing transverse energy (see Section 6.9). Large-R jets,
also known as fat jets, are selected with R = 1.0 and are the fundamental piece of this analysis.
The calibration for both types of jets is presented in the following sections.
6.5.1.1 Small-R Jets
Due to the different processes occurring inside a jet and the calorimeters lower energy response
to hadrons with respect to electrons and photons, multiple calibrations are applied to the jets in
order to reduce these effects. The main calibrations performed on small-R jets are the following:
• To suppress jets arising from pileup interactions, jets are required to pass a likelihood-based
discriminant using information from the primary vertex, jet pT and track pT called Jet Vertex
Tagger (JVT) [119]. The medium selection working point with a value of 0.59 has an average
efficiency of 92%.
• In many cases, leptons are present in the jet reconstruction as in the case of a b quark decaying
into a c quark and a W boson. The W boson can decay semileptonically to a charged lepton
and a neutrino as shown in Figure 6.2, where the c quark has decayed into another W boson
and an additional d quark. Overall, b-jets have a probability of 23.6% of containing at least
one electron, whose energies are fully deposited in the EM calorimeter and are added to the
jet. Muons have the same probability of appearance in a b jet, but their energy is not fully
deposited in the calorimeters. Thus, when a muon of pT larger than 5 GeV is found within
the jet cone, the muon four-vector is added to the jet, while the energy deposited by the
muon in the calorimeter is removed. This is called muon-in-jet correction [121] and it is also
applied to Large-R jets.
• Once the b-tagging has been performed, a pT dependence correction denoted as PtReco,
is applied to the jet four momentum to account for biases in the response of b-jets. This
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Figure 6.2 Diagrams for a b-quark decay where one of the W bosons decays semileptoni-
cally to a muon and a neutrino, while the other W boson decays hadronically
[120].
correction is determined from V H (H → bb̄) simulated events by calculating the ratio of the
pT of the true b-jets from the Higgs boson decay to the pT of the reconstructed b-tagged jet
after the muon-in-jet correction.
6.5.1.2 Large-R Jets (Fat Jets)
The average angle between two daughter particles coming from particles such as a Higgs boson
with a certain pT is approximately given by the following formula [122]:
∆R(j1, j2) '
mHiggs
pHiggsT
1√
z (1− z)
z= 1
2'
2mHiggs
pHiggsT
, (6.5)
where z is the fraction of the parent energy retained by one of the daughters. The decay of a highly
boosted Higgs results in the two b-quarks moving closely along the same direction. In Figure 6.3,
the left figure shows a decay of a particle into two b-hadrons where the separation between the
resulting jets is large enough for the parent particle to be clearly reconstructed by two small-R jets.
For the case in the right figure, the jets are better reconstructed using a large-R jet since they are
overlapping each other. However, this inevitably brings the issue of classifying the substructures of
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the fat jet as it is explained in the following sections. In this section, as in the case of the small-R
jets, a list of the main calibrations applied to the fat jets is presented.
Figure 6.3 Diagram for two b-hadrons reconstructed with (left) two small-R jets, and with
(right) one large-R jet when the parent particle is highly boosted [123].
• To remove the energies of clusters originated from initial-state radiation, pile-up interactions,
or underlying events, the fat jets are trimmed [124] by re-clustering the constituents of the
initial jet using the kT algorithm
3 into smaller Rsub = 0.2 subjets. Any subjet with a pT
lower than 5 percent of the pT of the parent jet is removed from the fat jet.
• The mass of the fat jet is calculated with three different methods; the first one is called
calorimeter-based jet mass, mcalo, and is defined as:
mcalo =
√√√√(∑
iεJ
Ei
)2
−
(∑
iεJ
~pi
)2
(6.6)
where i is an energy cluster of the jet, J , with energy, Ei, and momentum ~pi, where |~pi| = Ei.
However, as seen in Equation 6.5, the angle between decay products is smaller at higher pT .
As a consequence, for a sufficiently energetic fat jet the spread inside of the fat jet can be
comparable with the calorimeter granularity reducing its resolution. To deal with this, the
3This algorithm follows the same structure as the anti-kT algorithm but its dependence on the momentum of the
particles k is no longer 1/k2, but k2. Therefore, low momentum particles are grouped first instead of being clustered
around very energetic particles [118].
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second method combines tracking and calorimeter information defining a new track-assisted
jet mass, mTA, as:
mTA =
pcaloT
ptrackT
×mtrack (6.7)
where pcaloT is the transverse momentum of a large-R calorimeter jet, p
track
T is the transverse
momentum of the four-vector sum of tracks associated with the large-R calorimeter jet (see
Section 6.5.2.3), and mtrack is the invariant mass of this four-vector sum assuming each
individual tracks has the pion mass mπ. The ratio between p
calo
T and p
track
T corrects for
charged-to-neutral fluctuations, improving the resolution of a track-only jet mass.
Figure 6.4 The fractional jet mass resolution as a function of the truth jet transverse
momentum for three different mass methods. The combined method (gray)
shows a better resolution with respect to the other two across the pT spectrum
[125].
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The mass resolution of the mentioned methods is presented in Figure 6.4 as a function of the
truth jet pT . As mentioned before, the resolution for m
calo is better at low pT , while m
TA
remains fairly constant. Fortunately, both methods can be combined since the calorimeter
jet mass is not explicitly used in the construction of the track-assisted jet mass. This third
mass, mcombined, is defined as:
mcombined =
σ−2TA
σ−2TA + σ
−2
calo
×mTA +
σ−2calo
σ−2TA + σ
−2
calo
×mcalo (6.8)
where σcalo and σTA are the calorimeter-based jet and the track-assisted mass resolution
function respectively. Figure 6.4 shows the performance of the combined mass, where as
expected, the resolution is never larger than either of the individual resolutions. For this,
mcombined is the method selected for this thesis, and it is referred to later as the mass of the
fat jet.
6.5.2 Track Jets
A third type of jet, built only from tracks, is used in this analysis for the identification of
b-jets (see Section 6.6), and forms the corresponding subjets of a fat jet. Two methods, which are
explained in the following section, are used for the reconstruction of track jets: Fixed radius (FR),
and Variable Radius (VR). Both methods use the same track selection [126] as listed below.
• pT > 0.4 GeV and |η| < 2.5,
• at least 7 hits in total in the pixel and SCT detectors,
• no more than one hit in the pixel detector that is shared by multiple tracks,
• no more than one missing hit in the pixel detector, where a hit is expected, and no more than
two missing hits in the SCT detector,
• the longitudinal impact parameter, z0, of the tracks is required to be |z0 · sin θ| > 3 mm,
where measurements are made with respect to the location of the primary vertex.
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There requirements greatly reduce the number of fake tracks and tracks from pileup vertices,
ensuring that the reconstructed track jets have originated from the hard scatter vertex. The track
jets are associated to fat jets through ghost association (see Section 6.5.2.3), and are required to
have a pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and have at least two track constituents.
6.5.2.1 Fixed Radius (FR)
This method uses the anti-κT algorithm with a radius of 0.2 and is independent of the pT of
the jet. The fixed-radius track jet approach performs well to reconstruct isolated jets. However,
its efficiency drastically drops when two or more jet axes are closer than 0.4. An example of this
method is the case of two daughter particles with high enough pT as stated in Equation 6.5.
6.5.2.2 Variable Radius (VR)
The drop in efficiency shown by FR at high pT is addressed with the VR method by adjusting
the radius used by the anti-κT algorithm into an effective radius, Reff, that depends on the pT of
the jet following the equation [127]:
R→ Reff(pT ) =
ρ
pT
(6.9)
where the new parameter ρ determines how fast the effective jet size decreases with the transverse
momentum of the jet. Two new parameters are also introduced, Rmin and Rmax, which impose a
lower and upper cut-off on the jet size, respectively. The values used in this thesis are ρ = 30 GeV,
Rmin = 0.02, and Rmax = 0.4, following the optimization performed in [128].
6.5.2.3 Ghost Association
The association of track jets to calorimeter jets can be ambiguous given the dense hadronic
environment in the detector and the irregular boundaries of some jets. Instead of using a simple
geometric matching, such as ∆R, the ghost association method [129] sets each track jet 4-vector in
the event to an infinitesimal pT , essentially only retaining the direction of the track jet. These track
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jets are referred as ghosts. This ensures that jet reconstruction is not altered by the ghosts when the
energy clusters and ghosts are reclustered, which is performed again using the anti-κT algorithm
with R = 1.0. The calorimeter jets after reclustering are identical to the ungroomed parents of the
trimmed fat jets with the addition of the associated track jets retained as constituents. Despite the
fact that track jets are ghost-associated to ungroomed large-R jets, the kinematics of the fat jets
are still measured using the trimmed jets and all the calibrations mentioned in Section 6.5.1.2.
6.6 b-tagging
Identifying jets containing a b-quark, commonly known as b-tagging, is a crucial step in the
reconstruction of H → bb̄ events. The property most commonly used for this purpose is the
relatively long lifetime of the b-hadrons, which in the case of B0 is 1.6 × 10−12 s [59]. This lifetime
is long enough to allow the hadron to travel a few millimeters before decaying into lighter mesons
such as pions and kaons, which are able to reach the calorimeters. This generates a particular
signature for b-jets where a subgroup of the tracks are not coming from the primary vertex, but
from a secondary one as illustrated in Figure 6.5. In most of the cases, the decay is caused by the
electroweak interaction creating a c-hadron since the transition from b to c is favored with respect
to b→ u. For instance, a b-hadron with a momentum of 50 GeV has a mean flight length of:
β · c · τ · γ ≈ 5 mm. (6.10)
where β and γ are the relativistic variables, c the speed of light, and τ the lifetime of the hadron.
c-hadrons represent the main cause of mis-identification for b-tagging since their lifetimes are on
average of the same order of magnitude as for b-hadrons. For example, the lifetime of the D0 is 4.1
× 10−13 s representing a mean flight length of approximate 1.6 mm when the hadron has 50 GeV
of energy.
The finite lifetimes of c-hadrons also allows them to have secondary vertices inside jets; however,
their track multiplicity is lower compared to the b-hadrons since a lower mass means less energy
available to create particles.
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Figure 6.5 Schematic view of a b-hadron decay inside a jet, which results in a secondary
vertex displaced with respect to the primary vertex. A subsequent decay of a
c-hadron at a tertiary vertex is also shown [130].
6.6.1 Truth-level Flavor Labeling
For all the MC samples, the truth-level flavor labeling for both calorimeter and track jets is
accomplished through the following process using a maximum distance parameter of Rmax = 0.3:
1. If a weakly decaying b-hadron is found within Rmax of the jet axis, the jet is labeled as a b-jet.
2. If a b-hadron is not found, but a weakly decaying c-hadron is found within Rmax of the jet
axis, then the jet is labeled as a c-jet.
3. Otherwise, if a τ -lepton is found within Rmax of the jet axis, then the jet is labeled as a τ -jet.
4. If any one hadron or τ -lepton matches more than one jet, the closest jet is chosen as its
parent.
5. All unlabeled jets after steps 1 through 4 are labeled as light-jets.
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6.6.2 Direct Tagging - MV2c10
The differences mentioned between the b-jets and the c-jets and light jets are used by several
algorithms to optimize the selection by using information mainly from the impact parameters,
the secondary vertices, jet kinematics, and the decay chain of the b-hadrons. In ATLAS, the
selection performance is enhanced by combining the outputs of these baseline algorithms into a
single discriminant using a multivariable (MVA) algorithm, specifically a boosted decision tree4
(BDT).
The boosted decision tree attempts to separate a signal from one or more backgrounds using a
consecutive series of binary splits based on the input variables. First, the variable with the highest
discrimination power is applied to all the data generating a node with two outputs. A similar split
is performed separately for the two children of the node by using the variable with the new highest
discrimination power. In this case, the discrimination power is not based on all the events, but only
on the sub-group of classified events from the previous node. This process is repeated until all the
input variables are used. Depending on the purity of the final output an event is classified as signal
or background. This process is optimized further by assigning weights to each node depending on
their discrimination power.
The BDT algorithm used in this thesis is the standard ATLAS b-tagging algorithm for Run 2
MV2c10, which is trained on jets from tt̄ events with b-jets considered as signal, and c- and light-jets
as background. The ‘c10’ refers to the percentage of c-jets in the total background of the testing
sample [131]. The algorithm is trained for small-R jets, where the efficiency, εj , is calculated as:
εj =
Number of jets of flavor j passing cut
Number of jets of flavor j
(6.11)
where j is the flavor of the jet, either b, c or light. The jets are required to have at least a pT of 20
GeV and |η| < 2.5. The output variable of the training, which goes from −1 to +1, is illustrated
in Figure 6.6 (a). By design, the b-jets are mostly localized close to the value of 1, while the
background peaks at −1 at the opposite end of the distribution. On the right, the background
4Both terms, BDT and MVA, are used interchangeable in this thesis.
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rejection, defined as the inverse of the efficiency, is shown separately for c- and light jets as a
function of the b-jet efficiency. In both figures, c-jets have a higher probability of being mis-tagged
as b-jets in comparison with light-jets.
Figure 6.6 (a) The MV2c10 output distribution for b-jets (blue), c-jets (green), and light
jets (red) in simulated tt̄ events. (b) The background rejection for both c- and
light-jets as a function of the b-tagging efficiency [132].
The MV2c10 algorithm is used to b-tag small-R jets and subjets inside of a large-R jets by using
associated tracks as input for the BDT. However, the tracks used are not the tracks associated
through ghost association, but selected based on their angular separation as:
∆R(track, jet) < 0.239 + e−1.220−1.64×10
−5·pT /MeV. (6.12)
The ∆R association requirement varies as a function of the jet pT , resulting in a narrower cone
for jets at high pT which are more collimated, and plateaus at a value of 0.239. In the case where a
track is associated to more than one jet, the jet with smallest ∆R is chosen. The tracks associated
to the jet are selected from a different set of tracks than those used for track jet reconstruction in
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Section 6.5.2, and follow a looser selection in comparison. The tracks are required to have a pT
above 1 GeV and at least two hits in the pixel detector.
Figure 6.7 Radius R of the track jets reconstructed with Fixed Radius (orange and labeled
as Track Jet) and Variable Radius (red) as a function of the jet pT . ∆R
association for tracks (green) and for truth labeling (blue) also as a function of
the jet pT [133].
The behavior of the track-jet association of Equation 6.12 is illustrated in Figure 6.7 in green.
In general, the association cone is larger than the radius used by both FR and VR, except between
40 and 100 GeV where it is smaller than VR. The plateau in VR for low values of pT is due to the
upper value set by the method of R = 0.4. The working points (WP) for MV2c10 are defined at
60%, 70%, 77%, and 85% of the b-tagging efficiency. In Table 6.3, the working points for both of
the track jet reconstruction methods used in this thesis are listed, where 70% is selected to be used
in the analysis.
6.7 Double b-tagging
In contrast to the previous section where the b-tagging of track jets was discussed without
requiring them to be associated to a large-R jet, this section focuses on the reconstruction of the
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Table 6.3 MV2c10 single b-tagging efficiencies for different working points (WP) for both
Fixed and Variable radius track jets [134]. RR is the rejection rate, which it is
defined as the inverse of the efficiency.
Name Cut-Value b-tag Efficiency [%] c RR Light RR
Fixed Radius
FixedCutBEff 60 0.86 59.94 15 480
FixedCutBEff 70 0.66 69.82 6 171
FixedCutBEff 77 0.38 76.75 4 73
FixedCutBEff 85 −0.15 84.72 2 21
Variable Radius
FixedCutBEff 60 0.94 60.02 23 1399
FixedCutBEff 70 0.84 70.00 9 315
FixedCutBEff 77 0.66 77.00 5 108
FixedCutBEff 85 0.18 84.99 2 29
subjets associated to a fat jet and their b-tagging. Particularly, in the case where two b-jets are
within the fat jet. For this purpose, three approaches are presented: an extended version for FR
and VR, and a novel method called the called the Center-of-mass method, which in this thesis is
first introduced to a VHbb analysis. These three methods are also referred to as Xbb taggers.
6.7.1 FR
In this method, after the fat jet has been reconstructed with R = 1.0 and calibrated, the track
jets are clustered into subjets with R = 0.2 independent of their pT (see Section 6.5.2.1) and
are associated to the large-R jet through ghost association (see Section 6.5.2.3). The subjets are
required to have pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5, and at least two track constituents. Once the subjets
have been reconstructed, their association with tracks for b-tagging is determined with Equation
6.12 as before, with the exception that now ∆R is calculated between the track jet and the subjet
axis. Finally, these selected tracks are fed into the MV2c10 algorithm for b-tagging. The double
b-tagging is calculated as the product of the two subjets. In the case where three or more subjets
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are found within the same fat jet, the two with highest MV2c10 values are selected. Figure 6.8
shows the reconstruction of a fat jet with two R = 0.2 subjets using the FR method.
Figure 6.8 Subjet reconstruction illustration using fixed radius R = 0.2 track jets [128].
6.7.2 VR
In the same way as Fixed Radius, the method used for VR is exactly the same except the R
of the reconstruction is dependent on the pT of the subjet, as described in Equation 6.9. This
correction is applied because at high energies the two subjets tend to be collimated as illustrated
in Figure 6.9. In this case, VR solves the problem by shrinking the cone of the subjet on the left
since its pT is larger than the one on the right. VR is expected to perform better than FR at very
high pT as explained in Section 6.7.5.
Nevertheless, in the cases where one of the VR track jets is fully contained inside of a larger
VR tack jet, the event is removed. This is caused because the track-jet-association, described with
Equation 6.12, cannot longer distinguish between them reducing the b-tagging performance [136].
Events where the distance between both track jet axes is smaller than the radius of the track jet
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Figure 6.9 Subjet reconstruction diagram when the two subjets are collimated for FR
(left) and VR (right) taggers [128].
with smaller pT are ignored. These conflicting events represent less than one percent of the total
yield in this thesis.
6.7.3 Center-of-Mass (CoM)
The Center-of-Mass tagger [137, 138] is a novel approach for double b-tagging a fat jet that
differs from the FR and VR method in two main aspects. First, CoM uses not only information
from the tracks, but also additional information from the calorimeters. Second, it reconstructs the
subjets of the fat jet in the center-of-mass frame of the large-R jets instead of the lab frame. The
advantage of the center-of-mass frame is seen when a highly-boosted Higgs decays into a bb̄ quark
pair. In this topology, the two b-jets in the lab frame of the event would overlap each other as
shown in Figure 6.10 (a), because their separation angle is small for high pT as in Equation 6.5. On
the contrary, in the rest frame of the fat jet for this same event the two b-jets are well-separated
as they are now back-to-back as in Figure 6.10 (b). Additionally, jets originating from non-top
quarks or gluons, here referred simply as QCD jets, acquire mass through gluon radiation and are
not closed systems. Therefore, the constituent particle distribution of a QCD jet in the CoM frame
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is more likely to be random, as illustrated in Figure 6.10 (c). The CoM tagger maintains a high
efficiency for the boosted Higgs boson for high values of 〈µ〉, as shown in [139].
Figure 6.10 Diagram of the constituent particle distribution for (a) a H in the lab frame,
(b) a H in the jet rest frame, and (c) a QCD jet in its rest frame [137].
6.7.4 CoM Subjet Reconstruction and Track Association
The CoM method is distinct from FR and VR not only at the subjet reconstruction level where
it uses calorimeter information in addition to the tracks, but also in the association of tracks and
subjets. Instead of using ghost association as with the track jets, the track association is performed
in the center-of-mass frame as well. The procedure of the CoM tagger method is described below
[128, 140].
1. Once the large-R calorimeter jet has been reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with R =
1 and trimmed, it is boosted to the center-of-mass frame, also referred to as rest frame, which
is defined as the reference frame in which the four-momentum of the large-R calorimeter jet is
equal to pµ = (mjet, 0, 0, 0), mjet being the mass of the large-R calorimeter jet. This process
is illustrated in Figure 6.11 from (a) to (b), where the calorimeter clusters are drawn as light
pink circles. The jet in the lab frame is shown as a cone jet, while the rest frame has a circular
shape.
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Figure 6.11 Illustrations of CoM subjet reconstruction and of track association processes
[140].
2. Tracks that pass the selection criteria described in Section 6.5.2 and satisfying ∆R(track,
large-R calorimeter jet) < 1.0 are associated to the fat jet and boosted to the rest frame.
The process is also illustrated in Figure 6.11 from (a) to (b), where the associated tracks are
shown in blue.
3. In the rest frame, the constituents of the large-R calorimeter jet are reclustered using the
EEkT algorithm [141], which follows a similar procedure as anti-kT , but with the following
distance parameter:
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di,j = 2×min(E2i , E2j )× (1− θi,j), (6.13)
where i and j are the indices of energy clusters, and θi,j is their angular separation in the
CoM frame. This method gives priority to the angular separation instead of the energy of
the cluster as in the case of anti-κT . The algorithm stops once exactly two subjets have been
reconstructed even if some calorimeter clusters have not being assigned to any of the two
subjets. A diagram of the two reconstructed calorimeter subjets, represented as light blue
areas, are shown in Figure 6.11 (c).
4. The tracks are associated to the calorimeter subjets based on their angular distance in the
Center-of-Mass frame, but not on their pT . The distance between the cluster i and the track
j is defined as yi,j = 2 × (1 − θi,j), where θi,j is again defined as the angle between the two
in the rest frame. Only tracks with ysubjet,track < ycut = 0.8 are associated to the subjet as
seen in Figure 6.11 (d) where green tracks are not selected for any of the two subjets. Each
track can only be associated to the subjet which is closest to it. The value of ycut has been
optimized for Higgs double b-tagging and it is independent of the Higgs pT [128]; however, the
fixed-value opening angle track association in the rest frame is effectively a variable-radius
cone in the lab frame.
5. Tracks and energy clusters are boosted back to the lab frame as shown in Figure 6.11 (e).
The properties of both the tracks and the energy clusters remain unchanged after the CoM
method, whose only purpose is to do a better track-to-subjet association than Equation 6.12.
6. Despite tracks having the exact same properties before and after the CoM method is applied,
tracks are now associated to one of the subjets (blue tracks) or to none of them (green tracks),
as seen in Figure 6.11 (e). Thus, the MV2c10 algorithm is provided with the tracks associated
to each subjet, and the corresponding double b-tagging output is the product of the MV2c10
output of these two subjets.
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It is important to notice that CoM can only be compared to FR and VR for double b-tagging
since CoM is based on the topology of a massive particle decaying into a pair of lighter particles.
Thus, CoM is not used for tasks such as b-tagging tracks outside of the fat jet, while FR and VR
have a high efficiency for those cases, too. In this analysis, CoM is applied only to the leading fat
jet, while FR or VR are applied to the tracks outside of the large-R jet.
6.7.5 Xbb Taggers Comparison
Two metrics are used to compare the performance of these three algorithms: the signal efficiency
to identify jets seeded by a Higgs boson, and the background rejection from QCD multijet5 and
top quark events. The signal efficiency is defined at both truth level and reconstruction level as:
εdouble subjet b-labeltruth =
N (double subjet b-label | Higgs jet)
N (Higgs jet)
(6.14)
εdouble b-tagreco =
N (double tag | Higgs jet)
N (Higgs jet)
(6.15)
where N represents the number of jets passing the selection. The background rejection is calculated
as the inverse of the efficiencies to accept a background jet. The double subjet b-labeling efficiency
at truth level for the discussed Xbb taggers6 are presented in Figure 6.12, where a subjet is b-labeled
if a truth b-hadron is found within ∆R(b, j) < 0.3. Fixed-radius (red) performance peaks around
800 GeV, and then as expected, drops for higher Higgs pT where the two subjets start overlapping
each other. Nevertheless, FR performs better than VR between 500 and 800 GeV. Both methods,
FR and VR, are outperformed by CoM in the full pT range up to 3000 GeV.
The working point of the Higgs tagging efficiencies is selected to be 50%, which is the product
between two jets each with a b-tagging efficiency of 70% as seen in Section 6.6.2. For this working
point, the background rejections for both QCD multijet processes and top quarks are shown as a
function of their pT in Figure 6.13. As expected, the rejection for FR is lower than the other taggers
5As mentioned previously, in this context QCD jets are referred to as jets originating from light quarks or a gluon,
and not from a top quark.
6The Exclusive-kT (ExkT ) algorithm [128], which appears in the comparison plots is not considered in this thesis.
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Figure 6.12 Efficiency for a Higgs jet to have its two leading associated subjets matched
to truth b-hadrons as a function of the Higgs pT [128].
above 1 TeV, but performs better than VR up until that point. The CoM algorithm again shows
an improvement with respect to the other taggers across the pT range studied, which encourages
its implementation in analyses where FR and VR have been previously used.
6.8 Taus
Hadronic decays of τ -leptons, denoted as τhad, are characterized by having one or three charged
particles in association with a neutrino and neutral pion(s). Visible τ ’s are reconstructed using the
anti-kT algorithm with a size parameter value of ∆R = 0.4 in the same manner as a small-R jet.
Tau candidates are required to have one or three tracks, a pT larger than 20 GeV, and |η| < 2.5,
excluding the crack region between the barrel and end-cap EM calorimeter (1.37 < |η| < 1.52). A
BDT trained on tau identification is used, and only τ ’s fulfilling the ‘medium’ quality criteria are
kept [142]. Taus are only used in this thesis to avoid τ -leptons being misidentified as jets.
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Figure 6.13 QCD and top jet double b-tagging rejection as a function of pT for a fixed
Higgs jet efficiency of 50% [128].
6.9 Missing Transverse Energy
At the LHC, four-momentum conservation can only be partially used as a constraint during
event reconstruction since the initial momenta of the partons involved in the hard scattering process
are unknown. However, the total transverse momentum, defined in the transverse plane with
respect to the beam axis, is negligibly small for the collisions and can be approximated to be
zero. An observable called missing transverse energy, EmissT , is used to quantify the transverse
momentum vector needed to balance a total transverse momentum of zero. A significant amount of
missing transverse energy indicates the presence of non-interacting particles in the detector, such
as neutrinos. In this thesis, the reconstruction of EmissT is essential to study the processes Z → νν
and W → lν. EmissT is calculated based on all the other reconstructed objects as:
EmissT = −
(∑
EeT +
∑
EγT +
∑
EτhadT +
∑
EjetsT
+
∑
EµT +
∑
Esoft termsT
)
, (6.16)
where
∑
ExT is the sum over all the reconstructed objects of type x in the event, and the additional
term
∑
Esoft termsT accounts for the remaining objects, which fail to pass any of the objects selections,
such as low momentum tracks in the inner detector or calorimeter deposits not associated to hard
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objects. In addition to this, a complimentary observable called missing transverse momentum,
~p miss, trackT , is calculated based only on track information. Unsurprisingly, this new variable is more
sensitive to pile-up, but has a lower coverage, just as the ID, with respect to the calorimeters.
~p miss, tracksT = −
∑
~p tracksT . (6.17)
6.10 Overlap Removal
Once the objects have been successfully reconstructed and calibrated, a procedure called overlap
removal is applied to remove any double-counting when reconstructing a true physics object in the
detector. The method [143] is applied in the following order:
• Tau - electron: If ∆R(τ, e) < 0.2, the τ lepton is removed.
• Tau - muon: If ∆R(τ, µ) < 0.2, the τ lepton is removed, except if the τ has a pT greater
than 50 GeV and the muon is not a reconstructed combined muon; then, the τ lepton is kept.
• Electron - muon: If a combined muon shares an ID track with an electron, the electron is
removed. If a calo-tagged muon shares an ID track with an electron, the muon is removed.
• Electron - jet: If ∆R(jet, e) < 0.2, the jet is removed. For any surviving jet, if ∆R(jet, e) <
min (0.4, 0.4 + 10 GeV/peT ), the electron is removed.
• Muon - jet: If ∆R(jet, µ) or the muon ID track is ghost associated to the jet, then the jet
is removed if the jet has less than three associated tracks with pT > 500 MeV or both of the
following conditions are met: (a) the pT ratio of the muon and the jet is larger than 0.5, and
(b) the ratio of the muon pT to the sum of the pT of tracks with pT > 500 MeV associated to
the jet is larger than 0.7. For any surviving jets, if ∆R(jet, µ) < min
(
0.4, 0.04 + 10 GeV/pµT
)
,
the muon is removed.
• Tau - jet: If ∆R(τ, jet) < 0.2, the jet is removed.
• Electron - fat Jet: If ∆R(e, fat jet) < 1.2, the fat jet is removed.
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CHAPTER 7. STAVE CORE QC
A description of the ATLAS qualification task of the author is presented in this Chapter.
Section 7.1 gives an overall view of the future of the LHC: the high-luminosity LHC, while Section
7.2 focuses on the upgrade of the inner detector and the introduction of the stave cores, which
are the focus of this Chapter. Section 7.3 presents the involvement of the author and the ISU
HEP group in developing qualification control techniques for the production of stave cores. Two
methods are explained in detail: Thermal imaging in Section 7.3.1, and laser scanning, which is
divided in two projects: Delamination and local flatness in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, respectively.
Most references in this Chapter are based on [147] and [148].
7.1 HL-LHC and Upgrade Phase II
As briefly mentioned in Section 4.4, the LHC will not come to an end after the completion of
Run 3 in December 2023. On the contrary, the LHC will evolve to an even more powerful machine
called the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), as illustrated in Figure 7.1. This upgrade will secure
its place as the most powerful accelerator in the world for at least the next two decades, and at the
forefront of attempts to understand the fundamental nature of the universe.
The HL-LHC is motivated by two main reasons: First, many of the critical components of
the accelerator will reach the end of their lifetime due to radiation damage and will need to be
replaced. As a result, without an upgrade the LHC will not be able to operate beyond the year
2025. Second, the statistical gain of running the accelerator after Run 3 without a significant
increase in luminosity beyond its design will be marginal; for instance, the running time necessary
to halve the statistical error of a given measurement after 2020 will take more than ten years.
The upgrade is based on increasing the luminosity, meaning a higher collision rate, since the
circular path used by the LHC will remain the same limiting the achievable center-of-mass energy
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Figure 7.1 LHC / HL-LHC Plane [146].
at 14 TeV. The targeted instantaneous luminosity is planned to be 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1, which is
five times larger than the LHC nominal value. Moreover, an expected integrated luminosity of 250
fb−1 per year with a goal of 3000 fb−1 as shown in Figure 7.2; ten times the expected integrated
luminosity at the end of Run 3. At the same time, the average 〈µ〉 will also increase to 140 collisions
per bunch crossing, which is much larger compared to the one discussed in Section 5.4, of 40 events
per bunch crossing.
The increase in pile-up will not be the only challenge generated by this upgrade; for that reason,
following the five years of design study, the project will require about ten years of developments,
prototyping, testing, and implementation to assure the optimum performance of the HL-LHC.
7.2 Inner Detector and Stave Core
For this new upgrade, the ATLAS collaboration has decided to replace the Inner Detector with
a new all-silicon tracker to improve tracking performance under the ultra high pile-up conditions,
while also coping with the increase of approximately a factor of ten in the integrated radiation dose.
The new tracker will consist of an enlarged pixel system extending to roughly twice the radius, and
four times the length of the current pixel array, coupled with a much more segmented strip detector
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Figure 7.2 Forecast for LHC peak luminosity (red dots) and integrated luminosity (blue
line) in the HL-LHC era, according to the nominal HL-LHC parameters [147].
requiring over three times the silicon area of the current pixel detector to cover the full radius of
the solenoid inner bore.
The new Inner Tracker, ITk, will consist of two layouts around the beam line. The first layout
will used the current structure of the pixel detector, while a new layout, placed just outside of the
ID, will consists of five barrel strip layers and four disks in the end-cap region will be added. The
ITk will add an extra ∼165 m2 of silicon area. In this document, we will focus on the barrel strips
of the Strip Detector.
The strip barrel consists of four cylinders, each with a length of 2.8 m, that surround both the
beam line, and the Pixel Detector. Combined with the end-cap system, the strip layout will cover
a pseudorapidity range up to ± 2.5. The basic mechanical building block for the barrel is the stave
as shown in Figure 7.3. The staves consist of a low-mass core with two main purposes: First, staves
provide the mechanical rigidity to support the modules, while containing all the common electrical
and optical services. Second, staves incorporate a cooling system to prevent modules to over heat.
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Figure 7.3 Barrel Stave components overview [148].
A total of 392 staves are used in the strip barrel with each stave having fourteen modules on
each side. Additionally, an End-of-Substructure (EoS) card connects the power and data links of
the stave with the off-detector electronics. Titanium cooling pipes, seen at the right side of the
stave in Figure 7.3, are part of the same cooling tube. This tube passes along the full length of the
stave core, and returns via a U-bend located at the left side of the core in Figure 7.3. Evaporating
CO2 under an internal pressure flows through the pipe and carries the heat away from the stave
and the modules.
Figure 7.4 Schematic of the internal structure of the stave core, plus silicon sensors and
readouts [148]. Not to scale.
All the stave cores are formed from two face-sheets, which sandwich a core consisting of both
the cooling components, and a low-density carbon-fiber honeycomb structure, as shown in Figure
7.4. The cooling pipes are surrounded by a carbon foam with a high thermal conductivity, which
transports the heat away from the sensor to the pipes. The honeycomb structure has a cell size of
about 6.4 mm, providing a good bending stiffness, while maintaining a light weight for the stave.
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7.3 Quality Control in Production
After a stave has been produced, it is necessary to test its quality before installing it in the new
detector to help prevent any major damages in the sensors and in the detector. For this reason,
the ATLAS collaboration has developed several Quality Control (QC) tests to secure the high
performance of the upgrade. The particular QC test developed by the author of this document and
the High Energy Physics group1 at ISU focuses on ensuring the good bonding of the face-sheets
to the carbon-fibre honeycomb and foam. Due to different characteristics between the honeycomb
and the foam, specific techniques were developed, and are discussed in the following subsections.
7.3.1 Thermal Imaging
The purpose of the thermal imaging QC is to ensure good thermal conduction between the facing
material and the foam, and the pipe and the foam. The foam has a high thermal conductivity which
serves to transfer the heat generated by the modules on the surface of the stave to the pipes. This
process is more efficient when the foam is glued properly, with thermally conductive glue, to the
facing; preventing the heat to spread across the core. Therefore, the temperature above a flaw in
the foam is different from the temperature above a perfectly glued foam. This difference can be
observed and measured using a thermal camera, which absorbs the thermal radiation coming from
the surface of the core and converts it into temperature based on Planck’s law.
For this method, the core is placed in an acrylic isolation box to isolate the stave from the
surrounding infrared radiation. On the top of the isolation box, the thermal camera is placed with
a field of view wide enough to include the entire length of the stave and keep the camera stationary
while taking data. An engineered coolant [150] runs through the pipes to increase the thermal
transfer between the foam and the facing, and therefore, amplifying the temperature difference
between well-glued areas and flaws in the foam. The temperature of the coolant liquid is set with
a chiller between −40◦C or +50◦C. At low temperatures, dry nitrogen is pumped into the box to
1The work presented in the following sections has been the results of the combined effort of Soeren Prell, Chunhui
Chen, Jie Yu, Boping Chen, William Heidorn, Shuaiyan Kang, Roy McKay, and the author [149].
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Figure 7.5 (Middle) Close-up of Stave 2R with intended flaws placed at both sides of the
stave defined arbitrarily as top and bottom. Red (top) and yellow (bottom) are
delaminations between the honeycomb structure and the facing; green (top)
and blue (bottom) are flaws between the foam and the facing, while purple
(bottom) represents pipe-foam glue missing. Upper (lower) plot represents the
measured top (bottom) pipe with the thermal imaging technique when setting
the chiller’s temperature to +50◦C.
lower the dew point and prevent frost from emerging on the surface of the stave. Once the chiller
has achieved the desired temperature, the camera records 200 frames over a period of four seconds
in order to average over any measurement fluctuations.
The method has been calibrated using staves with intended flaws as the one illustrated in
Figure 7.5. The central image shows a close-up of one of the testing staves labelled 2R. Only two
types of flaws are relevant to this method: blue and purple, since green is on the other side of the
stave. Blue represents a flaw between the foam and the facing, while purple indicates where pipe-
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foam glue is missing. With the chiller’s temperature2 set to +50◦C, the flaws are visible on both
pipes, while areas without flaws show a smooth temperature profile. An absolute calibration for all
perfect staves is complicated since the temperature profile depends on several conditions, such as
the ambient room temperature. However, it is the difference between the smooth background and
the drop in temperature caused by a flaw that makes the defect visible.
7.3.2 Laser Scanning: Delamination
The purpose of this QC test is to ensure good bonding between the honeycomb structure and
the facing material to avoid delaminations. For this, an internal pressure of 5 PSI is applied to the
stave core, which generates a separation between the part of the facing that is not well-glued to the
walls of the honeycomb. Yet, the pressure is low enough to leave the well-glued parts unaffected.
Tests at BNL have shown that a minimum pressure of about 30 PSI is needed to break a well-glued
bond. The height of these flaws depends on the number of unglued honeycombs, for example, a
flaw with six unglued honeycombs under 5 PSI of internal pressure will have a height of about 150
µm.
A scanning technique is used to search for these deformations in the facings. To achieve this,
a laser line is projected across the stave’s surface perpendicular to the direction of the pipes. The
line is recorded by a high resolution camera about 30 cm away and at a 45◦ angle from where the
height differences in the stave’s surface can be inferred. The laser and camera system is mounted
on a linear stage, which moves in steps of 1 mm until the entire stave core is scanned. The process
is automated to take five measurements at each position, and scan the entire length of the stave
twice; one with 5 PSI of gauge pressure, and one with zero. The final resolution achieved by this
technique is less than 10 µm.
A program has been developed to detect honeycomb-facing delaminations, and has been cali-
brated by studying staves with intended flaws as the one shown in Figure 7.6. The above image
illustrates the different types and sizes of the intended defects incorporated in a section of the test
2The temperature of the fluid is not exactly the same temperature as the chiller since the fluid looses heat while
flowing from the chiller to the stave core.
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Figure 7.6 (above) Close-up of Stave 2R with intended flaws, and (below) its residual
plot between a scan with 5 PSI of internal pressure and one without pressure.
Defects were placed at both sides of the stave defined arbitrarily as top and
bottom. Red (top) and yellow (bottom) are flaws on the honeycomb structure;
green (top) and blue (bottom) on the foam, while purple (bottom) represents
pipe-foam glue missing. The residual plot refers to the top side of the stave.
stave 2R. As before, flaws are placed at both sides of the stave defined as top and bottom, and are
divided in two types: honeycomb (red/top and yellow/bottom), and foam (green/top, blue/bottom
and purple for pipe-foam glue missing) defects. The image below shows the output of the flaw
finder program for the top side of stave 2R. A residual plot, between a scan with 5 PSI of inter-
nal gauge pressure and one of 0 PSI, reduces the effect due to the stave’s shape, and isolates the
defects. Nevertheless, narrow structures as the power connections for the modules are observed as
five white features at the bottom of the plot, but their size and location are well-understood; their
effect on the flaw finder is small since the shape and area are very distinct in comparison to the
defects. In this example, the flaw finder detects all the expected (red) defects (2, 3, 9, 14, 16, and
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17), and even a yellow one (13) which is large enough to have a contribution on this side of the
stave. Defect number one, which consists of only three honeycomb walls not glued to the facing,
was small enough to be undetected by the algorithm. None of the foam defects were detected as
expected. Nevertheless, the program was not limited to search for these defects and discovered an
unintended flaw number seven. The height of the flaw is found to be linearly dependent on the
area of the flaw, as indicated in Figure 7.7, where data was collected for two testing staves: 2 and
2R.
Figure 7.7 Maximum height measured of a defect as function of its area for testing staves
2 and 2R. Fit is shown as the red line.
7.3.3 Laser Scanning: Local Flatness
The module-to-core glue applied on both surfaces of the core is on average 150 µm thick, which
requires height variation across each area where a module is placed to not exceed 100 µm. This
local flatness was inspected using the laser scanning in a similar way as in the delamination case
given its good resolution. Nevertheless, a new calibration targeting the height resolution of a single
scan was performed to improve the height resolution of the test compared to the delamination test,
where every structure on the stave’s surface is lost in the residual plots. For this purpose, a smooth
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granite surface with a specified flatness of 5.1 µm was used and scanned at several locations along
the core.
For this method, each surface of the stave is scanned, and for each module, the calibration scan
is subtracted from its corresponding scan. A smoothing algorithm then removes any sharp peaks
generated from known limitations of the scans and that do not represent any real physical structure.
Finally, a simulated plane is placed on top of the smoothed surface representing a module, and the
vertical distance between the plane and any point of the module is measured. Results showed that
the maximum vertical distance is typically less than 100 µm, where about 90% is less than 75 µm
[151].
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PART III
ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER 8. MOTIVATION AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY
A description of the VH → V bb̄ boosted analysis using the Center-of-Mass tagger is presented
in this Chapter. Section 8.1 gives the motivation for the analysis, while Sections 8.2.1, 8.2.2, and
8.3 explain in detail the main features and characteristics of the signal and background processes
relevant to the analysis. The full selection is listed in Section 8.4, and the signal and control regions
are defined in Section 8.5. The theoretical and experimental uncertainties are listed in Section 8.6.
A second analysis using the default tagger, Variable-Radius, is included in this thesis in Appendix
D to facilitate the comparison between the two analyses.
8.1 Motivation
The Higgs boson, predicted more than 50 years ago [46, 48], was discovered in 2012 by the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations [53, 54] at CERN using proton-proton collisions. The decay of the
SM Higgs boson into a pair of b-quarks despite having the largest branching fraction at 58%, was
only discovered in 2018 due to its very large background arising from multijet production [98]. For
a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, the inclusive production of b-quarks is seven orders of magnitude
larger than the total cross section of the Higgs, as shown in Figure 3.3.
The most sensitive production mode to study H → bb̄ is the associated production with a
gauge boson (VH) when V decays leptonically. Despite the smaller production cross section of VH
compared to other production modes, the leptons in the final state offer cleaner signatures while
rejecting most of the multijet background. For this reason, VH is commonly referred to as the
golden channel for H → bb̄.
Using the four production modes discussed in Section 3.3.5, the mass and the properties of the
Higgs boson have been measured to be consistent with the Standard Model. However, the phase
space of highly-boosted Higgs, where the two reconstructed small-R jets overlap to each other, has
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Figure 8.1 VH signal and background distributions for events with exactly two b-tagged
jets where the vector boson decays as (left) Z → νν, (middle) W → lν and
(right) Z → ll. Simulation at
√
s = 13 TeV with a total integrated luminosity
of 36.1 fb−1 [123].
remained mostly unexplored due to the low statistics in that pT region. The number of produced
Higgs is expected to be smaller at higher momentum; however, as illustrated in Figure 8.1, the VH
background decreases at a rate faster than the Higgs, leading to an improved signal-to-background
ratio.
The benefits of searching VH(H → bb̄) in the highly boosted phase space are not limited to test
the Standard Model. In fact, many of the beyond the SM theories predict a deviation from the
SM Higgs at high momentum [158, 160]; especially, since VH is always created through an off-shell
vector boson. For example, some models including a new strong interaction at a high energy scale
where a new vector boson decays into a SM vector boson and a SM Higgs, then having the same
final state as in VH(H → bb̄). Thus, these theories search for a resonance in the combined mass of
V and H, mV H , instead of the intermediary off-shell V mass [161]. Another example is the search
for anomalous interactions between the Higgs and the gauge bosons [162, 163, 164], as shown in
Figure 8.2. In these theories, the SM Higgs and the anomalous interactions behave in a similar
way at low pT , while a discrepancy appears at higher momentum. In general, these searches will
benefit from a precise measurement of the SM Higgs production in the mentioned final state.
In summary, the highly-boosted VH(H → bb̄) production offers an interesting window for both
SM and BSM analyses. However, it is affected by low statistics compared to other Higgs analyses
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of differential cross sections between the SM and two benchmark
scenarios in Effective Field Theory (EFT) [159] for (a) HZ → bb̄ll and (b)
HW → bb̄lν as a function of the pT . The percentage in deviation of the EFT
benchmarks from the SM prediction is presented as δBSM [160].
at lower pT as seen in Figure 8.1. To compensate for this, new techniques are required to improve
the sensitivity of the search, while keeping a high signal efficiency. As shown in Section 6.7.5, the
Center-of-Mass tagger has a higher rejection rate for QCD multijet and top quark backgrounds
with respect to the previous taggers, while maintaining a high signal efficiency. This improvement
is the main motivation to employ the CoM tagger for the highly-boosted VH(H → bb̄) analysis.
8.2 Analysis Overview
8.2.1 Signal Signature
In the Higgs production mode in association with a gauge boson three decays are searched for
in this thesis: ZH → ννbb̄, WH → lνbb̄, and ZH → llbb̄, where l represents either an electron or a
muon. For convenience, these three decays are labeled as the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton channels, based
on the number of selected charged leptons. The Feynman diagrams for quark initiated VH → V bb̄
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production are presented in Figure 8.3, while gluon initiated production for ZH is shown in Figure
8.4.
Figure 8.3 Feynman diagrams for the leading-order quark initiated SM (a) ZH → ννbb̄,
(b) WH → lνbb̄, and (c) ZH → llbb̄.
In all three channels, the final state of the Higgs boson has the same signature: two b-quark jets
reconstructed within a large-R jet. Thus, the mass of the fat jet is expected to be around the Higgs
mass. On the contrary, the V decays into easily distinguishable final states. The Z boson decays
into a pair of neutrinos in the 0-lepton channel, which is reflected as events with large EmissT , since
neutrinos are not reconstructed within the detector. This property allows the 0-lepton channel
to be the only channel able to consider all three leptonic families, and therefore, it has a larger
branching fraction of 20.00% [59].
The channel with highest statistics in this analysis is the 1-lepton as a result of a larger WH
cross section of 56% with respect to ZH. Additionally, the total branching fraction of W decaying
into eν and µν is 21.34%. In contrast, the 2-lepton channel suffers from low statistics since the
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Figure 8.4 Feynman diagrams for the leading-order gluon-initiated SM V H → V bb̄ process
in the 0- and 2-lepton channels.
branching fraction for Z → ee and Z → µµ is only 6.7% [59], but has the advantage of having a
fully-reconstructed final state. The cross section for all signal processes are listed in Table 8.1.
8.2.2 Backgrounds
The final states of the signal processes mentioned above are not unique in ATLAS; in fact,
several physical processes have the exact same final state and with higher cross sections, which
contaminate and affect the measurement of the signal process. In addition to this, other processes
can fake the same final state due to imperfections in the detector and erroneous tagging of objects
in their reconstruction. For this reason, it is essential to understand the impact of the backgrounds
in the analysis. The cross section of all the backgrounds are listed in Table 8.1.
8.2.2.1 W+ jets
When a W boson decays leptonically and is produced in association with jets, the final state of
the process is identical to WH production if the jets are produced as b-jets as in Figure 8.5. If the
invariant mass of the two b-jets is close to 125 GeV, then it is an irreducible background. W+ jets
is one of the largest backgrounds in the 1-lepton channel since its total cross section is about five
orders of magnitude larger than WH → lνbb̄.
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Figure 8.5 Leading order Feynman diagrams for (left) qq-induced W + bb and Z + bb
production with gluon splitting, and (right) gg-induced tt̄.
8.2.2.2 Z+ jets
This background is produced in a similar way as W+ jets, as shown in Figure 8.5, with the
difference that the Z boson decays either to νν or ll and affects the 0- and the 2-lepton channels.
In fact, Z+ jets is the main background in those two channels since the total cross section is four
orders of magnitude larger than ZH; however, since the Z boson is heavier than the W boson, the
cross section is about one order of magnitude less than the one for W+ jets production.
8.2.2.3 tt̄
The top quark decays almost exclusively to a W boson and a b-quark; thus, the final state of a
pair of top quarks have two b-jets which can fake a Higgs boson. The W boson can decay hadron-
ically and leptonically, as shown in Figure 8.5, and if one or more objects are not reconstructed
correctly it can also fake the final state for all three channels. Despite the great resolution of the
detector, tt̄ is a major background contribution given its large cross section of 832 pb [59].
8.2.2.4 Single-top
Single top quarks are produced in several manners at the LHC, usually in association with
another quark as shown in Figure 8.6. The cross section for this process is lower than in the tt̄ case,
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Figure 8.6 Leading order Feynman diagrams for (left) the s-channel and (right) the
t-channel for the single top production.
but the final state in the s-channel1, the image on the left, is exactly the same as in the 1-lepton
channel. The diagram on the right, also called the t-channel, has a generic quark which could be a
b-quark or a different quark misidentified as one. This background is not limited to only these two
diagrams, but can be produced in other manners, for example, in the Wt-channel where the top
quark is created in association with a W boson. The single-top background has a non-negligible
contribution in the 0-lepton channel when the associated lepton is misidentified by the detector.
8.2.2.5 Diboson
The production of two vector bosons, as shown in Figure 8.7, can produce the same final state
as the signal in all three channels if one Z boson decays into a pair of b-quarks. This can be
separated from the H → bb̄ signal only because of the lower Z mass compared to the Higgs mass,
but the limited resolution of the calorimeter allows a small overlap between the two distributions.
The main contributions are in the 0-lepton (ZZ) and 1-lepton (WZ) channels, but lower in the
2-lepton channel since the branching fraction of Z to electrons and muons is lower than Z → νν.
8.2.2.6 QCD Multijet
Gluon collisions mediated by QCD interactions, as in Figure 8.7, have a huge cross section
compared to VH of at least seven orders of magnitude larger as previously seen in Figure 3.3, and
a final state of two b quarks can be generated from a gluon splitting. The restriction of two leptons
1The s and t channels refer to the Mandelstam variables as defined in [58].
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Figure 8.7 Feynman diagrams for (left) the electroweak diboson background, WW , WZ,
and ZZ, and (right) for QCD background where a gluon can be misidentified
as a lepton.
in the final state constrains the contribution of QCD significantly since it is not common for a
radiated gluon to be reconstructed as a lepton; however, given its large cross section this process
is non-negligible except in the 2-lepton channel. QCD is the only background not estimated with
MC simulations, but directly from data as explained in Appendix C.
8.3 Data samples and MC simulation
8.3.1 Data Samples
The datasets used in this thesis were collected with the ATLAS detector from pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. Data events are required to pass basic quality requirements as described in the Good
Run List (GRL) [165], ensuring stable beam conditions and high-quality data from all the relevant
sub-detectors. The combined dataset for the full Run 2 corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
139.8 fb−1, as it is explained in Section 5.4.
8.3.2 MC Simulation
As explained in Section 3.2.4, events are simulated using several MC generators in order to cover
the various different physical processes for signal and background production. The generator(s) used
for each process with their corresponding cross section times branching fraction are presented in
Table 8.1. In addition to this, events are multiplied by a weight to match the data statistics based on
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their matrix element amplitude and phase space, luminosity scaling, pile-up reweighting, and scale
factors (SF) from triggers, flavor tagging and object reconstruction. Each of the SF’s is calculated as
a MC-to-data efficiency correction to account for systematics and stochastic deviations of measured
properties from their true values. In the same manner, the pile-up reweighting [166] corrects the
randomly generated average number of interactions per bunch crossing of each MC event 〈µ〉, as
defined in Section 5.4. The different distributions shown for each year of data taking in Figure
5.15 require three distinct reweightings for the MC simulations as recommended by the Extended
Pile-up Reweighting Combined Performance (CP) group [167]. Three sets of MC simulated events
are used in this thesis.
In order to generate sufficient V+ jets statistics with all heavy-flavor final state combinations,
the samples are generated applying the following filters:
• b-filter: at least one b-hadron with |η| < 4.
• c-filter, b-veto: at least one c-hadron with pT > 4 GeV, |η| < 4, and veto events which pass
the b filter.
• c-veto, b-veto: veto events which pass the b- and c-filter.
Therefore, V+ jets events are further categorized based on the truth labels of the Higgs can-
didate jets as: V + bb, V + bc, V + bl, V + cc, V + cl, and V + ll. Unsurprisingly, V + bb is the
most dominant contribution. The first four combinations of truth labels are combined into the
heavy flavor (HF) category as V +HF since the large light-flavor jet rejection achieved by MV2c10
reduces heavily the background contamination originated from V + cl and V + ll.
8.4 Event Selection and Categorization
8.4.1 Pre-Selection
In Chapter 6, the reconstruction methodology and working points for the different particles
measured in the detector were listed. Now, these objects are cut again to improve the VH selection.
The criteria for an event to be further considered for the analysis are the following:
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Table 8.1 The nominal MC samples used in the VH analysis, and the corresponding cross
sections for
√
s = 13 TeV. The tt̄ sample requires at least one of the W bosons
to decay leptonically. The mass of the Higgs boson is fixed to 125 GeV and
H → bb̄ at 58% for all VH signal processes. In the Z/γ∗ process, only events
with mll > 40 GeV are taken into account [98, 59, 168].
Process Generator σ× BR [pb]
Signal
qq → ZH → ννbb̄ POWHEG + MiNL0 + PYTHIA 8 8.91 ×10−2
gg → ZH → ννbb̄ POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 1.43 ×10−2
qq →WH → lνbb̄ POWHEG + MiNL0 + PYTHIA 8 2.69 ×10−1
qq → ZH → llbb̄ POWHEG + MiNL0 + PYTHIA 8 4.45 ×10−2
gg → ZH → llbb̄ POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 7.23 ×10−3
Vector boson + jets
Z → νν Sherpa 2.2.1 1914
W → lν Sherpa 2.2.1 20080
Z/γ∗ → ll Sherpa 2.2.1 2107
Top quark
tt̄ POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 831
s-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 3.31
t-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 66.51
Wt-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 68.00
Diboson
WW Sherpa 2.2.1 49.74
WZ Sherpa 2.2.1 24.15
ZZ Sherpa 2.2.1 62.23
ggWW Sherpa 2.2.2 1.24
ggZZ Sherpa 2.2.2 1.85
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• Pass GRL: only for data events, passing the Good Run List.
• Clean Event: also only for data events, no errors from Tile, LAr, and SCT subdetectors.
• Primary Vertex: a PV needs to be defined in the event as described in Section 6.2.
The three lepton channels are defined corresponding to the number of leptons present in the
event with the working points as defined in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. In the 0-lepton channel, zero
VH-Loose leptons are required, while in the 1-lepton, exactly one WH-Signal electron or muon is
needed. Finally, in the 2-lepton channel exactly two VH-Loose leptons are required with at least
one of them also passing the ZH-Signal criteria.
Table 8.2 Pre-selection requirements for small-R jets [135].
Jet Category Selection Requirement
Signal Jets
Jet Cleaning
pT ≥ 60 GeV 20 GeV ≤ pT < 60 GeV
|η| < 2.5 |η| < 2.4
JVT > 0.59
Forward Jets
Jet Cleaning
pT > 30 GeV
2.5 ≤ |η| < 4.5
The selection for small-R jets is separated into two categories: signal and forward jets depending
on their angle η as indicated in Table 8.2. Fat jets are required to have a pT larger than 250 GeV
and |η| < 2.0. All events are required to have at least one small-R jet or one fat jet with the
mentioned characteristics. Finally, any isolated track in the event is required to pass a tighter
selection than in Section 6.5.2 by admitting only tracks with pT > 10 GeV [135].
8.4.2 Selection
The event selection criteria for the three channels are summarized in Table 8.3. The common
selection involves at least one fat jet in the event, where the leading fat jet has a pT larger than 250
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GeV. The CoM tagger is applied only to the leading fat jet (LFJ), which is always considered as
the Higgs candidate of the event, and is required to contain exactly the two subjets tagged as b-jets.
The VR tagger is used for all tracks outside of the LFJ. The b-tagging fixed-cut WP is selected to
be 70% unless stated otherwise (see Section 10.2.1).
In the VR analysis, an extra requirement of at least two track jets associated to the leading
fat jet is applied, where the two subjets with highest pT are required to be tagged as b-jets; this
cut is irrelevant for CoM since, by construction, there are always two CoM subjets per fat jet.
Additionally, events where one VR track jet is contained inside of another track jet, as described
in Section 6.7.2, are removed. This criterion is applied only to VR track jets outside of the LFJ
when the CoM tagger is used.
8.4.2.1 0-Lepton Selection
Events in the 0-lepton channel are expected to have high EmissT due to the presence of two
neutrinos in the final state. Data is required to pass certain EmissT trigger depending on the year
and luminosity as described in further detail in [169]. For data collected in 2015, the EmissT triggers
threshold was set to 70 GeV, while in 2016 it was raised to between 90 and 100 GeV due to the
increased luminosity. The threshold for data 2017 and 2018 was fixed at 110 GeV. The efficiency
of the trigger selection is nearly a hundred percent at 200 GeV where the EmissT cut is applied.
Four additional cuts are applied in the 0-lepton channel to suppress the non-collision and mul-
tijet background:
• EmissT ,trk > 30 GeV,
• min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
> 20◦,
• ∆φ
(
EmissT , H
)
> 120◦,
• ∆φ(EmissT ,EmissT ,trk) < 90◦.
The two requirements on EmissT ,trk are applied in order to ensure the existence of real missing
transverse energy due to non-interacting particles instead of mismeasurements of physical objects.
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An isolation of EmissT is required by cutting on the minimum φ-angle with respect to any small-R
jet, either signal or forward jet, in the event, and pointing away from the Higgs candidate by at
least 120◦. These cuts are based on previous analyses such as VH resonance searches [161], and
have been proven to have similar behavior under VR and CoM taggers (see Appendix C).
8.4.2.2 1-Lepton Selection
The one lepton channel is divided into two sub-channels, electron and muon, depending on the
reconstructed lepton type of the event. Single lepton triggers are used in the e sub-channel, while
the µ sub-channel relies on the EmissT trigger as in the 0-lepton channel. This occurs because muons
are not included in the EmissT calculation at trigger level. In addition, E
miss
T triggers have an overall
signal efficiency with respect to the offline selection of 98% compared to 80% efficiency for the
combined single-muon triggers since the muon triggers are limited by the η coverage of the muon
spectrometer [170]. In sub-channels multijet production is suppressed by applying an additional
cut of EmissT > 30 GeV.
8.4.2.3 2-Lepton Selection
This channel is also divided between electrons and muons, and uses the single lepton triggers as
in the 1-lepton channel. The triggers have an efficiency with respect to the offline selection between
97% and 99.5% for the e sub-channel, and from 87% to 90% for the µ sub-channel depending on the
the momentum of the leptons [170]. Additionally, the two leptons are required to have the same
flavor, a combined mass consistent with the Z boson mass: 81 GeV < mll < 101 GeV, and, in the
muon case, opposite charges. The last cut is not applied to di-electron events due to the higher
rate of charge misidentification.
8.4.3 Analysis Regions
Each channel is this analysis is divided into two regions depending on the transverse momentum
of the vector boson, pVT , of the event, which is defined separately for each channel. In the 0-lepton
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Figure 8.8 pVT inclusive spectrum for all three channels: (left) 0-lepton, (middle) 1-lepton,
and (right) 2-lepton for the full Run 2. pVT values of 250 GeV and 400 GeV in
each plot are indicated with dashed lines.
channel, the pVT corresponds to the missing transverse energy of the event, while in the 1-lepton
is the vectorial sum of the EmissT and the momentum of the associated lepton of the event. In
the 2-lepton channel, the combined momenta of the two leptons is used. The pVT distribution is
used since the shape of the VH signal is harder than for the other backgrounds, meaning it has a
smoother tail for higher values of pVT in contrast with the behavior of the backgrounds. The two
regions used in this thesis are between 250 and 400 GeV, and above 400 GeV, as indicated in Figure
8.8. The lower cut of the pVT was selected to be exactly the lower pT value allowed for fat jets, 250
GeV, since at LO the momentum of the Higgs and the vector boson should be comparable.
Table 8.4 The signal regions (SR) and control regions (CR) as defined per each channel.
pVT Regions Channels
[GeV] 0-lepton 1-lepton 2-lepton
250 − 400 SR SR SR
CR CR
> 400
SR SR
SR
CR CR
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For the 0- and 1-lepton channels, a signal region (SR) and a control region (CR) are defined
due to the large tt̄ contribution as seen in Figure 8.8. Since tt̄ events are expected to have one real
b-quark per top, the control regions are defined if there are one or more b-tagged track jets outside
of the leading fat jet, which is always assumed to the Higgs boson candidate. The signal region
requires exactly 0 b-jets outside of the leading fat jet. CoM then tags the subjets in the LFJ, while
VR tags the track jets outside of the LFJ which separates events between the signal and the control
region. This separation between SR and CR is not performed in the 2-lepton channel due to the
lack of sufficient data as seen when comparing the y-axis in Figure 8.8; thus, only CoM is applied
in this channel. The 10 different regions used in this analysis are shown in Table 8.4.
Figure 8.9 Background distribution for (top) signal regions in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton
channels from left to right, and for (bottom) control regions in the 0-lepton
(left) and 1-lepton (right) channels for pVT between 250 and 400 GeV.
The background contribution per each region in all three channels are presented in Figures 8.9
and 8.10 for CoM, and Figures D.1 and D.2 for VR. The control regions have a large contribution
for tt̄ events as expected, and also single-top. The most dominant background in the 0-lepton
channel is Z+ jets when the Z boson decays into a pair of neutrinos, and slightly less tt̄. Processes
containing W bosons have a significant impact in the 0-lepton channel when the lepton is either
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not reconstructed as a VH-Loose lepton or the lepton falls into an uncovered area of the detector.
The 1-lepton channel is mostly dominated by tb̄ even after the separation into the signal and the
control regions. The true b-jets from the top quark in addition to the multiple quarks in the event
increase the changes of the event to be misidentified as signal. Finally, the 2-lepton channel is
heavily dominated by Z processes, especially Z+ jets when the Z decays into two leptons. This
channel is the only one with a low tt̄ contribution, and therefore, the only channel without a top
control region [171].
Figure 8.10 Background distribution for (top) signal regions in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton
channels from left to right, and for (bottom) control regions in the 0-lepton
(left) and 1-lepton (right) channels for pVT greater than 400 GeV.
In each signal and control region, the variable used as discriminant is the mass of the leading fat
jet, i.e., the Higgs candidate. The blinding conditions in this thesis, to avoid biases while studying
the data, are a window between 80 and 140 GeV in the mass of the LFJ distribution in the signal
regions, and any other distribution or bin where the signal over background is greater that 5%.
These two conditions are applied to all the plots presented in this thesis.
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8.5 Control Regions
As expected, the control regions in the 0- and 1-lepton are dominated by tt̄. Figure 9.4 displays
the distribution of the mass of the leading fat jet for the 0- and the 1-lepton channel, respectively. A
good overall agreement is shown in all control regions, especially in the 1-lepton channel where the
statistics are higher. In the 0-lepton channel, the number of bins have been reduced to compensate
for the low statistics, but a good agreement between data and MC is also found. The percentage
of VH signal in all four control regions, represented as a red line in the plots, is shown to be small.
In all four control region plots, the mass distribution shows a good agreement between the full
Run 2 data and the MC samples; however, there is a small mismodeling for masses greater than
160 GeV. This difference between data and MC is observed because one of the mass calibrations
for fat jets, called in-situ calibration, has not been applied. This in-situ calibration, which has
demonstrated to solve this modeling issue, has not been released yet to be used in the ATLAS
collaboration; therefore, it has not been applied to any of the two analyses. The calibration is
expected to be released in the upcoming months [172, 173].
8.6 Systematic Uncertainties
The expected number of signal and background events are affected by the various systematic
uncertainties in the experiment. The systematic uncertainties can be divided into two main groups:
experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The estimation of the uncertainties closely follows the
methodology used in [98] and [168].
8.6.1 Experimental Uncertainties
The experimental source of systematic uncertainties considered in this thesis for the different
triggers, objects and efficiencies are the following:
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.11 Prefit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (top) and 1-lep-
ton (bottom) channels in the control region for the low-pVT region (left) and
the high-pVT region (right). Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated
luminosity of 139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV.
The Higgs boson signal is shown on top of the backgrounds normalized to
µ = 1 according to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor
indicated in the legend. The size of the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties in the MC prediction is indicated by the hatched band.
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• Luminosity: the luminosity uncertainty per year is 2.1% (2015), 2.2% (2016), 2.4% (2017)
and 2.0% (2018). Because of correlations between these measurements, the total uncertainty
for the full Run 2 is 1.7% [174].
• Pile-up: the average number of interactions per bunch crossing is rescaled by 1/1.03 to
improve the agreement between MC and data [167].
• Leptons: uncertainties on the lepton triggers, reconstruction, identification and isolation
efficiencies are estimated using 13 TeV for electrons [175, 176] and muons [177].
• Small-R Jets: despite these jets not being used in the selection, small-R jets are taken into
account for the EmissT calculation and in the anti-QCD cuts in the 0-lepton channel. A total
of 23 parameters are used, where the jet energy scale and the jet energy resolution are the
most prominent sources of uncertainty [115].
• Large-R Jets: the largest experimental systematic uncertainties are associated to the cali-
bration and resolution of the fat jet mass and energy. Uncertainties on the kinematic recon-
struction and the track jets associated to the large-R jet are also included [178].
• Missing Transverse Energy: uncertainties are estimated on the EmissT trigger to account
for differences between data and simulation, in addition to uncertainties on the scale, reso-
lution, and efficiencies of the small-R jets and leptons. For the calculation of the soft term,
uncertainties on the track jets are also added [179].
• b-tagging: uncertainties on b-tagging are divided into two groups, Center-of-Mass and
Variable-Radius, depending on the tagger used, and their corresponding mismodeling is esti-
mated with the respective data-over-MC scale factors. In the CoM tagger, five independent
scale factors dependent on the subjet pT are derived for signal, W+ jets, Z+ jets, dileptonic
tt̄, and hadronic and semi-leptonic tt̄, as described in Appendix A. In the VR tagger, the scale
factors are also derived separately into b-, c-, and light jets with an additional extrapolation
term to account for high pT jets [180].
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8.6.2 Theoretical Uncertainties
Modeling uncertainties are derived for the simulated samples and can be classified between
normalizations and acceptances. The overall normalizations and associated uncertainties are taken
from the most updated calculations as in Table 8.1, except for the main background processes
whose normalizations are left to float in the global likelihood fit. Uncertainties on the acceptances,
defined as the percentage of true events that passes the full-selection in a specific region, allow the
normalizations to vary between the different regions of the analysis. The acceptance uncertainties
are calculated as double ratios as
Acceptance (CategoryA)
Acceptance (CategoryB)
/
Acceptance (CategoryC)
Acceptance (CategoryD)
, (8.1)
where Categoryi represents the i region considered in the corresponding uncertainty.
8.6.2.1 Background Modeling Uncertainties
The systematics uncertainties affecting the modeling of the background samples are summarized
in Table 8.5, while a short description of them is listed below. Detailed information can be found
in [168, 171].
• Z+jets: the most dominant background in the 0- and 2-lepton channel, Z+ HF, is left
unconstrained to float in the global likelihood fit for the two channels combined. For the Z+
HF contribution in the 1-lepton channel and the remaining flavor compositions, Z + cl and
Z + l, only uncertainties in the normalizations are included. Since the Z+ HF background is
best constrained in the 2-lepton channel, uncertainties are extrapolated into the normalization
of the 0-lepton channel (0-to-2-lepton ratio). Finally, acceptance uncertainties are calculated
between the two pVT regions of the analysis, and the 0- and 2-lepton channels.
• W+jets: in a similar manner as with W+ jets, W+ HF are left to float where the background
is dominant: the 1-lepton channel. The remaining two lepton channels, and W + cl and
W + l contributions are estimated with the uncertainties on their normalizations. W+ HF
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Table 8.5 Summary of the systematic uncertainties in the background modeling for Z+
jets, W+ jets, tt̄, single-top and diboson. Decorrelated uncertainties are shown
as rows.
Z+ jets
Z+ HF normalization (0- and 2-lepton) Floating
Z+ HF normalization (1-lepton) 48%
Z + cl normalization 23%
Z + l normalization 18%
Z+ HF 0-to-2 lepton ratio 7%
Z+ HF acceptance (0- and 2-lepton, pVT regions) 20%
W+ jets
W+ HF normalization (1-lepton) Floating
W+ HF normalization (0- and 2-lepton) 33%
W + cl normalization 37%
W + l normalization 32%
W+ HF 0-to-1 lepton ratio 5%
W+ HF acceptance (0- and 1-lepton, pVT regions) 20%
tt̄
tt̄ 0-lepton normalization Floating
tt̄ 1-lepton normalization Floating
tt̄ 2-lepton normalization 20%
tt̄ acceptance (0-lepton, pVT regions, SR and CR) 20%
tt̄ acceptance (1-lepton, pVT regions, SR and CR) 20%
Single-top
s-channel cross-section 4.6%
t-channel cross-section 4.4%
Wt-channel cross-section 6.2%
Diboson
WW normalization 25%
WZ normalization 26%
ZZ normalization 20%
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uncertainties are extrapolated from the 1- to the 0-lepton channel (0-to-1 lepton ratio), and
the acceptance uncertainties are calculated as in the Z+ HF case.
• tt̄: this dominant background is left to float separately in the 0- and 1-lepton channel, while
the 2-lepton contribution is estimated with the uncertainties on its normalization. The 0-
and 1-lepton channels float independently since each channel has its corresponding tt̄ control
region; then, the acceptance can be calculated in association with the two pVT regions.
• Single-top: this background is composed of three processes, s-channel, t-channel, and Wt-
channel, and their normalization uncertainties are taken from the NNLO cross section cal-
culations. The uncertainties are decorrelated between the different single-top processes, but
correlated across the lepton channels.
• Diboson: as in the case of the single-top process, the diboson background is divided into
three processes: WW , WZ, and ZZ. For each of them, only the uncertainties on their
normalizations is taken into account.
8.6.2.2 Signal Modeling Uncertainties
The systematics uncertainties in the calculations of the VH production cross sections and the
H → bb̄ branching fraction are assigned as recommended in [88]. The uncertainties on the overall
VH cross section due to the parton-distribution function and the strong coupling αs are calculated
from their ±σ variation in the acceptance of the different regions. Similarly, the impact of the
parton shower and the underlying event is calculated. The systematic uncertainties on the signal
modeling are listed in Table 8.6.
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Table 8.6 Summary of the systematic uncertainties in the VH → V bb̄ signal modeling.
Acceptances are calculated between the parton shower and the underlying event
(‘PS/UE’), and between the parton distribution function and the strong coupling
(PDF +αs).
Signal
H → bb̄ branching fraction 1.7%
qq →WH cross section (PDF) 1.9%
qq → ZH cross section (PDF) 1.6%
gg → ZH cross section (PDF) 5%
Acceptance from PS/UE variations (ZννH) 4.1%
Acceptance from PS/UE variations (WlνH) 6.2%
Acceptance from PS/UE variations (ZllH) 2.9%
Acceptance from PDF+αs variations (ZννH) 1.1%
Acceptance from PDF+αs variations (WlνH) 1.3%
Acceptance from PDF+αs variations (ZllH) 0.5%
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CHAPTER 9. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
An overview of the global likelihood function used in this thesis is presented in Section 9.2, and
explained in further detail in Appendix B. The results of this thesis are summarized in Section 9.3,
including expected significance, postfit plots and yields, and impact of uncertainties in the total
error. The results are compared to a similar analysis but using the Variable-Radius tagger.
9.1 Introduction
Experiments in Particle Physics often search for processes which have been predicted, but not
yet seen; for example, the Higgs boson was predicted 50 years before its discovery. A general
procedure used to search for such new phenomena is based on the frequentist approach, where
probabilities are discussed only when dealing with a well-defined random experiment, where each
event has only two possibilities: it occurs or it does not. Thus, the relative frequency of occurrence
of an event, observed in a number of repetitions of the experiment, is a measure of the probability
of that event. When the number of trials approaches infinity, this probability converges to its true
value.
In the context of high energy physics, each collision (event) in the detector has only two possi-
bilities, either the event is signal or it is background. The new process can be discovered by testing
a null hypothesis, H0, describing only the background processes, against an alternative hypothesis,
H1 including both background and signal.
The level of agreement of the observed data with a given hypothesis H can be obtained by
computing a p-value, which is the probability, under the assumption of H, of finding data of
equal or greater incompatibility with the predictions of H. For convenience, the p-value is usually
converted into a more intuitive variable called the significance. The significance, Z, is defined for a
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Gaussian distribution as the number of standard deviations between the mean of the distribution
and the measured value by:
Z = Φ−1(1− p) (9.1)
where Φ−1 is the quantile (inverse of the cumulative distribution) of the standard Gaussian distri-
bution. The relation between the p-value and Z is better understood in Figure 9.1, where Z is the
number of standard deviations between the mean of the distribution and the measured data, while
the p-value is the area of the distribution separated by more than Z sigmas to the right from the
mean value. In a discovery, the background-only hypothesis needs to be rejected with a significance
of at least Z = 5, corresponding to a p-value of 2.87 × 10−7. The significance is measured using
a likelihood fit and a likelihood ratio between H0 and H1 as a test statistic. Both procedures are
explained in the following sections and in Appendix B.
Figure 9.1 For a standard normal distribution, ϕ(x) =
(
1/
√
2π
)
exp(−x2/2), the relation
between a significance Z and a p-value, shown as the blue area, is shown [182].
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9.2 Binned Profile Likelihood Fit
A likelihood fit is used to extract the expected significance of the SM Higgs boson against the
background-only hypothesis, as explained in Appendix B in detail. The likelihood is constructed
as the product of Poisson probabilities over the bins of the input distributions. The fit takes
into account the systematics uncertainties, and in the case of W+ HF, Z+ HF, and tt̄ the floating
normalizations. Ten different regions enter the likelihood fit as listed in Table 8.4: six signal regions
(two per channel), and four control regions for the 0- and 1-lepton channels. The total number of
bins in the fit is 244 containing 16 bins per distribution equivalent to 15 GeV per bin, except for
the control regions in the 0-lepton channel where the number of bins is 8. The mass of the leading
fat jet, assumed to be the Higgs boson candidate, is used as the fit variable in all the regions. In
addition to the combined fit of all the channels, separate fits are performed for each one of them.
9.3 Results
9.3.1 Postfit Distributions
After the nuisance parameters have been optimized with the global likelihood fit, the scaled
simulated events are compared with data. A good agreement is found in the distributions of the
leading fat jet mass across the 10 analyzed regions. The distributions are displayed in Figures 9.2,
9.3, and 9.4, with the prefit distributions shown as dashed histograms. In all cases, the VH signal
processes have remained fixed at a µ value of 1, according to the SM prediction. The same plots
for the VR analysis are found in Figures D.3, D.4, and D.5.
The postfit yields for each signal and control region are listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.
The yields in the VR analysis are presented in Tables D.1 and D.2, while the comparison between
the two analyses are shown in Table D.3. In general, the signal percentage gain for CoM with
respect to VR is between −17.6% and +1.8%, while the background is reduced between 27.6% and
56.7%.
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9.3.2 Expected Significance
The expected significance for the combined channels is found to be 2.91 σ, where the 0-lepton
channel provides the main contribution. In all three channels there is a significance improvement
when using the Center-of-Mass tagger of at least 7.9% with respect to using the Variable-Radius
tagger. The total improvement is 12.9% for CoM, as seen in Table 9.3.
Event candidates for the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton channels as reconstructed in the ATLAS detector
are displayed in Figures 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7.
9.3.3 Systematic Uncertainties Breakdown
To understand the impact of a specific systematic uncertainty in the final result, the error on µ
is re-evaluated without the corresponding systematic error source (or sources) varied in the fit and
the resulting error is subtract quadratically from the full error. Due to the correlation between the
uncertainties, the total error is not equal to the quadratic sum of the components. The presented
procedure is called the breakdown method, and is presented for CoM in Table 9.4, and for VR in
Table D.4.
The contributions of the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the final error are com-
parable to each other. The main sources of uncertainties are the large-R jets resolution, floating
normalizations, b-tagging, and MC statistics. The first source should be reduced once the in-situ
calibrations are applied in the analysis. The b-tagging component is divided in two categories: CoM
for the subjets inside of the leading fat jet, and VR for the track jets outside of LFJ. In the case of
CoM, the source of uncertainty is dominated by signal, while in VR the b-jet component has been
reduced significantly from the VR analysis since the leading fat jet is not taken into account.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 9.2 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (left-top), 1-lep-
ton (right-top), and 2-lepton (bottom) channels in the signal region for the
low-pVT region. Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The Higgs boson
signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to µ = 1 accord-
ing to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor indicated in
the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background. The size of
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC prediction is
indicated by the hatched band.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 9.3 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (left-top), 1-lep-
ton (right-top), and 2-lepton (bottom) channels in the signal region for the
high-pVT region. Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The Higgs boson
signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to µ = 1 accord-
ing to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor indicated in
the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background. The size of
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC prediction is
indicated by the hatched band.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.4 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (top) and 1-lep-
ton (right) channels in the control region for the low-pVT region (left) and the
high-pVT region (right). Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated luminos-
ity of 139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The Higgs
boson signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to µ = 1
according to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor indicated
in the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background. The size of
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC prediction is
indicated by the hatched band.
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Table 9.2 The postfit Higgs boson signal, background, and data yields for each control
region in each channel after the full selection of the analysis has been applied.
The signal and background yields are normalized to the results of the global
likelihood fit. All systematics uncertainties are included in the indicated uncer-
tainties.
0-lepton 1-lepton
Process pVT ∈ [250,400] GeV pVT > 400 GeV pVT ∈ [250,400] GeV pVT > 400 GeV
Z + l 0.014 ± 0.001 0.025 ± 0.002 < 0.01 <0.01
Z + cl 0.046 ± 0.002 0.299 ± 0.073 <0.01 0.021 ± 0.002
Z+HF 21.1 ± 3.0 8.9 ± 1.2 2.45 ± 0.30 0.489 ± 0.065
W + l 0.035 ± 0.009 0.011 ± 0.001 0.162 ± 0.009 <0.01
W + cl 0.445 ± 0.011 0.035 ± 0.029 0.264 ± 0.006 <0.01
W+HF 10.9 ± 1.5 2.93 ± 0.48 40 ± 4.9 9.1 ± 1.4
Single-top 17.7 ± 2.5 5.78 ± 0.98 83.4 ± 7.6 42.3 ± 4.6
tt̄ 335 ± 19 30.7 ± 4.7 922 ± 33 139 ± 12
Diboson 4.51 ± 0.11 1.43 ± 0.23 6.34 ± 0.17 2.22 ± 0.52
Background 390 ± 19 50.2 ± 4.7 1055 ± 32 193 ± 12
Signal 1.11 ± 0.27 0.42 ± 0.1 1.13 ± 0.29 0.57 ± 0.15
Data 392 44 1066 189
Table 9.3 Expected significance for the full Run 2 in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton channels
and their combination for VH → bb̄ analysis using the Variable-Radius tag-
ger, and the Center-of-Mass tagger. All numbers are shown in terms of their
corresponding standard deviation.
Channel VR CoM Percentage Gain
0-lepton 1.82 2.15 +18.1%
1-lepton 1.46 1.58 +7.9%
2-lepton 1.10 1.19 +8.3%
Combined 2.58 2.91 +12.9%
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Figure 9.5 Event display of candidate VH → ννbb̄ signal event in the ATLAS detector.
Each b-tagged jet is shown inside of the blue cones with the corresponding
hits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters represented as green and
yellow blocks. Reconstructed tracks in the inner detector are shown as orange
tracks. The EmissT is indicated as a dashed line recoiling off the Higgs candidate,
and has a magnitude of 479 GeV in the event [181].
Figure 9.6 Event display of candidate VH → lνbb̄ signal event in the ATLAS detector.
Each b-tagged jet is shown inside of the blue cones with the corresponding
hits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters represented as green and
yellow blocks. Reconstructed tracks in the inner detector are shown as orange
tracks. The EmissT is indicated as a dashed line, and the associated muon as a
red line. The pVT of the event is 504 GeV after combining the muon and the
EmissT [181].
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Table 9.4 Breakdown of the contributions to the total σµ uncertainty on the global fit for
µ = 1. Contributions are obtained by re-evaluating the error on µ without a
specific systematic uncertainties (or group of systematics) in the fit, and subtract
in quadrature the resulting error from the total, except for statistical uncertainty.
Source of Uncertainty σµ
Total 0.368
Statistical 0.255
Systematic 0.265
Experimental Uncertainties
Large-R Jets 0.094
Small-R Jets 0.033
EmissT 0.019
Leptons 0.009
CoM b-tagging
Signal 0.072
Z+ HF 0.009
W+ HF 0.002
tt̄ 0.003
Diboson 0.014
VR b-tagging
b-jets 0.012
c-jets 0.073
light-jets <0.001
extrapolation 0.001
Pile-up 0.006
Luminosity 0.018
Theoretical and modeling uncertainties
Accept. ratios 0.062
Signal 0.054
Floating normalizations 0.073
Z + jets 0.005
W + jets 0.005
tt̄ 0.002
Single-top 0.010
Diboson 0.021
MC statistical 0.107
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Figure 9.7 Event display of candidate VH → llbb̄ signal event in the ATLAS detector.
Each b-tagged jet is shown inside of the blue cones with the corresponding
hits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters represented as green and
yellow blocks. Reconstructed tracks in the inner detector are shown as orange
tracks. The two electrons are presented as dark blue lines with the correspond-
ing hits in the calorimeters. The di-lepton pT of the event is 246.7 GeV [181].
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CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Summary
A search for the high transverse momentum associated Higgs production VH → V bb̄ was per-
formed using the data collected by the ATLAS experiment in proton-proton collisions from Run
2. The data corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 139.0 fb−1 collected at a center-of-mass
energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. Three processes where the V boson decays leptonically were considered:
Z(νν)H, W (lν)H, and Z(ll)H.
The focus of this thesis was to include a novel Higgs tagger, called Center-of-Mass frame (CoM),
instead of the default ATLAS Higgs tagger Variable-Radius (VR). The new tagger improved the
expected significance from 2.58 σ to 2.91 σ, an increase of 12.9% for the Run 2 dataset.
10.2 Future Work
The sensitivity achieved in the presented analysis can be further improved by revising and
optimizing some of the object reconstructions, selection cuts, and analysis regions. These changes
could possibly impact the baseline for both, CoM and VR, analyses. A list of the most promising
improvements is presented below.
• Jet multiplicity: tt̄ is a main background in the 0- and 1-lepton channels even after the split
into signal and control regions. In the signal regions, tt̄ events have shown to have additional
small-R jets (signal and/or forward) outside of the leading fat jet in comparison with the VH
signal. An improvement in the expected significance of 16% in the 0-lepton channel [187], and
of 70% in the 1-lepton channel [186] has been demonstrated when the signal regions are split
into two smaller regions. The new signal regions are defined as the high purity SR with no
additional small-R jets with pT larger than 30 GeV, and the low purity SR with one or more
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additional small-R jets and the same pT restriction. This new scheme increases the number
of signal regions from six to eight, but it is not applied in the 2-lepton channel due to its low
tt̄ contribution.
• In-situ calibration: an additional calibration correcting the response of the detector when
reconstructing fat jets has shown to improve the mismodeling observed in the large-R jet
mass above 160 GeV [172, 173].This improvement will reduce the uncertainties on the floating
normalizations. The calibration is expected to be released in the upcoming months.
• Truth tagging: MC samples with small selection efficiency, meaning only a small number
of events pass the analysis selection, will suffer large uncertainties due to their low statistics.
One way to overcome this issue is to not cut away events due to b-tagging, but instead apply a
weight to each MC event based on the desired number of b-jets, tagging efficiencies, and scale
factors. Then, every single jet with a certain flavor label (b, c, or light) in an event is assigned
with an expected probability of being tagged as a b-jet [135]. This method is referred to as
truth tagging since it uses truth flavor tagging to calculate the weight of the event, and has
been used in previous resolved VH analyses to reduce the statistical uncertainties of V + cc,
V + cl, V + l, and WW [98, 170, 188].
• Kinematic fit: in the 2-lepton channel, the Z boson can be fully reconstructed with the
two leptons. Therefore, a kinematic likelihood fit can be applied per event in the llbb̄ system
to improve the estimate of the energy of the b-jets. This fit has shown to improve the mass
resolution, when applied along with the combined mass and muon-in-jet calibrations, of about
11% (13%) for the low (high) pVT bin region [189].
• ∆Y (V,H) cut: studies have shown that a cut in the rapidity Y between the corresponding
vector boson and the Higgs boson improves the significance by 5% in the 1-lepton channel,
and by 8% in the 2-lepton channel [190, 191]. In signal, both bosons are produced by the
same intermediary boson, which forces them to move within the same parallel plane. The
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improvement in significance is obtained by cutting all events with ∆Y (V,H) larger than 1.5
and 1.16 in the 1- and 2-lepton channel, respectively.
Nevertheless, further improvements can be achieved in the CoM analysis where, to facilitate the
comparison, the selection was based on the one optimized for the Variable-Radius tagger. Therefore,
an optimized selection for CoM could increase the expected significance, for example, by requiring
a cut on the pT of the subjets to reduce the number of soft c- and light -jets, particularly in the
1-lepton channel. One of the most promising improvements takes advantage of the two taggers used
in the CoM analysis allowing them to have their own b-tagging working point as it is explained in
the next section.
10.2.1 Two b-tagging Working Points
The optimal b-tagging working point in the VH → V bb̄ for the Center-of-Mass tagger has been
shown to be 77% (see Appendix E). However, the 70% WP was selected as it is used in the VR
analysis. In these WP optimization studies for CoM, the selected working point was the same for
both CoM subjets in the leading fat jet (LFJ) and for VR track jets outside of the LFJ. Yet, there
is no need for both working points to be the same.
A study was performed in the 0- and 1-lepton channels (2-lepton channel is excluded since VR
tagging is not used) by calculating the expected significance for different CoM and VR working
points as presented in Table 10.1. The study shows a trend of increasing significance at higher VR
working points1. This increase occurs because signal at LO does not have any extra b-jet outside
of the two produced by the Higgs, while some backgrounds do, such as tt̄. Then, lowering the
MV2c10 cut allows these real b-jets to be correctly classified, and to move these events out of the
signal region and into the control region.
The best configuration, Center-of-Mass at 70% working point with Variable-Radius track jets
outside of the leading fat jet at 85%, was applied for the full Run 2 and fitted without systematics
as listed in Table 10.2. The major improvement occurs in the 1-lepton channel where the tt̄
1The study presented in this section and in Table 10.1 only includes 2018 data and the corresponding Monte
Carlo, and only statistical uncertainties are considered.
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Table 10.1 Expected significance in the 0- and 1-lepton channels for different b-tagging
working points for the Center-of-Mass and Variable-Radius taggers. For com-
parison, the expected significance using the VR tagger with a b-tagging working
point of 70% is 1.501 in the 0-lepton channel and of 1.647 in the 1-lepton chan-
nel, when applied under the same conditions as the numbers in the table. All
numbers are shown in terms of their corresponding standard deviation.
Channel CoM WP
Track Jet WP
60% 70% 77% 85%
0-lepton
60% 1.599 1.614 1.634 1.651
70% 1.730 1.761 1.811 1.815
77% 1.703 1.739 1.773 1.811
85% 1.434 1.469 1.496 1.531
1-lepton
70% 1.740 1.860 1.919 1.954
77% 1.747 1.852 1.903 1.925
Table 10.2 Expected significance for the full Run 2 in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton channels and
their combination for different b-tagging configurations of the Center-of-Mass
frame and Variable-Radius taggers. The working point used in each case is
indicated at the top of the table. The percentage gain with respect to the VR
column is shown inside parenthesis. No systematics are taken into account in
the global likelihood fit. All numbers are shown in terms of their corresponding
standard deviation.
Channel VR 70% CoM 70% / VR 70% CoM 70% / VR 85%
0-lepton 2.44 2.86 (+16.2%) 2.91 (+19.4%)
1-lepton 1.95 2.13 (+8.8%) 2.26 (+15.9%)
2-lepton 1.44 1.54 (+7.4%) 1.54 (+7.5%)
Combined 3.44 3.87 (+12.4%) 4.00 (+16.3%)
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contamination is higher. The combined expected significance is increased 4% compared when both
CoM and VR working points are 70%. The compared yields for both configurations are listed in
Appendix F.
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APPENDIX A. COM CALIBRATION
Each reconstruction method used in the analysis requires a reweighting to correct for imper-
fections in the detector simulation and in the physics modeling. This reweighting is calculated by
measuring the efficiencies in Monte Carlo and in a control region in data as:
SF =
εMC
εdata
, (A.1)
where ε represents the corresponding efficiency. The VR tagger has been calibrated for b-, c-,
and light-jets separately, and the corresponding SF are applied accordingly to each MC sample.
However, the case for the CoM tagger, as explained in the following sections, is slightly more
complicated since the topology of the events needs to be considered as well. The calibration was
performed specifically for the VHbb analysis of this thesis.
Signal Calibration
The b-tagging calibration was performed using semi-leptonic tt̄ events as signal. The hadronic
top decay was reconstructed within a fat jet with exactly two CoM subjets representing the W
boson and the b-quark used in the calibration, respectively. The mass of the fat jet is required to
be within 125 and 245 GeV, compatible with the mass of the top-quark candidate, while a small-R
jet inside of the LFJ region is required to have a mass between 60 and 105 GeV to ensure the
presence of a W boson. The top-quark decaying leptonically was primarily used to improve the
purity of the selection. For this, the following cuts were required: exactly one lepton (electron
or muon), EmissT larger than 30 GeV, and an additional b-tagged small-R jet outside of the LFJ
region but no further that ∆R < 2.0 from the lepton. The full selection and more detail about the
procedure are found in [140].
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Figure A.1 (left) Flat b-tagging 70% working point for full Run2 in MC and data, and
(right) scale factor obtained from combining tt̄ → l+ jets for MV2c10. The
statistical, objects systematics and combined uncertainties are shown sepa-
rately for each jet pT bin [140].
The Monte Carlo efficiency is found by comparing the reconstructed selection with the truth
labeling of the event as defined in Section 6.6.1. When the selection is applied to full Run2 data,
the purity of tt̄ signal events is over 92% in both lepton channels. The efficiencies were measured
for four b-tagging working points, 60%, 70%, 77%, and 85%, as a function of the pT of the CoM
subjets. In general, all scale factors are close to one as shown for the 70% WP case for single
b-tagging shown in Figure A.1. This scale factor is applied in the signal samples to both subjets
separately.
Background Calibration
The same procedure used to calibrate b-jets and described in the last section cannot be used
for c- and light-jets given the difficulty to isolate those jets when they are coming from a two-body
decay as in the case of tt̄ with the b-jet. Instead, the calibration was performed directly for the
main VH backgrounds: W+ jets, Z+ jets and top backgrounds as explained below. The calibration
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was performed on the full Run2 dataset following Equation A.1 as before, and the scale factor was
also measured as a function of the CoM subjet pT . Therefore, two scale factors are applied to
background events in this thesis: One for each of the CoM subjets in the leading fat jet. More
information about the background calibration can be found in [192].
Figure A.2 (left) Flat single b-tagging 70% working point for full Run2 in MC and data
for (top) the combined Z → ll channel and (bottom) the combined W → lν
channel. The data to MC scale factors (right) are presented as a function of
the CoM subjet pT [192].
• Z(→ ll)+ jets: The procedure was performed for Z decaying into a pair of electrons or a
pair of muons with same flavor but opposite charge. The di-lepton system was required to
have a mass between 60 and 120 GeV comparable to the expected Z mass. The leptons are
required to have a minimum pT of 20 GeV, while the fat jets have a minimum pT of 250 GeV.
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After the selection, the fraction of Z + bb̄ and Z + cc̄ are about 14% and 23%, respectively.
The scale factors are shown in Figure A.2.
Figure A.3 (left) Flat single b-tagging 70% working point for full Run2 in MC and data
for (top) the l+ jets channel and (bottom) the combined eµ channel. The data
to MC scale factors (right) are presented as a function of the CoM subjet pT
[192].
• W (→ lν)+ jets: Only electrons or muons are considered in this process. Missing transverse
energy is triggered at 60 GeV to take into account the neutrino, and a transverse mass between
the lepton and the EmissT to be greater than 30 GeV. To suppress tt̄ background, only events
with less than 4 small-R jets are allowed and without b-tagged track jets outside of the leading
fat jet. These cuts reduce the total tt̄ contamination to less than 6%. The scale factors are
shown in Figure A.2.
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• tt̄(→ lν)+ jets: The cuts applied are the same as in W (→ lν)+ jets except for the two
tt̄-veto cuts that are reversed. Thus, 2 or more b-tagged track jets outside of the leading fat
jet are required in addition of 4 or more small-R jets in the event to pass the selection. The
scale factors are presented in Figure A.3.
• tt̄(→ eµ): This channel requires one lepton and one muon with opposite charges, which differs
from the VH background where the leptons are of the same flavor. The region is enriched
with tt̄ events by requiring at least one b-tagged track jet outside of the leading fat jet as
before. The scale factors are also presented in the Figure A.3.
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APPENDIX B. BINNED PROFILE LIKELIHOOD FIT
To illustrate the binned profile likelihood methodology [182] used with this analysis, consider
a counting experiment where a particular variable x is measured in each event. Measured events
with different x values can be represented as histograms with a total number of bins ntotal, where
the expectation value in a particular bin, ni, is given by:
E[ni] = µsi + bi;SR, (B.1)
where si and bi;SR represent the nominal signal and background yield prediction in the bin i, re-
spectively. The parameter µ determines the strength of the signal process where µ = 0 corresponds
to the background-only hypothesis, and µ = 1 corresponds to the nominal signal hypothesis. The
parameter µ described here is used interchangeably in this thesis with the µ defined in Equation
3.8 since the signal process is predicted by the Standard Model. The signal and background yields
in the ith bin take the following forms:
si = stotal
∫
bin i
fs(x; θs)dx, (B.2)
bi;SR = btotal;SR
∫
bin i
fb(x; θb)dx, (B.3)
where the functions fs(x; θs) and fb(x; θb) are the probability density functions (pdf) of the variable
x for signal and background, while θs and θb represent parameters that characterize the shape of
the pdfs. The variables stotal and btotal;SR are the total mean numbers of signal and background
events, and each of the integrals represents the probability of an event to be found in bin i. The
variables θs, θb, and btotal;SR are called nuisance parameters along with µ, since their values are not
known a priori but rather are obtained from fitting the data. The only fixed term in the calculation
of Equations B.2 and B.3 is stotal since it is predicted directly from the test model.
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In the case where there is only one signal region with ntotal bins, the likelihood function L,
defined as the product of Poisson probabilities P for all bins, takes the following form:
L(µ) =
ntotal∏
i=1
P i (ni|µsi + bi;SR) =
(µsi + bi;SR)
ni
ni!
e−(µsi+bi;SR). (B.4)
The presence of control regions in an analysis where mainly background and no signal events
are expected, helps constrain the nuisance parameters by increasing the number of bins used in the
likelihood function. Similar to the treatment of the signal region, the expected value in the control
region for a particular bin mj is given by:
E[mj ] = bj;CR. (B.5)
Thus, the previous equations can be generalized for the likelihood function with multiple signal
and control regions as:
L(µ, ~θ) =
αregion∏
k=1
αbin∏
j=1
Pkj
(
n|µs(~θs) + bSR(~θb)
)×
βregion∏
r=1
βbin∏
l=1
Prl
(
m|bCR(~θb)
)
=
αregion∏
k=1
αbin∏
j=1
(
µskj(~θs) + bkj;SR(~θb)
)nkj
nkj !
e−(µskj(
~θs)+bkj;SR(~θb))

×
βregion∏
r=1
βbin∏
l=1
(
brl;CR(~θb)
)mrl
mrl!
e−(brl;CR(
~θb))
 , (B.6)
where the notation of the dependence on the nuisance parameters has been simplified to ~θs and ~θb
for signal and background, respectively.
Nevertheless, each nuisance parameter θ is subjected to systematic uncertainties, σb, that are
known directly from the experiment and therefore, not from the fit. This a priori knowledge
of the uncertainty, constrains the nuisance parameters to their nominal values, by penalizing the
likelihood function for deviations away from the central value [183]. This penalty, also referred to
as the auxiliary measurement, is calculated for a total of Nθ niusance parameters as:
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Laux(θ) =
Nθ∏
q=1
f(θq|θ̃q, σq)
Gauss
−−−−→
E.g.
Nθ∏
q=1
1√
2πσ2q
exp
[
−(θ̃q − θq)
2
2σ2q
]
, (B.7)
where f(θq|θ̃q, σq) represents the distribution of the estimates of the nuisance parameters, θ̃q and
σq, for a given nuisance parameter value θq. Motivated by the Central Limit Theorem, the Gaussian
distribution is centered around the result of the calibration measurement θ̃q with its width given by
the associated systematic uncertainty σq. This auxiliary term constrains the nuisance parameters
within their uncertainties by penalizing large deviation in the likelihood. On the contrary, for
floating nuisance parameters where there is no prior knowledge, no penalty term is applied.
Finally, an extra term is added to the likelihood function in Equation B.6 to account for the
finite Monte Carlo sample size. The background expectation in a particular bin is given by the
sum of the weighted events of all background processes. Since its width is known a prior by the
unweighted number of events, the function is penalized again as in the last case. Therefore, a
new nuisance parameter γ is added to each bin to account for this, and the nominal background
expectation b in Equation B.6 is replaced by the term γb as a constant effective weight [196]. The
factor in the likelihood function is given by:
L(γi) =
∏
i∈bins
P
(
bi(~θb)|γiτi
)
, (B.8)
where the constant term τi represents the number of unweighted background events in the bin i.
Often, this number is not known in the calculation, but can be calculated as (bi(~θi)/δi)
2 using the
associated MC error, δi. The complete likelihood function, as given by the product of the previous
equations, is the following:
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L(µ, ~θ,~γ) = L(µ, ~θ)L(γi)Laux(θ)
=
αregion∏
k=1
αbin∏
j=1
(
µskj(~θs) + γkjbkj;SR(~θb)
)Nkj
Nkj !
e−(µskj(
~θs)+γkjbkj;SR(~θb))

×
βregion∏
r=1
βbin∏
l=1
(
γrlbrl;CR(~θb)
)Mrl
Mrl!
e−(γrlbrl;CR(
~θb))

×
∏
i∈bins
P
(
bi(~θb)|γiτi
)
×
Nθ∏
q=1
f(θq|θ̃q, σq). (B.9)
The statistical implementation presented above has been performed in this thesis through the
HistFactory tool [184].
Hypothesis Testing
In order to test a hypothesis value of µ, we consider the profile likelihood ratio defined as:
λ(µ) =
L
(
µ,
ˆ̂
~θ
)
L
(
µ̂, ~̂θ
) , (B.10)
where the numerator, L
(
µ,
ˆ̂
~θ
)
, denotes the maximum value of the likelihood function for a fixed
µ, and
ˆ̂
~θ represents the values of the nuisance parameter vector ~θ at which the maximum occurs.
This is also referred to as the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator of ~θ. In a similar manner, the
denominator displays the maximum likelihood when no restrictions on µ are applied, and µ̂ and ~̂θ
are its corresponding ML estimators. From this definition, the range of λ is set between 0 and 1,
where a good agreement between the data and the hypothesized value of µ is represented by values
of λ close to 1. Equivalently, it is convenient to use the statistical test qµ defined as:
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qµ = −2 lnλ(µ). (B.11)
Therefore, the observed p-value for a particular µ value can be analytically calculated, as found
in Figure 9.1, with the following Equation:
pµ =
∫ ∞
qµ,obs
f(qµ|µ′)dqµ, (B.12)
where f(qµ|µ′) denotes the pdf of qµ under the assumption of a signal strength µ in the data and
is described by a non-central chi-square distribution of one degree of freedom. This distribution,
f(qµ|µ′) =
1
2
√
2πqµ
[
exp
(
−1
2
(
√
qµ +
µ− µ′
σµ
)2)
+ exp
(
−1
2
(
√
qµ −
µ− µ′
σµ
,
)2)]
(B.13)
where µ′ and σµ are, respectively, the mean and the width of the µ̂ distribution. For the particular
case of this thesis, the background-only hypothesis, µ = 0, is evaluated using the test statistics q0
as follows:
q0 = −2 lnλ(0), (B.14)
where correspondingly, its observed p0-value is given by:
pµ=0 = pobs =
∫ ∞
q0,obs
f(q0|µ′ = 0)dq0. (B.15)
In order to compare this observed p-value and quantify how sensitive an experiment is to a
potential discovery, an expected p-value is measured for the particular case where the data describes
exactly the background and signal as the model predicts against the background-only hypothesis.
For this purpose, an artificial dataset called the ‘Asimov’ dataset1 is created where all statistical
1The name of the Asimov dataset is inspired by the short story Franchise, by Isaac Asimov [185]. In it, elections
are held by selecting the single most representative voter to replace the entire electorate.
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fluctuation are suppressed and the observed events in all regions and bins are replaced by the
expected values. For a bin i in a signal region and for a bin j in a control region the observed
values are:
Ni = µsi + bi;SR = si + bi;SR (B.16)
Mj = bj;CR (B.17)
where µ is set to 1 to test the expected p-value as explained above. A new Asimov likelihood LA
and corresponding profile likelihood ration λA are calculated with the new data as:
λA(0) =
LA
(
0,
ˆ̂
~θ
)
LA
(
µ̂, ~̂θ
) = LA
(
0,
ˆ̂
~θ
)
LA
(
1, ~θ
) , (B.18)
where the final equality exploits the fact that the estimators for the parameters are equal to their
hypothesized values when the likelihood is evaluated on an Asimov data set. The expected p-value
is calculated as:
pexp =
∫ ∞
q0,exp
f(q0|µ′ = 0)dq0. (B.19)
where q0,exp is the measured q0 under the Asimov dataset with λA(0). This integral can be under-
stood graphically with Figure B.1 as the cyan area starting from the dashed line to the right, which
represents the mean value, q0,exp, of the f(q0|µ = 1) distribution shown in red. The probability is
not calculated under the area of this distribution, but under the f(q0|µ = 0) distribution, shown in
black, as it represents the background-only hypothesis.
Correlations
In the likelihood calculation, it is possible that two or more nuisance parameters are correlated,
which has an impact in the analysis. The correlation between two nuisance parameters is evaluated
by constructing the Hessian matrix H as:
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Figure B.1 Diagram illustrating the extraction of the expected p-value from the distribu-
tion q0 with an expected strength parameter µ
′ = 1. The p-value is shown as
the cyan area [130].
H =

∂2L
∂θ1θ1
∂2L
∂θ1θ2
. . . ∂
2L
∂θ1θn
∂2L
∂θ2θ1
∂2L
∂θ2θ2
. . . ∂
2L
∂θ2θn
...
...
. . .
...
∂2L
∂θnθ1
∂2L
∂θnθ2
. . . ∂
2L
∂θnθn
,

(B.20)
where the covariance matrix is obtained as the inverse of H. The postfit uncertainties of each
nuisance parameter and their correlation matrix are extracted directly from the covariance matrix.
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APPENDIX C. 0-L MULTIJET ESTIMATION
The multijet background is the only one which is not simulated with Monte Carlo, but by a data-
driven estimate. The methodology for the 0-lepton channel follows the one performed in the VR
analysis case [194], where four cuts are applied in the selection to suppress the QCD contamination
as explained in Table 8.3. Out of the four cuts, the min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
distribution, which
represents the isolation of the missing transverse energy compared to any signal or forward small-
R jet, is used to calculate the total multijet contamination as has been shown in the past [193].
However, the VH signal has a significant contribution across the entire range of the distribution
as illustrated in Figure C.1. Therefore, tight cuts lead to the loss of signal; for example, when the
min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
cut is at 20◦ the signal loss in the pVT region between 250 and 400 GeV is
about 18%, and 15% for pVT greater than 400 GeV.
(a) (b)
Figure C.1 The normalized min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
distributions for VH signal and back-
ground before applying the cut at 20◦ for the two pVT regions: (a) 250 to 400
GeV, and (b) > 400 GeV.
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The QCD contamination is estimated by removing the min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
cut in the 250 to
400 GeV region where QCD has a higher impact, and measuring the mismatch between data and
MC in the min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
distribution. The QCD estimation is achieved in two steps. First,
MC backgrounds are fitted to data in a region where QCD contribution is negligible by requiring
min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
> 40◦. In this fit, the Z+ jets, W+ jets, and tt̄ normalizations are allowed
to float, while single-top and diboson normalizations are fixed to their MC prediction. Second,
the multijet yield is extracted by fitting an exponential function of the form y = ep0+p1·x with the
scaled MC backgrounds to the data in the min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
< 50◦ regime. In this fit, only
the exponential function is allowed to float, and it was measured to be p0 = 7.23 ± 0.072 and
p1 = −0.16 ± 0.008. The post-fit distribution including the QCD estimation is presented in the
Figure C.2.
Figure C.2 Post-fit min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
distribution in the 250 to 400 GeV region in the
0-Lepton channel. The multijet is modeled using an exponential shape as
indicated by the black line, and the light purple histogram.
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From the fit results, the QCD and VH signal yields are estimated as a function of the cut
places on min
[
∆φ(EmissT , jets)
]
, as presented in Table C.1. The cut is set to 20◦ where the QCD
contamination is 16% and comparable to the estimation for VR with the same cut [194]. The mbb
shape of the QCD is compared to the combined shape of V+ jets and tt̄ backgrounds in Figure
C.3, where both show a similar behavior. Therefore, and given that these three backgrounds are
allowed to float in the fit, the QCD contribution is absorbed by these backgrounds.
Table C.1 Comparison of the multijet and VH yields for the 0-Lepton channel as deter-
mined by the fit. The second and third column show the yields for the given
selection, the fourth column gives the ration, and the last column shows the
ratio in the mass region between 80 and 160 GeV.
Cut VH Multijet Multijet/VH
Multijet/VH
80 GeV < mbb < 160 GeV
15 55.48 45.70 0.82 0.38
20 53.04 17.73 0.33 0.16
25 51.26 6.88 0.13 0.06
30 49.48 2.67 0.05 0.03
Figure C.3 Comparison of the mbb distributions for QCD and the combined Z+ jets, W+
jets, and tt̄ backgrounds for full Run 2. Both shapes are normalized to unity.
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APPENDIX D. VH → V bb̄ ANALYSIS WITH VR TAGGER
In this thesis, the Center-of-Mass tagger (CoM) is applied in the VH → V bb̄ boosted analysis as
an alternative to the default Variable Radius tagger (VR) since CoM has demonstrated a significant
improvement as in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. This appendix is added with the purpose of including all
relevant information of the default analysis using VR for reference and allow comparison between
the analysis.
Event Selection
The event selection is the same as with CoM and shown in Figure 8.3 with the exception of
requiring exactly two b-tagged CoM subjets. Instead, only events with at least two track jets
associated to the leading fat jet are allowed, and the two with leading pT are required to be tagged
as b-jets.
Background Composition and Results
The background contribution per each channel using the VR tagger is shown in Figure D.1 and
D.2, with a similar behavior as when the CoM tagger is used as presented in Figures 8.9 and 8.10.
The V+ jets events with light jets have a lower impact in the yields compared to the CoM analysis
because the extra cut requiring at least two track jets inside of the leading fat jet suppresses this
background significantly. Figures D.3, D.4, and D.5 display the postfit distribution for all signal
and control regions, while Tables D.1 and D.2 presented their yields. To facilitate the comparison
with the CoM analysis, Table D.3 lists the percentage gain between the two Higgs taggers.Finally,
the systematics breakdown is shown in Table D.4.
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Figure D.1 Background distribution for (top) signal regions in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton
channels from left to right, and for (bottom) control regions in the 0-lepton
(left) and 1-lepton (right) channels for pVT between 250 and 400 GeV.
Figure D.2 Background distribution for (top) signal regions in the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton
channels from left to right, and for (bottom) control regions in the 0-lepton
(left) and 1-lepton (right) channels for pVT greater than 400 GeV.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure D.3 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (left-top), 1-lep-
ton (right-top), and 2-lepton (bottom) channels in the signal region for the
low-pVT region. Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The Higgs boson
signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to µ = 1 accord-
ing to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor indicated in
the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background. The size of
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC prediction is
indicated by the hatched band.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure D.4 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (left-top), 1-lep-
ton (right-top), and 2-lepton (bottom) channels in the signal region for the
high-pVT region. Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of
139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The Higgs boson
signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to µ = 1 accord-
ing to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor indicated in
the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background. The size of
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC prediction is
indicated by the hatched band.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure D.5 Postfit mass of the leading fat jet distributions in the 0-lepton (top) and 1-lep-
ton (right) channels in the control region for the low-pVT region (left) and the
high-pVT region (right). Data (black) corresponds to a total integrated lumi-
nosity of 139.0 fb−1 of ATLAS Run 2 data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV. The
Higgs boson signal is shown on top of the fitted backgrounds normalized to
µ = 1 according to the SM prediction. Signal (red) is scaled by the factor
indicated in the legend. The dashed histogram shows the prefit background.
The size of the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the MC
prediction is indicated by the hatched band.
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Table D.2 The postfit Higgs boson signal, background, and data yields for each control
region in each channel after the full selection of the analysis has been applied.
The signal and background yields are normalized to the results of the global
likelihood fit. All systematics uncertainties are included in the indicated uncer-
tainties.
0-lepton 1-lepton
Process pVT ∈ [250,400] GeV pVT > 400 GeV pVT ∈ [250,400] GeV pVT > 400 GeV
Z + l 0.312 ± 0.011 0.163 ± 0.085 0.038 ± 0.002 0.016 ± 0.001
Z + cl 0.329 ± 0.009 0.316 ± 0.013 0.056 ± 0.002 0.022 ± 0.001
Z+HF 42.4 ± 3.5 13.5 ± 1.5 5.29 ± 0.51 1.2 ± 0.12
W + l 0.027 ± 0.001 0.23 ± 0.14 0.91 ± 0.47 0.29 ± 0.01
W + cl 0.65 ± 0.01 0.100 ± 0.005 2.14 ± 0.05 0.70 ± 0.25
W+HF 17.6 ± 2 3.92 ± 0.53 73.8 ± 6.9 22.5 ± 2.7
Single-top 28.9 ± 3.3 7.7 ± 1.4 137 ± 14 75.8 ± 8.3
tt̄ 474 ± 24 40.8 ± 6 2210 ± 51 402 ± 22
Diboson 5.07 ± 0.12 2.53 ± 0.44 8.6 ± 1.9 4.68 ± 0.88
Background 569 ± 23 69.3 ± 6 2438 ± 49 507 ± 20
Signal 1.19 ± 0.44 0.44 ± 0.16 1.36 ± 0.51 0.64 ± 0.24
Data 572 72 2443 509
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Table D.4 Breakdown of the contributions to the total σµ uncertainty on the global fit
for µ = 1. Contributions are obtained by re-evaluating the error on µ without
a specific systematic uncertainties (or group of systematics) in the fit, and
subtract in quadrature the resulting error from the total, except for statistical
uncertainty.
Source of Uncertainty σµ
Total 0.402
Statistical 0.282
Systematic 0.287
Experimental Uncertainties
Large-R Jets 0.103
Small-R Jets 0.031
EmissT 0.011
Leptons 0.020
b-tagging
b-jets 0.040
c-jets 0.004
light-jets 0.004
extrapolation 0.009
Pile-up 0.001
Luminosity 0.018
Theoretical and modeling uncertainties
Accept. ratios 0.073
Signal 0.054
Floating normalizations 0.100
Z + jets 0.003
W + jets 0.005
tt̄ 0.003
Single-top 0.013
Diboson 0.038
MC statistical 0.128
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APPENDIX E. b-TAGGING WP OPTIMIZATION
The b-tagging working point for Variable-Radius tagger has been selected to be 70%, and
therefore, to allow a far comparison between the taggers, the same working point was selected for
CoM. Nevertheless, this working point is not necessarily the most optimal choice for the Center-of-
Mass tagger. In fact, after measuring the observed p-value for four different CoM working points
(60%, 70%, 77%, and 85%) as presented in Table E.1, the 77% WP showed to have the highest
sensitivity about all1. Despite this, the 70% and 77% working points are comparable between each
other with a difference at the most of 3.4% across all channels.
Table E.1 Expected p-value for 2018 data and mc16e for different CoM b-tagging working
points for all three channels.
Channel
CoM b-tagging WP
60% 70% 77% 85
0L 1.599 1.761 1.773 1.531
1L 1.699 1.860 1.903 1.709
2L 1.024 1.108 1.147 1.026
1The studies in this Section do not include the b-tagging scale factors, and systematics were not taken into account
during the fit. However, and despite these caveats, these changes do not affect the observed trend.
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APPENDIX F. YIELDS COMPARISON TWO b-TAGGING WPS
Table F.1 Data, signal, and background processes yield comparison between Variable-Ra-
dius tagger at 70% b-tagging working point, and Center-of-Mass frame tagger
at 70% with VR track jets outside of the leading fat jet at 85%.
Process VR 70% CoM 70% / VR 85% Percentage Gain
0-lepton channel - Signal Region - Low-pVT
Signal 57.06 ± 0.17 50.27 ± 0.17 −11.9%
W+ HF 481.53 ± 9.55 333.16 ± 11.35 −30.8%
W + cl 10.54 ± 2.17 5.26 ± 1.47 −50.1%
W + l 6.23 ± 2.25 6.87 ± 2.65 +10.3%
Z+ HF 803.84 ± 8.50 602.10 ± 7.23 −25.1%
Z + cl 10.28 ± 2.17 4.10 ± 1.56 −60.1%
Z + l 5.57 ± 1.22 5.50 ± 1.43 −1.3%
tt̄ 446.25 ± 3.64 212.12 ± 2.51 −52.5%
Single-top 108.57 ± 5.62 72.83 ± 4.67 −32.9%
Diboson 152.07 ± 2.55 126.58 ± 2.26 −16.9%
Data 2324 ± 48.21 1565 ± 39.56 −32.7%
0-lepton channel - Signal Region - High-pVT
Signal 17.87 ± 0.09 16.30 ± 0.08 −8.8%
W+ HF 105.58 ± 5.15 69.38 ± 3.38 −34.3%
W + cl 2.35 ± 0.80 2.24 ± 0.59 −4.7%
W + l 1.44 ± 0.57 2.37 ± 0.66 +64.6%
Z+ HF 224.66 ± 3.31 157.55 ± 2.73 −29.9%
Z + cl 4.96 ± 0.78 2.98 ± 0.63 −39.9%
Z + l 2.70 ± 0.88 2.60 ± 0.73 −3.7%
tt̄ 54.22 ± 0.85 28.42 ± 0.56 −47.6%
Single-top 31.67 ± 3.04 17.18 ± 2.48 −45.8%
Diboson 43.15 ± 1.43 33.72 ± 1.16 −21.9%
Data 511 ± 22.61 326 ± 18.06 −36.2%
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Table F.2 Data, signal, and background processes yield comparison between Variable-Ra-
dius tagger at 70% b-tagging working point, and Center-of-Mass frame tagger
at 70% with VR track jets outside of the leading fat jet at 85%.
Process VR 70% CoM 70% / VR 85% Percentage Gain
1-lepton channel - Signal Region - Low-pVT
Signal 70.48 ± 0.16 63.66 ± 0.16 −9.7%
W+ HF 1625.33 ± 18.34 1257.72 ± 17.59 −22.6%
W + cl 49.60± 5.64 15.42 ± 2.90 −68.9%
W + l 21.27 ± 3.42 3.17 ± 1.31 −85.1%
Z+ HF 48.72 ± 1.44 33.65 ± 1.34 −30.9%
Z + cl 1.71 ± 0.51 0.08 ± 0.04 −95.3%
Z + l 1.02 ± 0.42 0.15 ± 0.06 −85.3%
tt̄ 2070.86 ± 19.09 984.91 ± 14.53 −52.4%
Single-top 593.60 ± 12.53 402.48 ± 11.48 −32.2%
Diboson 152.24 ± 3.65 130.86 ± 3.03 −14.0%
Data 4270 ± 65.35 2036 ± 45.12 −52.3%
1-lepton channel - Signal Region - High-pVT
Signal 27.04 ± 0.10 25.36 ± 0.10 −6.2%
W+ HF 537.73 ± 10.23 360.50 ± 8.65 −33.0%
W + cl 31.02 ± 3.67 5.44 ± 1.57 −82.5%
W + l 17.30 ± 2.53 3.65 ± 0.95 −78.9%
Z+ HF 10.72 ± 0.64 6.71 ± 0.55 −37.4%
Z + cl 0.83 ± 0.25 0.30 ± 0.12 −96.4%
Z + l 0.76 ± 0.30 0.14 ± 0.08 −81.6%
tt̄ 387.86 ± 8.38 170.00 ± 5.97 −56.2%
Single-top 305.89 ± 9.03 204.33 ± 8.18 −33.2%
Diboson 49.47 ± 2.46 39.19 ± 1.71 −20.8%
Data 1158 ± 34.03 555 ± 23.45 −52.5%
0-lepton channel - Control Region - Low-pVT
Signal 1.32 ± 0.03 4.10 ± 0.05 +210.6%
W+ HF 23.21 ± 1.86 56.49 ± 2.85 +143.4%
W + cl 0.66 ± 0.37 1.39 ± 0.71 +110.6%
W + l 0.04 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.37 +1050.0%
Z+ HF 41.67 ± 1.72 77.88 ± 2.35 +86.9%
Z + cl 0.49 ± 0.16 0.64 ± 0.26 +30.6%
Z + l 0.41 ± 0.31 1.95 ± 0.89 +375.6%
tt̄ 509.30 ± 4.03 454.34 ± 3.73 −10.8%
Single-top 35.19 ± 3.14 39.03 ± 3.27 +10.9%
Diboson 5.94 ± 0.57 13.88 ± 0.91 +133.7%
Data 623 ± 24.96 651 ± 25.51 +4.5%
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Table F.3 Data, signal, and background processes yield comparison between Variable-Ra-
dius tagger at 70% b-tagging working point, and Center-of-Mass frame tagger
at 70% with VR track jets outside of the leading fat jet at 85%.
Process VR 70% CoM 70% / VR 85% Percentage Gain
0-lepton channel - Control Region - High-pVT
Signal 0.47 ± 0.02 1.32 ± 0.02 +187.2%
W+ HF 5.18 ± 0.86 13.37 ± 1.39 +158.1%
W + cl 0.15 ± 0.09 0.12 ± 0.11 −20.0%
W + l 0.35 ± 0.21 0.01 ± 0.17 −97.1%
Z+ HF 14.62 ± 0.81 25.06 ± 1.11 +71.4%
Z + cl 0.42 ± 0.12 0.51 ± 0.18 +21.4%
Z + l 0.22 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.18 +118.2%
tt̄ 53.75 ± 0.74 52.40 ± 0.68 −2.5%
Single-top 9.09 ± 1.52 13.46 ± 1.91 +48.1%
Diboson 2.52 ± 0.39 4.44 ± 0.43 +76.2%
Data 87 ± 9.33 102 ± 10.10 +17.2%
1-lepton channel - Control Region - Low-pVT
Signal 1.51 ± 0.02 4.33 ± 0.04 +186.8%
W+ HF 95.41 ± 4.08 187.47 ± 6.42 +96.5%
W + cl 3.63 ± 0.85 2.61 ± 0.87 −28.1%
W + l 1.92 ± 0.86 0.92 ± 0.38 −52.1%
Z+ HF 4.67 ± 0.59 8.26 ± 0.63 +76.9%
Z + cl 0.16 ± 0.11 0.03 ± 0.01 −81.3%
Z + l 0.09 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01 −88.9%
tt̄ 3605.84 ± 21.34 2249.84 ± 21.76 −13.7%
Single-top 178.76 ± 6.99 216.46 ± 8.45 +21.1%
Diboson 9.26 ± 0.97 18.37 ± 1.14 +98.4%
Data 2615 ± 51.14 1980 ± 44.50 −24.3%
1-lepton channel - Control Region - High-pVT
Signal 0.68 ± 0.02 2.07 ± 0.03 +204.4%
W+ HF 32.87 ± 2.16 62.07 ± 3.40 +88.8%
W + cl 1.36 ± 0.41 1.77 ± 0.71 +30.1%
W + l 0.48 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.13 −27.1%
Z+ HF 1.09 ± 0.19 1.62 ± 0.22 +48.6%
Z + cl 0.08 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.04 +0.00%
Z + l 0.09 ± 0.07 0.01 ± 0.01 −88.9%
tt̄ 503.84 ± 9.56 391.73 ± 8.96 −22.3%
Single-top 97.03 ± 5.08 120.29 ± 6.29 +24.0%
Diboson 4.86 ± 0.74 7.25 ± 0.82 +49.2%
Data 544 ± 23.32 392 ± 19.80 −27.9%
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